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ADREAM IN
THEDESERT
Settlement in Judea and Samaria may be a diplomat's nightmare. But it

is also the kind of opportunity of which every planner dreams.

The Jerusalem Post's ABRAHAM RABINOVICH meets the people who
shaped the new town of Ma'aleh Adumim, just east of Jerusalem.

Aerial view ofMa'aleh Adumim: an extra-large dose ofQuality ofLifefar 2.500 Israelifamilies.

FOR THE politicians who con-

ceived it, Ma’aleh Adumim is a

hard-edged political statement, as

pragmatic as a punch in the nose.

For the planners who created it,

Ma’aleh Adumim is a sort-edged

dream, as romantic as a desert oasis.

The construction since 1967, of

close to 200 new settlements across

the green line has been a private

fantasy for Israeli planners, who
have been able to create on the

ground visions that their colleagues

abrond can only doodle on paper.

Urban settlements in particular —
such as Katzrin on the Golan
Heights and Yamit in Sinai — have

provided an opportunity to indulge

in a planner's dream, to recreate the

world in the Form of an ideal com-
munity.

Ma'aleh Adumim is a classic city

in the desert, which was
transplanted full-blown from the

minds of planner Tommie Leiters-

dorf and his colleagues to the bar-

ren hilltops on the upper step of the

Judean Desert east of Jerusalem. It

is the largest settlement to be built

across the green line, and the most

meticulously planned.

**WE HAD a very romantic image

of a desert khan (inn)," says Elinoar

Barzucchi, district architect of the

Housing Ministry, who worked
closely with master planner Leiters-

dorf. “It's important when you

start something, to have a dream."
The idea of the khan, with its in-

terior courtyard, is transposed in

Ma'aleh Adumim to close-in plan-

ning, with small courtyards protected

from the powerful desert wind by
the buildings around them. Arcades
provide protection from the sun,

and cars are kept at the periphery of
the residential areas.

For his city-sized, 20lh Century
khan. Leitersdorf proposes an inter-

nal transportation system made up
of "people movers” such as those

used at Disney World — slow mov-
ing doorless wugons winding at fre-

quent intervals through the town.
Housing Ministry officials had

from the first seen the need for a
high dosage of Quality or Life in

Ma'aleh Adumim, to induce people
to abandon the comforts inside the
political and botanical green line for

the desert. Their proposal for a high
percentage of large apartments met
opposition from Housing Minister
David Levy, who wanted more and
smaller apartments. A compromise
was reached which still left a higher
percentage of large apartments than

the ministry normally builds in a

new town.

Further breaking the traditional

pattern of Israeli apartment con-

struction — most of the buildings

were kept to three storeys or less.

Some 30 per cent of the apartments
are at ground level and have private

gardens. Also planned is a system of

parks, which the planners would
like to include a lake and cafds,

“We thought it important, because
of the desert surroundings, to have a

water element," said Leitersdorf.

Uncertain that high standards

were sufficient, the ministry initially

subsidized prices so that apartments
were about 25 per cent less than the

price of equivalent flats in the new
Jerusalem neighbourhoods like

Gilo, with which Ma’aleh Adumim
was in direct competition.

The long lines of prospective

purchasers that immediately began

to form — three or four for each

available apartment — forced the

ministry to establish a lottery. Since

the first family moved in last May,

some 750 have followed and

another 150 are to arrive within a

month. In all, 2,500 apartments are

under construction or completed in

one of the most intensive efforts

ever undertaken by the Housing

Ministry.

Although apartments are now

ROADSTOROAM
The Post's YOSEF GOELL travels the highways of Judea and Samaria,

an integral part of the infrastructure of the new settlement drive.

“SEVERAL times I’ve nearly run .

over Arab children who literally ran

into my car as I was driving through
the neighbouring village. It worries

me to think that sooner or later I, or

one of the other people here* will

kill or maim one of those children.

The condition of the rood being
what it is, it's bound to happen."
The speaker was a woman settler

at the western Samaria settlement
of Ma’aleh Shomron, who preferred
to remain anonymous bccuuse of

i

the recent press reports about the

squabbling in the settlement. These
. threatened its inLernRl stability and

have made its members overly sen-

sitive to further exposure in the

media.

She was referring to one of. the

major problems generated by the
recent government-sponsored set-

tlement drive in Judea and Samaria:
’

the woefully inadequate infraslruc-

. tore that, cannot possibly catch up:

with the inundation of new settlers

’.for a number of 'years.
'! In the case of- the .settlements in

western Samaria the
:
problem is

mainly that ,of the 'two west«to-enst

. rduds, the Gross-Shmnrid.and the.

. Gross-Irenashe (highways. The
!

.
.
plans for the forntjqr call for

|

it to

begin at the, Morasha junction on
- the voustftl highwayjust north of Te!

. Aviv; skirt Pcfcah TikVaand RosH'
Ha’iiyiii ofi it? way east; bypass thq

'

. ,
largp’ Arab village bfKafr; Kasscm;.

; ;
which is righi qri'lhe former Qreeri-

Line boundary; and then make its

way up the mountains, past Elkana,

the Yakir turnoff, and Ariel, to link

up with the Jerusalcm-Nablus
highway at Tapuah.
The eastward sweep or the

highway from there is an exquisite

1 1 kms. of the best road in the

country that passes only one tiny

new Israeli settlement before it links

up with the north-south Alton road.

From there it turns into one of the

most dangerous stretches of road in

Israel — past the new town of

Ma’aleh Ephraim and down a

frighteningly serpentine slope which

bypasses Phasacl and ends at the

junction with the Jordan Rift-Bik'a

road. This last stretch was recently

the scene of a horrible accident in

which a truck carrying
schoolchildren from Herzliya went
careening over the precipice, killing

four of the children and the driver.

Most settlers with whom I raised

the matter readily agreed that, once
real building adUvity starts on the

‘ thousands of private homes planned
for the new bedroom setdemerits
just prf the initial western stretches

of the Cross-Samaria road, up to the

Yukir turnoff and Ariel* the stretch

will he h continual death trap. To-
day the load on the road, which pas-

ses through a number of Arab vil-

lages, is still tolerable. When
hundreds of trucks it day start-mov-
ing .building material ip dozens of
sites it Will be impossible. The same;

is true of the Cross-Menashe
“highway" which connects Kfar
Sava with Kedumim and serves
the large communities planned for

Karnei Shomron and Emanuel.
Deputy Agriculture Minister

Michuel Dekel, who is one of the
main movers in the settlement
drive, fully agrees and told me "the
problem of the Cross-Samaria and
Cross-Menashe highways con-
stitutes a potential catastrophe; we
must get belter organized to solve it

and fast."

NOT THAT nothing is being done
about the road network that is so es-

sential if many more settlers are to

live in Judea and Samaria. The
impression is, however, that the in-

vestments in road building to date
have been primarily in (he very
spurscly-settlcd areas, for the pur-
pose of establishing political/ato ac-

complish while very little has been
done in the areas slated for large-

sdnle settlement near the former
Green 1,1 nis boundary with Israel.

in preparing this series I drove
over imost of the new roads that

h nvc bee n pushed through the West
Sank territories. The most impi'es-
sive or all is the eastern pari of the
Cross-Samaria! highway from the
Tapuah junction on the Jerusalcm-
Nablus highway, to the Allon
highway , on (he mountain ridge
overlooking the Jordan Rift Valley'

It is an excellenlly planned arid con-.

structed road, but one that is barely

used.

Regarding its continuation down
past Ma'aleh Adumim to Phasael,

Yossi Margalit, of the Housing
Ministry’s rural construction divi-

sion, told me, shortly after the tragic

school-bus accident that “the only

thing to do there is to find another
way down the mountainside. There
is simply no point in trying to fix up
the present road." But finding

and pushing through a new way
down to the valley will be
prohibitively expensive.

The Allon road itself is a
breathtaking drive. The new section

connecting the Jericho-Jerusalem

highway and the Jericho- Ramallah
road, which crosses the scenic Wadi
Kelt in (he middle of the Judean
Desert, is already in a state of dis-

repair. The northward continuation

from Giltit to Hamraon the Nablus-

Jiftlik road is also narrow and rutted

but it will be replaced by a section

that is being bulldozed through the

mountains to the west. A good addi-

tion is the 30-km. stretch con-
necting Hamra to the Jordan Rift

Valley road at Mehola, a few
kilometres south of Beisan.

In the Jerusalem urea, a con-
troversial' new road is being pushed
through from Ma'aleh Adumim to

French Hill on the eastern outskirts

of the capital,' sp that Israeli traffic

need not drive through thc.windirig

road of the Arab suburbs of Azariya
arid Abu' pis, 'Work on this road has
been held up by a court order ob-
tained by,the French Hill residents.

A parallcj road through the desert,

-

in excellent condition for most of its

length, i connects the Mishor
Adumim : industrial park, on the
J er I c b o. h ig,h w ay w 1 1 h t h

e

,Tr

Jerusalem-Rumallah road —
although it peters out into a narrow,

pot-holed ribbon in its final two

kilometres through Shu'afat just

south of Neve Ya’acov.

All of these roads, and the as yet

unpaved one connecting Tekoa,

near Herodion, with the Dead Sea,

were constructed over a year ago.

None has been added during the last

year, primarily due to budgetary

reasons.

FIVE MAJOR roads are being plan-

ned to criss-cross Judcn and

Samuriu: from Hudcru to Mehoin

across northern Samaria; an

improved highway that would paral-

lel the ancient king’s highway on the

mountain spine from south to north;

the completion of the Cross-

Samaria highway; a north-south

highway through the Judean Desert

that would connect Ma’aleh

Adumim and Arad without passing

through the Arab town of Hebron

or the other Arab villages along the

present road; and a road, parallel

with the present Tel Aviv-

Jerusalem highway, going from Ben

Shemen in the west through Bet

Horon, Atorot north of Jerusalem

and down to Mishor Adumim by

. way of the Judean Desert road.

: Yossi Margalit says that work is

already in progress on the Kafr Kas-

sem bypass on the- Cross-Samana

highway and will soon sLart on the

: initial section of the highway* begin-

ning with the Morasha junction and

bypassing Petah Tikva; All the rest

is plans and talk of plans.

;

What seems clear is that the grnn-

,
dio'se plans to criss-Cross Judea and

Samaria with such a road network,

not to mention the many secondary

roads and approach roads to new
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readily available ns a result of the

general slack of demand for hous-

ing, so firmly is the town's image es-

tablished that prices are now just

10-15 per cent less than in Gilo.

Private contractors have now begun
building even without a guarantee

from the government (o purchase

the apartments if the market does

not absorb them.

Private investors too have begun

to make inquiries about noti-

residcnliul ventures in Ma'aleh
Adumim. To date there have been
feelers concerning three hotels and

a “country-club. rhey’ve

begun to discover that Ma’uleh
Adumim is right next to Jerusalem

and with land available," says

Leitersdorf.

Representatives of Israeli movie
mogul Mcnuhem Golan recently

presented the Housing Ministry

with a proposal for a S 10 million

construction package that would in-

clude film studios at the Ma'aleh
Adumim industrial area, a 20,000-

scat amphitheatre near the Good
Samaritan Inn on the Jericho Road
where shows could be presented

live and filmed, and a multi-purpose

theatre complex in the town itself,

along with 40 executive apart-

ments. The ministry hns asked for

more details.

TH I: KAPI D public acceptance

won by Ma'aleh Adumim is

noteworthy, considering the dif-

ficulty initially experienced by new
neighbourhoods within Jerusalem
itself. Its success bespeaks not only

sound planning and subsidies, but a

shifting national consensus
regarding the territories — at least,

towards parts of those captured in

the Six Day War.
••You’ve got a cross-section of

Israel’s population here, including

Peace Now people," says Gideon
Hochfidd. Ma’aleh Adumim pro-

iCnHttnueJ on page 61 Some ofthe houses in Ma'aleh Adumim: 750 already completed
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settlements, will constitute a major

budgetary burden. The entire new
settlement plan is being predicated

on the assumption of large-scale

private investments. It is difficult to

sec where the billions, perhaps tril-

lions of shekels for the road

network and other infrastructure

projects will come Tram.

PROGRESS ON the electrification

of Judea and Samnria, and especial-

ly the latter, has been much more
impressive. TTie Israel Electric Cor-

poration has completed 200 kms. of

electricity lines in the area, 180 kms.

of them high tension. Three weeks

ago Eilon Moreh, smack in the mid-

dle of Samaria, just east of Nablus,

was connected to the national grid.

Most of this work shifted into'

high gear only in 1980, when the in-

itial plans, aiming at a goal of

100,000 settlers, jelled in government
departments. The emphasis will now
move to the sparsely-populated

areas in Judea south of Hebron and

in northern Samaria, where a high-

tension line is already being planned

to connect Beisan with Jenin.

Paul Shefcr, director of the

Jerusalem district of the. Electric

Corporation, which is in charge of

most of this work, estimates that the

electrification of northern Samaria
will be completed within a year and
of southern Judea at the end of two
years. The present grid is enough
for 10,000-15,000 families says

Shefcr, who doubts whether 100,000

people will be living in Judea and

Samaria in two or three years' time.

Plans to increase the wutersupply

for the new Israeli settlements are

nlso proceeding apace. At present,

the 2-3 million cy. m. supplied an-

nually. to , thq existing settlement?,

comes mostly from locally-drilled

wells. A population of 100,000,

however, will require up to 10 mil-

lion cu.m, u year, and such a supply
will have to come from sources in-

side Israel. Plans have already been
commissioned to connect the new
settlements in Samaria to the
National Carrier.

But as with electricity, the pace
or water development seem to in-

dicate a pragmatic reading of many
fewer settlers than the number be-

ing bruited by the politicians.

As in the case of roads, lop
priority is being given to providing a
network of telephones for the set-

tlers in Judea and Samaria and the

llood of new ones expected in the
next few years. During the last year,

the Ministry of Communications in-

stalled 1,400 phones in these ter-

ritories, but most of its investments

and activities were concentrated on
providing modern exchanges in

Karnei Shomron, Ariel, Kiryat Arba
and Ma'aleh Adumim, the major
urban centres under construction.

Work is also proceeding on modern
exchanges in the as yet unfinished

town of Efrul, and in Ma'aleh
Ephraim, Shiln and Elknna.

I was surprised to learn all this,

and to see telephones actually

operating in the offices and homes
or people 1 interviewed in many of
these settlements. My surprise was a
result of a frustrating inability to es-

tablish telephone contact with many
of the new settlements when I

started out on this series.

The explanation for this gap
between advance impressions and
the reality in the field lies in a

typical Israeli xnafu. The new phone
.numbers are not only not listed: in

even the latest directories,, but

several attempts to get the numbers
of Ariel, Ma’aleh Shomron and
other settlements from the central

information number, 14, elicited the

response that "there are no such

places, and no numbers for them."

ROADS, power lines, water pipes

and phones ars projects that Israel

has had long experience in

providing - (readers who are still

wailing for their telephones after

years are requested to stifle their

bitter laugh). Developing an in-

dustrial infrastructure to provide
work in (he vicinity for lens of

thousands of new settlers, however,
is a much more complicated
problem. The rate of progress in this

field will in all likelihood determine
the real rate of progress in attaining

the goal of 100,000 settlers by the

mid-1980s.
In the past, few years, over 200

small plants and workshops have been

established in the scores of seltle-

mems that dot Judea and Samaria,
mostly in the concentrated In-

dustrial parks of Mishor Adumim,
Kiryat Arbti, Ma’aleh Ephraim,
Ariel and Karnei Shomron, and in

the older Gush Emunim settlements

of Kedumim and Ofra.

Ministry of Industry and Trade

officials assert that the governmen-
tal support given to these
enterprises is the same as that,

given to development towns in top-

priority areas within the Green Line-

or on the Golan Heights. This aid

conics to 35 per cent of the invest-

ment in outright grants, and 40 per

qunt in loans on extremely attrac-

tive terms. In addition there are

significant tux concessions.

In fact, however, there is real ob-

tCnntiniied on page 6i
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I Continued from page 5

1

jective discrimination that works in
favour of enterprises locating in
Samaria and the areas of Judea
around Jerusalem rather than in
the more outlying areas. There is
simply no way in which Katzrin in
the Golan, or Hatzor or Carmiel in
Galilee, can compete with, for ex-
ample, Ariel in attracting industrial
projects. This is due to the com-
parative proximity of the latter to
the major industrial and com-
mericial areas of Greater Tel Aviv.
The attempt to persuade in-
dustrialists to invest in the more
outlying towns in the Oreen Line
area has been largely unsuccessful;
but they seem to be standing in line
For some of the newer places in
Samaria and Judea. The govern-
ment agencies clearly have no in-
tention or redressing this imbalance.

In tfjese newer towns there is also
a greater emphasis on attracting
science-based and high-technology
industries, in which the transporta-
tion factor is relatively unimportant,
and which lend to attract highly-
trained Jewish workers rather than
the Arabs who have flocked to such
industries as low-paying textiles in
the older development towns.

,
Despite official denials;. it would'*™to be a foregone conclusion

that the more the newer towns in
Judea and Samaria succeed in at-

.

trading industrial enterprises; the
more the older,ones will be turned
into .neglected industrial ghost
towns. Some of the development
towns. In Galilee atfe ''already
plagued with an unemployment rate
much higher than the national
average.

;
j,.'

•'
•

•

The stepped-up activity in the
field iti alt areas mentioned above

Zar’s Knrnei Shomron home. (Q°cll)

would seem to justify some of the

high-flown talk by the politicians of
attracting tens of thousands of new
Israeli families to live in Judea and
Samaria. Up to a point.
The main fly in the ointment at

the present time, besides the peren-
nial lack of funds, is the extension of
the Israeli tradition of ferocious, no-

holds-barred, bureaucratic and
political infighting even to projects
of top-priority national importance
such as the rapid settlement of

Judea and Samaria undoubtedly is

in the eyes or the Likud govern-
ment.
The bureaucratic infighting has,

become so bad in recent weeks that

Prime Minister. Begin was asked to

intervene by Dekel, who claimed
that the Ministry of Housing's
public statements concerning the

risk entailed in buying a private plot

in Judea and' Samaria were en-

dangling the settlement drive, ft is

understood that Minister of

Defence Arik Sharon and. Foreign

{Continued from page Si

ject manager for the ministry.
MNo

one came here to carry the flag."

Three-quarters of the residents are
from Jerusalem, mostly young cou-
ples in search of housing Lhey can
afford.

Tommy Leitersdorf himself —he
was named after the first president
of Czechoslovakia, Tomas Masaryk
— exemplifies this shift of attitude.

“My views have changed,” he
said this week in an interview.
“Before I thought that we could

sit in Tel Aviv and Savyon (he works
in the former and lives in the latter)
and live and let live. But now I see.
the vital links. It isn’t a question of
right or wrong on the philosophical
level, but of the minimum Israel
needs, from the territorial point of
view, in order to survive,"

THE AREA of Ma’aleh Adumim
astride the main road from
Jerusalem to Jericho had been kept
free of settlement by Labour
governments following 1967, leav-

ing open the option or a territorial

compromise with Jordan that could
include a corridor from the Arab
world to the Temple Mount via A!-
Icnby Bridge. However, in 1974 the
then Labour Government decided
to create an industrial park al

Ma’aleh Adumim following the
Rabat Conference and Yasser
Arafat's speech at the United Na-
tions. A "temporary work camp"
was ulso erected.

The following year, a group of

nationalists — some of them linked

to Gush Emuniin but others not —
squalled on the site, in an attempt
to force the government to establish

a permanent settlement in the area,

The government waffled —
providing the squatters with pre-fab
huts but not committing itself— un-

til the end or 1977, when it decided
to create a town of 5,000 units.

The Likud government inherited

this idea when it took office and
asked LeilersdorPs firm to draw up
plans for the proposed site, some 20

km. from Jerusalem and close to the

The original settlers: squatters at Ala 'a/eh Adumim in 1975.

KAGEL EVENING
AND TESTIMONIUM VI
"THE REVEALED AND THE HIDDEN"

A Series of Special Concerts
of World Premieres

In cooperation with
The Jerusalem Symphony Orchestra, I.B.A

KAGEL EVENING
Works composed and staged by Maurice
Kagol

Conductor: Juan Pablo Izqulerdo

—Szenarlo for String Orchestra and
soundtrack {1981 /82)

—Prince Igor, Stravinsky
Soloist: Boris Carmali (Bass)
French Horn, English Horn, Tuba, Viola and
Percussions—Variations without Fugua
Full Symphonic Orchestra and tho actors
Waller Tschernich and Roger Levi

The Tel-Aviv Museum, 24.1.1983
Tito Jerusalem Theatre, 25 1.1983

TESTIMONIUM VI

"THE REVEALED
AND THE HIDDEN"

Concert No. 1

Conductor: Juan Pablo Izquiardo
—lanis Xanakls: "Shear" — The Horrible
Tale of Rabbi Joseph dp la Reina,
Fufl Symphonic Orchestra

—Tomas Marco: Conclerto del Alma, for

violin and String Orchestra
Soloist: Yigal Tunoh (violin)

— Leon Schidlowsky: "Ode" for Women's
Choir and Orchestra with the members of
the Rinat National Choir

The Tel-Aviv Museum. 30.1 1983
TJie Jerusalem Theatre. 3.2.1983

Concert No. 2

Conductor: Thomas Baldner

—Hans Joachim Haspos: "Pleuk" —
Homage to Testimonium, for Winds’
Orchestra

—Chamber Scenea from the Life of
Suaakind von Trfmberg
Music: Mark Kopytman
Libretto: Racha Freier
Stage Director: Uwe Scholz
Stage Designer: David Sharir
Costume Designer: Tova Sedan
Soloists: Emilia Berendsen, Mira Zakai,

Gabi Sadeh. Yaron Wlndmlller, Boris
Carmeli and Eldad Baron (child's voice), end
the "Circle" Choir from England

The Tel-Aviv Museum. 31.1.1983
The Jerusalem Theatre, 2.2.1983

TICKETS

Jerusalem — The Jerusalem Theatre, 20
Marcus St., Tel. 867107. Sunday through
Thursday 4.00 p.m.—8.00 p.m.
Tel-Aviv — The Tel-Aviv Museum, 27 Shaul
Hamelech Blvd.. Tel. 257361. Sunday
through Thursday 10.00a.m.— 10.0Qp.rn.,
Friday 10.00a.m. — 1.00p.m., Saturday
7.00p.m.—10.00p.m.
Hadran Agency. 90 Ibn Gabirol St
Tel. 248783-30

Jerusalem K.X3J
Culture Dept.

Adult Education Dept.

Municipality
Ministry of Education
and Culture

Adult Education Dept.

Popular University
Beit Ha'am, 11 Rahov Bezalel. Tel. 2241 66

Announce the opening of two new courses at the Popular University:

1) Workshop for Consecutive Translation (Interpretation)
. Given by llan' Steinberg. Opens on February 16. 1983.

1
.'

^*8nl
?

01 ,he 0r
? Ration (with some written basis) systems tor gatherings, symposia and seminars

, hSdon^ Tu*,2!
rrtmBnd °f HebFBW and En° liah 8nflblin9 ff0e translation Into both languages. Studies will beheld bn.Tuesdays, once a week, over a 15-week: period, at 6.16 p,m. (two lessons during each meeting)

2) PUy Writing
'

»• Given
,by Jcnajhan Ucht :

'

BAglnnbrs wsicoma. -
.

,•••_• ''
.

'
'

* 8,d W Wednesdays, once a weak.atVlB p.m. during a 15 -week Dariod

. an

a

d 5.00
6

7lo7m
,',9 'E,ra,IOr’ 8 ' ,he P,*P' l,Br UniW"l,V oHi“- Sund3V >"d Thursday. 8.30 rr.m,, 2.00 noon

\ I. novah jnstl.uuon of high., looming ,nd do.s no. oonlor ooodomlc dogroes.
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Courtyards in the desert: key pari ofplanners ' concept.

t Continued from page 6)

Dead Sea. After an extensive survey

of the area by climatologists, Leiters-

dorf concluded that the site would
be unliveable to all but a band of

hardy pioneers. He proposed in-

stead a site just eight kilometres

from Jerusalem, which promised, al

an altitude of 500 metres above sea

level, a comfortable climate. The
government accepted the shift and

decided to double the number of

apartments to 10,000. Construction

got under way in December 1979.

Of the nationalists who had squat-

ted in the initial settlement near the

industrial area, some have moved to

Kfar Adumim, a new settlement

closer to Jericho. Others have set-

tled in the new city, from among the

latter group, the Housing Ministry

has chosen men to run the local

council until elections are held.

There is still uncertainty about

catergorizing Ma’aleh Adumim as a

satellite, a suburb, a self-contained

city or part of Jerusalem itself. A
new road link via Mount Scopus

Minister Yitzhak Shamir also ex-

pressed such misgivings to the

Prime Minister.

Mr. Begin ordered the ministries

of housing and agriculture to get

together and coordinate their ef-

forts. The result was a meeting

between Minister or Housing David
Levy and his director-general,

Asher Weiner, and Agriculture's

Dekel. Two conflicting statements

emerged from that meeting, which
would seem to indicate that the

inter-ministerial sniping will con-

tinue.

The Housing Ministry spokesman
said thaL it had been decided to

co-opt a housing representative onto
the committee allocating land for

private development, and that his

ministry would have the final say on
such allocations. The Ministry of
Agriculture spokesman quickly
weighed in with a denial saying that

although a coordinating committee
had been set up, the minister of

agriculture, acting through the

Israel Lands Administration, would
still be the final arbiter concerning
all such .allocations.

One of the little ironies of this in-

fighting is that the. three major
protagonists involved — Housing’s

David Levy, Dekel arid World
Zionist Organization Settlement

Department head Matityahu Dro-
bles— are all members of Herut. As
is, of course, Arik Sharon who’ has

his own thick finger in the pot as the

official defence “master” of the oc-

cupied territorits.

The frictions generated by the
bad personal relations between
these men, which at times seem to

pul even the Rabin-Peres .con-

troversy in the shade, may well be
the harbinger of even worse

will permit residents lo avoid driv-

ing through Arab suburbs — a driv-

ing hazard at the best of times, a

security hazard at the worst. The
new road will get motorists inside

Jerusalem in 10 minutes.

The planners also mean in keep

residents psychologically close to

Jerusalem by deliberately providing

sight lines through the buildings that

lead the casual gaze up lo the

lowers on the Mount or Olives and

Mount Scopus to the west. Al night,

the lights of Jerusalem are dearly

visible.

District architect Barzacchi,

referring to the ancient practice of

lighting bonfires from the Mount of

Olives on the night of a new moon
to signal by relays to the Diaspora,

said of the new night-time signals

now passing between Jerusalem and

Ma'aleh Adumim: “We see this

almost as u biblical connection of

lights.”

The signals are clear but their

ultimate political message remains

to be deciphered.

bureaucratic mayhem when other

ministries, such as Education and
Lubour, are brought into the pic-

ture. It is already being complicated

by .political competition outside

Herut, with the introduction of

Tehiya’s Yuval Ne’eman as

chairman of the Ministerial Settle-

ment Committee and competition

in the Gush Emunim chairmen of

the regional councils of Benyamin
and Shomron.
Has the entire process really

reached the point of no return and
is it already all but irreversible, as

some observers claim?

One man, at least, who seems to

have committed himself to the

proposition that Israel is there Lo

stay is Moshe Zar. He is one or the

shadowy band of purchasers who
have been buying up land from
private Arab sellers and reselling it

lo Israeli developers and promoters

at a tidy profit.

On my first visit to Nofim my at-

tention was called to a gigantic

edifice on a hazy hilltop many
kilometres to the north. On a later

visit to Karnei Shomron 1 came
across Moshe Zar’s lhrec-storey
mansion which he has been building

on top of his private mountain.
The mansion, which is nearing

completion, has a private roatf

leading up to it, is topped with an

Arub-style Eifel Tower TV antenna,

und commands the most breathtak-

ing view, in all four directions, this

side 9f the Mediterranean.

The last time I had seen anything

comparable was when 1 visited the

palace of an oil-rich Saudi Sheikh
on a very similar mountalntop north

of Sidon in Lebanon. Now, that's

regional integration for you, Q
.
(The third- In a series of articlesJ
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* Whits slocks last.

n Tha Haifa Museum of Modern Art

cordially asmounces

THE TRIENNALE OF GRAPHIC ART (PRINTS)

Artists who wish to take part are to submit their works and the registration form Until

February 19,’ 1983'.
.

Please contact the Museum in order to recoive the registration form, by phone, TeL. 04-

523255-8, or in writing; The Haifa Museum of Modern Art, 2G Shahbetai Levy St., Haifa

33043.
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HISTORY is about to be made in

the Israeli, and perhaps (he entire

Jewish organizational world. Dr.

Amnon Goldenberg is stepping
down after only four years as presi-

dent nf Lite Israel Bar Association,

having already resigned at the dnd
of his fifth year as chninnun of Yad
Chaim Wci/.mann.

All this makes Goldcnberg the

exception in a society where chief

rabbis seek to change the law to get

themselves u second IQ-year term,

where it is virtually unheard of for

some one to leave high
organizational posts voluntarily.

Guide nberg says that "it is better

to go when people still want you to

stay." Not only will he leave when
his four-year term ends on February
23; he advocates shorter periods of

office, as is customary in many
foreign bur associations.

The 4X-year-old lawyer’s name
lus been associated, especially by
the political soothsayers of the press

with plans to launch a new centre

parly. Coldcnbcrg's social and
professional eminence, and his

reputation for integrity, have made
him a source of speculation for the

pundits.

lint he finds it difficult to grasp
why his repeated disclaimers of any
polilieal ambitions should nut he ac-

cepted at face value.

“I'm not involved in any political

party, and I’m not seeking a

political career. The trouble in

Israel is that once the media attach

a label to you, no one will lake you
at your word," he declares feelingly.

Most recently, Goldcnbcrg’s
mime was being mentioned with

near -certainty as a founding
member of Yitzhak Herman’s new
Liberal Parly forum, which
reportedly has the broader purpose
of serving us a launching pad for a
centre party.

“It's true that I was invited to the

meeting," he admits, "but (hut

doesn't mean that I’m going into

polities.”

While he believes that the
country needs si centre party, he
thinks it would be “a complete mis-
take" to launch a new party now.
The fate of the defunct DMC and
Moshe Dayan's Telcm should serve

sis u suluiary example. The most
feasible idea, in his view, would be
for the Liberal Party to establish

itself sis sin independent force, but
only sifter Begin no longer heads Ihe
Likud. A revitalized Liberal Party
would have a decent chance of
returning six to 10 members to the
Knesset and becoming a balancing
element between the dominant
blocs.

AS A SCION or one of our patrician

fumilies. Amnon Golden berg is very
much within Ihe solid General
Zionist tradition. His father, who
died lust year at Ihe age of 90, was
sent to 12retz Yisrael From Russia os
u youth, smd settled at Hadera,
which he was destined' to serve as

mayor for a number of yctars. This
was after he had become frustrated

with the intrigues or the General
Zionists, and it is perhaps from him
(hat Amnon. acquired his distaste

for party politics. A . Liberal, with
’both a capital und a small ”1,” he is

on close personal terms withr Ihe

.
Likud leadership and n declared ad-

.'niirer of Premier Menuehem Begin,

of whom he speaks as "one of the
great leaders of our generation^’ He

• :was Begin ’s. original candidate for,

Ihe justice portfolio buck in T977, a
choice that was widely acclaimed at

.

be lime. But thoDMC’a entry into

;:»c coalition Obliged Begin to al-

liiLUle that ministry to Shmuel
iTipuir. '

../ , .

1 - :G.titden.b?jr‘g ,a vfl’o'l llicgf
;

in-
dependence WBs Vpghllghted when
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Presidential
precedent
'It is better to go when people still want you

to stay/ says Amnon Goldanberg. The Bar

Association president, who steps down next

month, talks to The Post's MARK SEGAL.

-,{f

right ul the slurt, he threw his con-

siderable weight behind the move
for a judicial inquiry commission
into Ihe Subru-Shutilla massacres. It

is said that his disinterested in-

tervention helped Begin to make up

his mind on that weighty issue more
quickly.

But Goldenberg differentiates

hetween entering politics and con-

templating taking the justice port-

folio. “If anything, I regarded it as

iin extension of my professional

work. Indeed, it is the only reason

my wife allowed me to consider (he

idea," he remarks as we sit over

a drink in his North Tel Aviv
home where vve began our inter-

view.

It houses :» fine collection of

Israeli painters which, he says, is his

wife Ora’s province. But the down-
town laiv oiriee where we resume
our discussion later in the day
represents his own solid personal

style — an impressive library of low

books, drawings of French and
British court scenes* well-polished

Furniture.

AFTER TAKING his first and se-

cond law degrees at the Hebrew
University, Goldenberg did his

military service in the judge
ailvocnlu-generat’s office. In 1959*

having completed his stage with the *

Tel Aviv district, attorney, he went
to England to do his Ph.D. at

London University, sharing a flat

with another Israeli dociorhl can-

didate, Amnon Rubipstein. It was in

: London thul'he met his wife, whb
!

' was! also studying law. He has lcc-

vured i»t thc Tel Aviv University law
’ school !and is due to become a full

• professor; pnee he manages to com-
plute n much-delayed book on lease

:,.luw;
; . ...

Asked if there are not too many

lawyers in Israel, the outgoing presi-

dent of the Bar Association replies

with good humour, "Yes. we do
lead the world in lawyers per
capita.'

1
There arc 10,000 attorneys

registered with the Bar Association,

but only about two-thirds actually

practise.

"It sounds u lot, 6,000 practising

lawyers for four milliion people in

such u small country. I think it's due
to the complexity of modern lire

and because we lend to be a most
litigious people. There are few un-

employed luwyers in Israel, to the

best of my knowledge."
But he agrees that there are sur-

prisingly few luwyers in the Knesset
and regrets the fact.

"After all, the legislature’s main
job is to pass laws, and in most
democratic parliaments Ihe parties

lake care to have many legally-

trained candidates.’’

Discussing (he regulations
regarding MKs who are lawyers

now being discussed by the Knesset,

Goldenberg explains that these are

purl of a whole code or ethics foe

the legal
,
profession. ' When the

revised regulations were presented

to the council of the Bar Associa-

tion
.
in December to replace the

"uremic rules” adopted over 20
years ago, it was the chapter dealing

with MKs that received the most
publicity.

j

"For some years we have been
troubled by talk of improper con-
duct on the part of MKs who also

practise law, Of course we en-
courage the presence of attorneys in

parliament, but there

before it becomes operative. He as-

sured us lie would do so if the Knes-

set failed to initiate its own rules

within a period of time, which he

did not specify. 1 urged him to do so

before inid- February, when this

council’s term expires."

THE RETIRING president of the

Bar Association is n great stickler

for its rules, as l learned when re-

questing an interview. He only

agreed to grant one after 1 under-

took not to write about his law of-

fice or anything that could be con-

strued as infringing the anti-

publicity code by which lawyers are

bound.
While his colleagues regard the

new code of ethics as a milestone in

the profession’s organizational

work, Goldenberg himself is es-

pecially pleased at having ensured

the completion of the Jerusalem

Law Centre, Belt Hapraklft. not far

from the President’s Residence in

Talbieh.

He is also particularly proud of

having successfully used his office

to secure the release of a Jewish law

professor from an Argentinian

prison. He had received a letter

from a new immigrant from Argen-

tina, and wrote a formal appeal to

the president of the Bar Association

in Buenos Aires, urging him to track

down the missing professor and ob-

tain his release.

Just over a month ago,
Goldcnberg received a reply advis-

ing him (hat a writ of hubeus corpus

hud been filed, and has now learned

that (he professor has been set free.

Talking of the development of

our legal system, Goldenberg noted

that it was still English-oriented.

“By cducution and tradition we
still look to British law to fill in

lacunae. But I would recommend a

young lawyer at the start of his

career losludy in the United Stales,

because American law is having

more and more influence on our
courts, probably because both are

mixed societies.”

He speaks highly of the work be-

ing done by Shulamil Aloni in the

Knesset Law Committee’s sub-

committee on judicial mutters, but

strenuously refutes heT accusation

(hut "only Sephardim and the

religious gel promotion in the

judiciary today."

An active member of the Judges
Appointments Committee, he says,

"It is doing a grand job. It avoids

politics al all costs, and makes first-

class choices. Moreover, it does not

leak its decisions."

GOLDENBERG is convinced that

Israel enjoys the highest quality of

justice anywhere.
"I believe that we have one or the

best systems in the world Tor the ad-

ministration of justice. Each and
every one of our citizens has' a sense

of social security because of his

confidence in the integrity of our
courts."

We discussed the fact that any
citizen can appeal to the High-

i Court, but when \ pointed out the

great expense involved, Goldenberg
i quipped, ’’It’s like what they say in

I London- about democracy:
;

everyone has the right to stay at the

L Rilz.”

As nn example ofthe international

reputation of Israel’s judges he cites

the president Of a big American cor-

pora lion who was conducting
simultaneous litigation .in 26
countries and sought an early hear-

limiint ions' to prevent abuse. We’d
much prefer the Knes9et to enact its

own code' of conduct. Bui it hasn't.

'•So We framed our oWn-codc-^nd
presented it to Justice Minister

Moshe Nissim, who must approve it

be ing in an Israeli court, because he
.wished , to set a preccndeht that

would be followed elsewhere. "Its

the only place east df London I’m'

sure \6 get justicp," he had - said.

. Gojdenbefg has’ tome interesting

proposals for expediting the ad-

; V'v? -
.. ;
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ministration oT justice in Israel. He
would combine the magistrates and !

district courts, whose functions are
j

not always dearly differentiated,

but feels that the main lug-jam is the

overloaded, schedule of the
Supreme Court, where it lakes two

to three years for an appeal to be

heard in the civil division. He sees

the remedy not in an increase in the

number of judges but in emulating
'

the British and American models

and establishing u national Court or

Appeal comprising 15 to 20 judges

below the Supreme Court, which

would then he free to deal with mat-

ters of principle, rather than having

frequently to spend time on trivial

issues.

He considers that the prolonged

and paralysing strike of court per-

sonnel lust year highlighted the

source of the ailments besetting Ihe

administration of the courts: like all

oilier governmen l employees, they

are subject to the Civil Service

Commission. "That is quite incon-

sistent with the independence or the

judiciary, which was one of the prin-

ciples of the Courts Law of 1957."

Goldenberg would like to see that

amended so as to ensure that the
1

judiciary enjoys budgetary in-

dependence, with their funding

deriving from the Knesset and,

receiving special pay. The rider

would be to prohibit strikes, as is

the case for soldiers and policemen.

But the whole subject is being

studied by the Aloni sub-

committee.

ON THE MATTER of complaints

that court hours are not geared to

the public’s convenience,
Goldenberg notes that "theo-

retically," the bench is sup-

posed to sit from 8.30 n.m. to 1 .30

p.m. with a half-hour break, as com-

pared with the United Kingdom,

where judges sit for three hours in

the morning and two-and-a-half

in the afternoon.

Why not in the afternoon here

too'? "Because that's when lawyers

receive clients. In the UK barristers

appear in court but don't have to

receive clients. That's the solicitor's

job." There had been a proposal to

open the courts in the afternoon but

the Bar Association blocked it.

A smaller reform he would like to

sec introduced would be the

recording of court proceedings, for

the established pructice of manual

transcription "is obsolete and often

inaccurate." True, proceedings are

already recorded in many cases, but

this depends on the financial situa-

tion of the litigants. "The state docs

not pay for it," he notes drily.

He confirms having been offered

a scat on the Supreme Court four

years ago, but he turned down the

honour. "I don’t think a judge

should be that young. Ideally, he or

she should be in Ihe mid-50s."

Amnon Goldenberg was recently

succeeded by S.Z. Abramov as

chairman of Yad Chaim Wcizmunn,

and one of his last duties was to

preside over the Weizmann
memorial ceremony. It was he who

proposed to Prime Minister Begin

that the government should table

. the Law to Commemorate the

Presidents Of Israel. Expanded by

.
the cabinet to include premiers as

I well ,as presidents, this will shortly

have its second and third readings in

.the Knesset.
' Since our interview, I have heard

• that Goldenberg is building a
1 home

in Jerusalem, but from everything

said then, . it does not seem to me

that he is preparing to plunge into

i the, political pond. In any case, a

f man of so many talents, who still

. has to celebrate his 50th birthday,

I
has many! options open to hjrn in the

doming decades.
. . . .
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Hasbaya, where Jews livedfrom Second Temple times until 1913. (Left) Michel Levy In his Sidon doorM

Lebanese accents

While covering last summer's war, MICHA BAR-M
visited most of the important Jewish sites of i

Lebanon. An exhibition of his photographs opens

next Wednesday at Beth Hatefusoth.
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The Poster
ENTERTAINMENT

Jerusalem

APPLES OF GOLD — Colour documentary
film ubnul the history and struggle of the

Jewish people from the time of the early

Zionist movement to the present. (King David
Hiite). Sunday nt 0.00 p.m.: Hilton, Little

Theatre, Wednesday ul 9.(0 p.m.)

CLASSICAL GUITAR - With Yud Akirnn.

(Zurbu the lluddhu, ’> Yoel .Salomon, tumor*
rots ul Kjl) p.m.; with Avner Strauss. Zorbu
the Buddha. Wednesday at K.Ott p.m.)

FOLKSONG F.VK - Kuth loner. (Han/ A
firct/. 47 Fmek Retain. Sunday) Itomuc
KhI/. (I Iiiiiv A lircl/. Monday) Joe liluck.

(I Iiiii/ A Orel/, Tuesday)

FUNNY EVENING — Evening of mime mid
comedy with Juliun Chagrin. In English,
llsrael Museum, lumurrou ul X.30 p.m.)

HAGASI IASH IUHIVEK — 'In Cracker vs.

Cracker', written und directed by Yossi Banui.

(Jerusalem Thentre, Monday at 9.00 p.m.)

IMPROVISATIONS - With uudicnee par-

liup.ilnHi Directed by Ali/u Rosen und Aryc
Mark. (P.irgxd. Ite/ulel. tonight at 9.JH

p.m.)

JAZZ — Dun Mallow, piuno; Saul Gladstone,

trumpet: Eric Heller, buss. (Kilty's Restaurant,

l> Kivlm. today from 2.00 m 5.00 p.nt

)

JAZZ — (I'argod, 94 He/ulel. Wednesday nt

9. M» p.m.)

JAZZ and CLASSICAL — Ra'anun Lilon.

Ilute; Idit Segcv. piuno. Works by Bloch,
Buthms und others. (Tzavlu, 38 King George,
tomorrow at I LI I u.m.)

MUSICAL MKLAVE MAI.KA - With the
Meg.ima Duo. llsrael Centre. 10 Straus,
liunornm .il 9.0U p.m.)

SHALOM HANOCH — (Jerusalem Thentre,
tomorrow at 9.c.xj p.m.i

SLIDE SHOW — "Birds of the Heavens,
Beasts of the Fields" — the Bible as source.
Presented hy the Jerusalem Biblical Zoo.
(Windmill Hotel. Monday at 9.00 p.m.)

YOUR PEOPLE ARE MINE — Pop musical
bused on the 8ook or Ruth. In English.
(Hilton, tomorrow ut 9.00 p.m.)

Tel Arlv area
TOE BEST OF SHALOM ALEJCHEM -
Slones hy the famous Yiddish writer, per*
formed hy Michael Schneider. Jill Ooldwasser
and Burry Langford. In English. (Hilton.
Thursday at 8.JO p.m.)

DANNY SANDERSON - (Rnt Dor Theatre,

naught at 9.30 p.m. and midnight; Hantum,

Mmiday al 9.30 p.m.)

GUITAR HAPPENING - Boldi Olier A Co.

(licit Levan, 34 Wei/numn, Sunday at 8.30

p no

HAVA AI.BKRSTKIN - (T/avlu. 30 Ibn

Civirol. tonight at 0.30 p.m.: liar Shim, tiunur*

row ul 9.00 p.m

)

JAZ./. I.VK - - The Ntgun I’crlnriuot!,. (Julfa,

IIumiiii.i. x Siiih.ii M.i/al Dagim. Sunday m
in. io p.m

)

ONE-TIME ACT — Shlomn Bar Aba. CJidi

tin*. Slilunm Y.idav, Mont Mnshoimv, Yoni

Kechter. tT/avtn. tonight m midnight. Tues-

day at x.JOp.m.: Kimn. Mutniii. tomorrow ut

u.(io p.m.)

SONGS AND TALES OF JEWS With

Shlnnm Nii/an. (Union, Mofct, tonight at

10.1X1 p.m.)

SONGS — SACREII — AND PROFANE -
With Meir Ariel. (ILisimu. Monday at 9.30

pm.)

THE SPIRIT OF ISRAEL - Folklore show.

iHtllun. TiiumI.is al X p.m.)

SHALOM HANOCH - (Leo Bacck. tmnghi
ai Iti.ixip.m

)

Other towns

APPLES OF GOLD - (Eilat. Moriah lhurv
day at 9.JU p.m.)

DANNY SANDERSON - (Avlhnll, Beil

Hugedudim, tomorrow M 9.00 p.m.)

HAGASHASH HAHIVER - (Kiryat Haim,
Beil Ha‘am, tonight ut 10.00 p.m.)

HAGASHASH FESTIVAL - (Beil She'an.
kimaron. Wednesday hi 9.00 p.m.)

JAZZ — Michuel Oreenblutl, piano,. Sol
Bcrcnsnn, saxophone. (Herzliyu, Sharon
Hotel. Thursday ul 9.30 p.m.)

SAFAD’S OLD JEWISH QUARTER - Con-
ducted lours including synagogues and
cemetery. (Contact: Chaim Sidor ut the Jewish
Book Store. Defender's Square or leave mes-
sage ut U67-727&0)

SHALOM HANOCH - (Kfur Menohem.
Tuesday at 9.00 p.m.)

FOR CHILDREN AND YOUTH

Jerusalem

THE JERUSALEM BIBLICAL ZOO -
Guided lours in English and Hebrew. Adults
welcome. (Riblicul Zoo, Sunday and Wednes-
day ul 2.00 p.m.)

LEARNING ABOUT AND CARING FOR
ANIMALS — Course for children, ages 7-14.
(Bilicul Zoo)

MOTEK — Operetta for children. (Israel
Museum. Tuesday al 4.00 p.m )

Tel Aviv area
CHILDREN'S THEATRE — Excerpts from

WALKING TOURS

Jerusalem through the Ages
Sunday and Tuesday at 9JQ u.m. and Thursday
* 2 p.m. — The Citadel* Jewish Qunrtar, Old
Yi.xhuv Court Museum, reconstructed
Sephardi synagogue. Western Wall.

Monday at 9J0 a.m. — The Canaanlle and
Israelite period in Jerusalem.

Julian Chagrin gives a performance ofmime und comedy in English at Jerusalem’s Israel Museum, Saturday 8.JO pm.

MUSIC

All programmes start al 8.31) p.m. unless

otherwise stated.

J erusuleni

ISRAEL SINFONIKITA — Menilt Kudin,
c>inductor. Maurice Hoitrgue (France), oboe.

Mu'ayuni: Siiilnnietu on Jewish Fnlktuncv

(premiere I. I luvdn: Oboe Concerto; Murtimi;
fihnc Concerto; Beethoven: Symphony No.l,

( leiuvilem I hu.ilre. Sunday!

NOON CONCERT - Vocal pieces hy Zvi

A vni. I- wily Hcremlsen. me/io-xonrnno;
Wciidv l-.isler — Kashi, flute. (Hebrew
University, Law Faculty, Koscnblum
Building. Monday ai 1.30 p.m.)

TESTIMONIUM VI - Jerusalem Symphony
Orchestra, J.P. l/quierdo, conducting. Works
by Muurkiu K:igel. (Jerusalem Theatre

Tuesday)

Tel Aviv area

PIANO QUARTET — Nlilku Luks, piano;

Chaim Tntih, violin: Daniel Benyumim, viola:

M.nccl Bergman, cello. Works by Mozart,

Sehuniunn und Brahms. (Tel Aviv Museum,
tomorrow)

CELLO RECITAL - Michael Mellzer. nulc;

Robert Munes. violin: Michael Huzan, cello;

David Sheme r. harpsichord. Works by Bach.

(1/uvtn, 3B lhn Gvirol, tomorrow)

BRAHMS EVENING - Mint Ziikai, alto;

Alexander Volkov, piano. (Tel Aviv Unlver-
Miv. Mexico Building. Fastlichl Auditorium,
toiinirrnw at 9.00 p m.)

ISRAEL PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA
— Rafael Fruit heck de Burgos, conductor,
Salvatore Acuirdo. violin. Works by Bizet,

Lulu, de Falla, Albeniz, Granados and
lime lie/. (Mann Auditorium. Simduy)

TESTIMONIUM VI — Programme ns for
Jerusalem. iTel Aviv Museum. Monday)

ISRAEL SINFC INIE1TA - Programme os
lor Jerusalem. (Tel Aviv Museum, Tuesday)

ISRAEL CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC -
l'cl Aviv Youth Chumber Orchestra; Steven
Sloane. conductor. Works by Burtok. Haydn,
I jiuvc. Mo/jrt and Purlos. (I.P.O. Guest
House. Wednesday)

HAIFA YOUTH SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA — Ron! Cohen and Gila
Duiikilu. violin; Ayelel Marcus, viola; Dor
Abrahiimsun. cello. (Beil Huliz morel. 21

Hiigunim. tomorrow at 7.00 p.m.)

HAIFA CHAMBER MUSIC SOCIETY —
U/.i Wiescl. cello; Pninu Sallzman. piuno,

Works hy Becihoven. Brahms, Debussy and
Shoslukovilch. (Beit Hurofc, tomorrow)

THEATRE

plays, with children’s participation. For ages
9-1 1. (Tel Aviv Museum, Tuesday at 4.30p.m.)

SMILES WITHOUT WORDS - with Pablo

Ariel. (Jilffu, Hasimta, 8 Simla! Mazal Dagim,
tomorrow ul 1 1.30 u.nt.)

Other Towns
PETF.R AND THE WOLF - Children's pluy

with music by Prokofiev, For ages 5-12.

(Kiryat Sprin/uk, Nof, tomorrow ul 1 1.30 a.m.;

Kiryat Slimonu, Snir, Monday at 12.00 noon
and 4.00 p in.; Neinnyii, Beit Hugedudim.
Wednesday at 2.30 und 4.00 p.m.)

Wednesday at 9J0 p.m, — Ths Greek and
Human Period in Jerusalem.

Sunday it 2 pjn. — Sites of special Christian
Imerext.

Tours start from Citadel Courtyard next to

JufTn Gate, and lust' J-tt hours. Tickets may
he purchased on the spot. All lours are guided
in English,

ISRAEL PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA
— Programme ns for Tel Aviv. (Iluifu

Auditorium, Monday through Thursday)

VIOLIN RECITAL — Wanda Vdkomirxka.

Ul.iifii Museum. Wednesday)

Other Towns

PIANO RECITALS — Gila Ciuldslein. Works
hy Bach, Beethoven. Chopin, Prokofiev and
Orp;ul ( Kiiniat llashuron, Yuval, 57 U»-
xishkin. UmiglH.) Asher Paruii (Greece).

Work* hy l.is/t, Mu/uri and Ravel. (Yuval,

tomorrow)

CAMERAN SINGERS - Avner Hal. conduc-
tor. Works hy Monteverdi, Kodaly. Brahms
und others. Israeli songs. (P.trdcss Ft anna,

tomorrow at 9.00 p.m.)

ISRAEL S1NFONSETTA - Programme »
for Jerusalem. (Becrsheba, Conservalonum
Audil«>riuni. tomorrow and Monday)

OBOE, VIOLIN AND PIANO TRIO - Jeun
Kofmim. A. Ahrumovitz and llai Kntz. Works
hy Tclcmunn und others. (Yuval, Tuesday)

VIOLIN AND PIANO SONATAS — Isabella

Ordnunp und Rudiku Yunkovitz. Works -by

SeurlalLi. Chopin, Debussy und Brahms.
(Yuval. Thursday)

All programmes an In Hebrew unless otherwise

stated.

Jerusalem
ENCHANTED NIGHT — By Marozbek.
Directed by I Indus Ofrul. (Karon Theatre,

Liberty Bell Garden, tomorrow al 8.30 p.m.)

KING SOLOMON AND THE COBBLER -
Israeli classic musical. (Binyenei Ha'uma,

tomorrow in 9.00 p.m.)

THE PATRIOT — The Theatre Group in a

satirical cabaret hy Hanoch Levine. Directed
production (Cnmeri, tomorrow through
Monday ul KJ0 p.m.)

Tel Aviv area
AMADEUS — Hy Peter Shueffcr. Cumeri
production (Cnmeri, tomorrow through
Monday ul K.30 p.m.)

THE BROTHERS KARAMAZOV - By
Unduevxky. ilahimah production. (Habiinah.

Smnll Hall, Tuesday through Thursday at 8JO
pm

)

CAIRO, FEBRUARY *78 - By Yitzhak Ben-

Ner. Directed hy Yilzltuk Shiiull. (Jaffa,

Hasimta. 8 Mn/al Dagim. tomorrow al 8.30

p.m.)

CHILDREN UK THE CIT>' - Written, and

directed by" Dan Almugor. (Beit Lessln,. 34

rWei/miinn. Monday id 8.30 p.m., Wednesday

.at 9.1X1 p.m.) . .

,

DON'T FORSAKE ME — Musicul by Halm
Hefcr, directed hy Tsadok Tsorfaii. Per-
formed hy the Rehovot Workers Council.
(Rehovm, Wix Auditorium, Sunday at 8.30
p.m.)

THE FALL — By Albert Camus. Translated,
adupted by and starring Nika Nitai. (Juffu,

Hasimta, Tuesday ut 9.30 p.m.)

A FLEA IN HER EAR — Habimnh produc-
tion of Georges Feydeau's farce. (Habiinah,
Lurge Hnll. Sunday. Monduy and Wednesday
ul 8.30 p.m., Tuesday ul 6.30 und 9.30 p.m.J

GHOST ON TIPTOE - Comedy by Robert
Mirrley performed in an animated playreading
hy the ZOA House Drama Circle, bi reeled by
Judy Mn i.tkin. In English. (ZOA House, I

Daniel Frisch, Sunday at 8.30 p.m.)

GOOD — By C:P. Taylor. Cumeri production,

directed by Han Romm. (Tzuvln, 30 Ibn
Gvirol. Wednesday and Thursday at 8.30p.m.)

GREAT AND SMALL— Cnmeri production.
,

Directed hy Han Roncn. (Tzuvln, tomorrow
through Monday ut '8.30 p.m.)

Vue GROCER’S SHOP - By Hillel Mit-
Idpuukl. Iluhimiih' production. (Ilubimuh,

Small Hall, tomorrow ul 7 mid 9.30 p.m.. Sun-

iluy und Monday at 8 30 pan.)

GROS CAL1N — Kmilu Ajar's play translated,

adapted by and starring Nikd Nitai. (Jaffa.

Haxinilu, lamurrctw at 10.QO p.m.)

THE 1YAR CONNECTION - By Junuihan
Gefcn. Directed by Izik Wcingarlen. (Beit

Leviin, tonight at 9.30 p.m., tomorrow 8.30

P m.)

KING SOLOMON AND THE COBBLER -
(Mann Auditorium. Monday und Tuesday ul

H.lfl p.m.)

on (he works by BucIhv Havel and' Pavel

Knhul. Translated und Adapted by Nlko Nitai.

(Jaffa. Hnsiintu, tonight al 10.00 p.m.,

Wednesday nt 9.JO p.m.)

NOISES OFF — By Michael Frayn. Cumeri
production. (Cumeri, Tuesday through Thurs-

day ut 8.30 p.m.. Wednesday also ul 4.30 p.m.)

THE PARASITE - Box Theatre production,

combining dance and puppet theatre. (Jaffa,

.
Husinii.i, itinjghl at midnight)

THE PATRIOT — (ftishon Lc/inn. Belt Tar-
' hut, tnnight ut XJl) p.m.)

TASHMAD — Written and directed by
Shmuut Huifari. With Ylgal Cunor, Shlomo 1

,

Tnledunn. Nadav Ben-Ychuda, Hanna A/ulai.;

(Neve Zedek, h Yoliiell, tonight ond Tuesday'
ul 9.00 p.m.)

THEM — Directed hy Joe Chaikin. Presented'

hy the Theatre Group. Neve Zedck. lomurrsu
and Sunday at 9,00 p.m.)
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Cinemas

onema^nTo'I
InJerusalem Cinema
Buses IK, II, 24, Irl. 415067

I ri . J.tn 21 in 2 30-

Borderline

I.p I'mfpvdnnnrl

Sul.. Jan. 22:

l-ndlrvi l-oie 7

l.t* I’rufrvsliinnr] O
Sal.. Jan. 23

!.*• ProfcviionncF 7
burdfr line 9

Mon., Jan. 24;

Fndlrsx I use 7
‘I he (iraduale V
fur.. Jun 25:

Spire Hack 7
ITir (iraduule 4
Weil. Jiin. 26
Ihr llindnilr 7
Span* Ruck 9.IS
lliur.. Jan. 27.

I j* I ana 6.45, 9.15

KMrJN

DASHING AHEAD

KUISON
7lh netk

the ^ ion i cinema hit*

A St even Spielberg film

K.T.

4. « 15. 9

HAUIRAH
I lull411 film

THE
PROFESSIONALS

Sal. 6.45. 9.1 5
Weekday! 4. 6.30, 0

ISKAKI. MUSEUM
Sun.. Mdi i Weil . Thur. J.H)

CHITTY CHITTY
BANG BANG
Mini K. «l lilnVLctiuic

Ml'SLUM WIIIIOI'T WALLS
Tuc. 6. K HI

AN I •NMARRIKII WOMAN

7lh nnrk

GOOD LUCK
1 ndi*v al 2 .HI

5*1. 7. 9
Weekday i 4. 7. 9

MITCHELL
LES

MISERABLES

ORCIIL

2nd week

A
POLICEWOMAN
CALLED LOUIS

a LOUIS l>K FUNKS
A. 7. 9

ORION Tel.?,22914

THE MAN WITH
THE DEADLY

• LENS.
KKAN CONNERY

Sal. 7. V (5
WccVilay* .4. ft 45,,9

SKMADAR
5lh Hcvk

REDS
Sul K

Weckdiiys B

SMALL AUDITORIUM
IHNYENEI MA’UMA

3rd week

TEMPEST

Tel Aviv

Ah

Al.LKNBY
.3rd week

Tonight at 10. Sal. 7 15, 9 .ui

Weekdays 4.30. 7.15. 9 .«

THE RETURN
OF THE SOLDIER

llaecd nil the nmvl hy

Huhtvea West
* .11'I.IK ( IIKISI IK
* (il.lA'DA JACKSON
* ANN MAHGHM’
* AI.AN IIA IIS

»i:n ykhi ida

A Sieve ik Spielhert! priuluclinn

N al in nal premiere

l-ritl.iv 1(1. Saturday 7. V 3U.

weekdays 4 Hi. 7. 9 Hi

“Tlwv're lure."

POLTERGEIST
C INEMA ONE

ENDLESS LOVE
* BKOOKK SHIELDS

Tonight 10 only
Sal. 7.15. 9..10

Weekdays 4.311. 7 15. 9.J0

CINEMA'TWO
l' lne.ed ftkr renovations

DEKEL
5th week

. Sal. and weekday* 7. 1 5. 9..1U

STILL OF
THE NIGHT

• HOVSniKHlKR
* MKRYI. STRKK1'

DRIVE-IN
Tuniphi III; Sul. ii nil neckdiiu

9..TO

I K C'ADEAli
Sal. 5.J«. 7.15

SATURDAY NltillT FKVKR
Tonight and every night

al 12.15 m id nip hi

Sea film

ESTHER Tel. 22S6IO

LOOKER
* AI.BKRF SIMl

4.«>, 7.15, 9.31)

. 19th week

Snl. 6 511, 9 30
Weekday. 4.1 5, 6.5(1, 9.30

VICTOR
VICTORIA

* JULIE ANDREWS

. jl»h *»eelr
. ,

•

A CLOCKWORK
ORANGE

’ ' * *
.

CHEN CINEMA CENTRE,
Advance ticket sates only al box

office from 10 n.m.

CHEN
1 ^

7lh «eek t

Friday night 9.45, 12.15

Sulurday 1 1 ii.m., 4.45, 7, 9,30 p.m.

Weekdays 4.30. 7. 9.J0

E.T.
THE EXTRA-TERRESTRIAL
A Si even Spielberg production

CHEN 2 A/J
6th week

1 ridjv night 9.50. 12.15

Sulurday 7, 9.30 p.m.

Weekdays 4.30. 7. 9. 30

MISSING
A Coxtii Gavras film

• JACK LEMMON
* CISSY SPACER

CHEN 3 MT
12th week Ct"

RAGTIME
Tuniphi 10. Sul b 30. 9.20

Weekday* 6.20, 9. 1

5

CHEN 4 jn
fitli week

* ANGELA I AN l)SB I'll

Y

Imiight 10. 12

Sul. II a.m . 5. 7.15. 9 30

Weekdays AM 7.15. «.39

BEDKNOBS AND
BROOMSTICKS

l-Vnni Suiiduy. I II. Ill n.ni.. I.3t> p ii.

BEAU (JUSTE
* MARTY IT: 1.1)MAN

CHEN 5

Friday nig In 9.45, 12.20

Saturday 7. 9.35

Weekdays 4.15, 7,9.35

LAST DAYS
OF LOVE

* DIANE KKATQN
* ALBERT FINNEY

Crum Sunday. 10.30 iLm., 1.30 p.m.

DONA FLOR AND HER 2

HUSBANDS
* SONIA BRAGA

r raw ciniwa

GordonCaimii

HJ Hen Yehuda Rd., TH. 244373
12th week
Sat 7. 9..10

Weekday* 4.30. 7.9.30

TEMPEST
- JOHN CASSAVETES
' GENA ROWLANDS

MOTHER LODE
Tonigln It)

Snl. 7.15. 9.30
Weekdays 4.30. 7.15. 9.30

LEV I

DI/fntlufT Centre Tel. 28K8XM
4(hwrrk

THE NIGHT
OF SAN
LORENZO

A Puiilii and Vjiarid Tuviuni film.

CuniK* film festival spcvlul uwurd.
l-riilay 10.00 p.m , Suturduy 1.15.

9.30

Weekday* IJO. 4.30. 7.15. 9.30

DtrrOKarf Centre Tel.IWffllHt

:
15lh nnk

,
, . Ehm Whid - •

.
;

HAMSIN
'

'

Tonight 10; Sal. 7 15. 9.30; if

. WtfckilujTi 1.30. 4.30. 7.15: 9.J0
1

:

LIMOR
Israel Prcmicie

Tonight 10, 12

Sut. 7. 9.30

Weekdays 4..UI, 7. 9.30

* MALCOLM McDOWF.LL
* NASTASIA KINSKI
* JOHN HEARD

in an erotic famany

A Paul Sh ruder film

“Cut People" theme sung hy
David Bi'wie

Tiiduy ut 2.30 SHOGUN
Sut. II a.m.: THE TEN

GLADIATORS

MAXIM
Sal. 7.15,9.30

Weekdays 4.30,7. 15. 9.30

DON’T GIVE
A DAMN

ABOUT OFFICERS

MOfJRABI
Kth week
I iwluy 10

Saturday 7.15. V Jo
Weekdays 4.30, 7.

1

5. 9.30

DEER HUNTER
ORLY

A LITTLE SEX
* I IM M VISON

Sul 7 15.9.10

Weekdays 4.30. 7.J5. 9.10

PARIS
6th week

SHE DANCES
ALONE
“Dynamite"*

Hollywood Repmter

•‘Inspiring"

L.A. Times
Today 10 n.m., 12 noun: 10 p.m.,

12 midnight

Sal. 7.15.9.30
Weekday* IU. 12. 2. 4.30. 7.15, 9.30

PEER
Kth week

* TIMOTIIV HUTTON
lAcademy uwurrl winner — Ordinary

People) in ii new, drmnulic film

A LONG
WAY HOME

Sut. 7.15. 9.30

Weekdays 4.30. 7.15. 9.30

SHAHAF

PRIVATE
POPSICLE

Today KJ0. 10.30. 12.20 (midnight)
Sal. 7.15. 9.15. 11.15

Weekdays 4.30. 7.15. 9.15 .

Sal. 1 1 a m.: ROAR

STUDIO Tel. 295817
Tonight 10; Sin. 7.15. 9.J0
Wednesday 4.3t). 7.15. 9.30

JUST YOU
AND ME — KID

* BROOKE SHIELDS
* GEORGE BURNS

TC’HELUT.
2nd week

Sut. 7.15, 9.M)

Weekday* 4.3d. 7.15. 9.30

. Itaae Stern in Chinu

FROM MAO
TO MOZART

TEL AVIV MUSEUM '

Slh week

IN FOR
TREATMENT :

.. 4.30; 7.15. 9 30 '
'

TEL AVIV
2nd week

THE BEST
LITTLE

WHOREHOUSE
IN TEXAS

Tunigltl ut It)

Sal. 7. 9J()
Weekdays 4.30. 7. 9J0

ZAFON
Slh week

KING OF
COMEDY

* ROBERT |)K NIRO
* JERRY LEWIS

Dir.: Martin Seursesc
l-ridiiy 10

Sat. 7.15. V.JU
Weekday* 4 3(1. 7.15. 9.30

ragtime
Sut. 6.15, 9

Weekday* t*. 9

No emiiplcinemury ticked

LEMON
POPSICLE 4

4. 6.30. 9

SIIAVIT

A LONG
WAY HOME

AMPHITHEATRE

SILENT RAGE
* CliUCK NORRIS

4. 6. 9

AMAM I

HAMSIN
Sill, and weekdays 6.45. 9

ARMON
7lli week

Steven Spielberg'*

E.T.
THE FXTH A-TFRRKS TRIAL

Sut. 6.4$. 9

Weekdays 4. 6.45, 9

ATZMON
2nd week

* I.OI'IS DETUNES

A POLICEWOMAN
CALLED LOUIS

4,6,9

CHEN

LA PASSANTE
DE SANS
SOUCI

* ROMI SCHNEIDER
Snl. 6.45. 9

Weekday* 4. 6.45. 9

GALOR
10. 2 , 6

ATLANTIC
CITY, U.S.A.
* BURT LANCASTER

12.4.8

SQUEEZE

KEREN OR

NOA AT 17

MORIAH

ALL THAT
JAZZ

ORAH
4. 6.45.9

KING OF
COMEDY

* ROBERT DE NIRO
* JERRY LEWIS

ORION

LOVE IN
THE RAIN

JO. 2. 4. 9

ORLY
6lhweek

VICTOR
VICTORIA
: . 6J4S..9 ..

ARMON
loniehi at in

Sal. 6.

9

Weekday-! 4. 6. 9

GREASE II

KFAR IUMACCABIAH
Toilav 2.30: Sul. 5.15

PAPER i IGF.R

Sal.. San.. Mun.. 7.30. 9.30

THE PASSENGER
Tue . Wed.. Thur. 7.30. 9.30

A THOUSAND LITTLE KISSES

LILY
3rd week

TuaiglU 10. Sul and weekdays
7. 15. 9.30

RETURN OF THE
SOLDIER

OASIS
4ih week

Tonight 10: Sat. and weekday* 7.

9 30

MISSING
Mm 4

THE PROFESSOI!
FROM LONDON

ORDKA
7ih week

PRIVATE
POPSICLE

Tonight ut 10

Weekday* 7.15. 9.M1-

RAMAT GAN ,

Tonight 10: Silt, and weekdays 7.15.

9.30

CASABLANCA
1'lcit.ie k-nmc on lime.

HERZLIYA

Til-URFT
Snt. and weekday* 715.915

HANKY PANKY
* GENE WILDER
* HILDA RADNER

Petah nun
Clnemi

SHALOM
Sat. 7. 9.15; Sun.. Thur. 4. 7. 9

Mun.. Wed. 7, 9; Tuc. 7

THE DRAGON

ESTHER
7lh week

PRIVATE
POPSICLE

SuU and weekduys 7i 9.15

Matinee* lit 5

TK

THE rKBV*A|aiH POSVMAOAZINE
.'•••

I.'
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HOLON CINEMAS

MIGDAL
Tonight 10: Sul. imd weekdays 7.30.

9.30

THEJURY
Mut. 4.30- ARGOMAN

SUPERMAN
THE

SAVOY 2nd week

THE BEST LITTLE
WHOREHOUSE

IN TEXAS
Friday 10.

Saturday 7. 9.30 *

Weckduys 7. 9.30

Mut. 4JO: H ASH GORDON

Ramat Hasharon

Cinema

4-star

Tonight 9.30; Sul. 1.30. n.15:

Weekday! 6. IS. o.30

THE GODFATHER
Sul. und wcekduy* tcu- Tuc )

9.3b

I.A PASSANTE DE SANS SOl'CI
Sul. II am.. Tuc . Wed . Thur. 4

Ml'PPETS IN HOLLYWOOD

THEATRE

The shortest and easiest

way off learning Hebrew
through a unique method.
Helps accomplish a miracle in the most complex aspect of

Hebrew learning: development of reading habits. Provides you

with reading material together with a complete contextuul

vocabulary of the Hebrew text.

This new advanced methodology has been approved by

outstanding Hebrew linguists, the World Hebrew Union. Israel

Ministry of Education. Hebrew University (College of Overseas

Students). Board of Jewish Education. New York.

The "MIRACLE SERIES" nine books with "The Key to Hebrew"

methodology (special form of printing tho text, a full contextual

glossary containing from 1200 to 14F0 words in each book,

grammatical explanations). IS 720. In a beautiful "leather look,"

gift package: IS 1.100.

The Miracle Series are available in English. Spanish. French.

Rumanian and Russian (please indicate).

THE IDEAL GIFT FOR BARMITZVAHS, STUDENTS.
NEW IMMIGRANTS. FOR EVERYONE. YOUNG AND OLD

To: R. Portnoy Publishing House. P.O.B. 7890. Jerusalem. Tel.

02-247776
Please send me copy/ooples of The Miracle Series (The Key to

Hebrew) as follows:

O regular series, at IS 720. — (abroad: $26)

gift packaga, at IS 1.100. — (abroad: 538)

My cheque for Is enclosed.

Price includes postage Bnd handling.

Indicate language required other than English

NAME
ADDRESS !

nujpQfSrsysDr
1 70 Ban Yahuda St,

r
Tel Aviv - Tel. 03- 231 942, 232194

Serving NewOlim Since 1971

NEWOLIM... ILAN makes it easy to buyi

Interest free credit •Special discounts for cash • Authorized agents
ot Amcor, Tariiran, Electra, General Electric. Amona, etc •
Personal-import via. liaison offices in the principal capitals of
Europe', North and South America • Showroom open Sun., Mon.,
Wed.,: Thur., g.a.m.-1 p.m, and 4-7 p.m. Tubs., and Fri., 9 a.m.-2
P.m. :

4 THE HEBHEW UNIVERSITY OF JERUSALEM
announces the conferment of an

A HONORARY FELLOWSHIP
on

JUDGE JOSEPH HERBSTEIN
The ceremony will taka place on the MOUNT SCOPUS CAMPUS

(and not as previously announced)
on Tuesday, January 25, 1983, at 4.30 p.ra.,

in the Sherman Administration Building.

To bB followed by a reception.

SOOTH AFRICANS NOW LIVING IN ISHAJEL ARB
CORDIALLY INVITBD.

t Continuedfrom page A

I

THE THREEPENNY OPERA - Musical hy

Brecht. Huhiinuh production. (Kuhimah.
l.nrgc I fill, ion uir row at 6.30 and 9.30 p.m.,

'I hiiudav ut X.Jlip.in.)

Haifa
CHILDREN OF THE CITY - (Huifu
Audiluniim. tomurow at 8.30 p.m.)

GOOD — (Municipal Them re. Tuesday at

S.JI) p.m.

i

A JEWISH SOUL - By Yehushua Sobol.

Hutfu Theatre production. (Municipal
Theatre, tomorrow through Monday at X.30

p.m.i

TASHMAD — (Municipal Theatre. Wednes-
day -it IH.3H p.m.)

Other Towns

THE BAIT — Comedy hy Neil Simon, baled

un Click In iv. (Kihhut/ tiudot. lonighi at 9.00

p.m. i

CHILDREN OF THE CITY — (Carmiel.

Narkin Cultural Centre, tonight at 9.30 p.m.;

Ku‘unan:i. Grot. Sunday at 8.30 p.m.i

THE GROCER'S SHOP - (Kfar Sava. Tues-

day ihrough Thursday at 8.30 p.m.)

THE IYAR CONNECTION - (Yirat,

Cultural Hall, Monday al 9.00 p.m.)

A JEWISH SOUL - (Sul am Tsor, Mdrubs.

Tuesday through Thursdny ui 9.00 p.m.)

KING SOLOMON AND THE COBBLER -
lltcerthehii. Gild, tonight at 9.30 p.m.)

TASHMAD — (Rosh Hu'ayin. tomorrow at

9.(Ki p ni.)

THEM — (Fin Ciedi. tonight)

DANCE
Jerusalem

BATSHEVA DANCE COMPANY - Works
by Aln.e Dor-Cohen, Yigol Perry. Nuomi
Aliskovsky and Robert North. (Jerusalem

Themre. Thursday at 8.30 p.m.)

Tel Aviv area

DANCE AMONG THE ARTISTS —
Introduced hy Dr. Romt Land. Video dance

films. |
fen Ira I Library of Musie nnd Dunce.

26 Bialik. Tue!dny at 8. JO p.m.)

ISRAEL BALLET — With guest artists Leslie

Brinsne and Vladimir Oelvan. Works by
MoInm. hinc. Fnkine. Petipa und Adam. (Mann
Auditorium, Wednesday und Thursday d 8.30

p.m.i

Haifa
DIAPERED BRANCHES — Joint production
hy choreographer Ruth ELshel and sculptress

L) nl ui Me iri. (Haifa Museum, tomorrow)

Other Towns
ISRAEL BALLET — Works by Rolanehine

,iii dl Lichirie. (Acre. Wolfson Auditorium,

(onH.rriiw through Monday al 9.00 p.m )

KIBBUTZ DANCE COMPANY - (Kfar

Tavor. Wednesday l

For last minute changes in programmes oi limes

of performances, pieite contact Bot Office.

FILMS IN BRIEF

ALLTHAT JAZZ, — Rob Fosse's frequently

icir-tndulgunt autobiographical musical. Ex-

cel lent cliorengruphy and very sharp
cinematography recall the besl or the '40s but

ion much of pill-popping, open-heart surgery

and setr-riglueousness bring to mind the worst

of Fellini.

BEDKNOBS AND BROOMSTICKS —
Happy-go-lucky Walt Disney musical with a

mixture or fact and fantasy, including a long

animated cartoon sequence. Directed by

Ruben Stevenson with music und lyrici by

Richard and Robert Shcrniun. Stars Angela
I undiurv and David Tomlinson Entertain-

ment Uir all ages.

THE BEST UTILE WHOREHOUSE IN
TEXAS — A husom procuress and it sexy

shcritt try to fend off the attacks of » hypocrite

cmcider who demands that ,i venerable little

hi.plellu he closed down lor morality sake.

Based -al ;i H roadway musmil. itself inspired

hi real Isle incident. « is amusing as long as it

docs not pretend to lake itself seriously. With
Dolly Parton and Burl Reynolds.

CASABLANCA — Humphrey Bogurt as Rick

the most famous suloonkeeper in screen

history, und Ingrid Bergman as the love of his

life. Dooley Wilson sings “As Time Goes By”
while nn international parade of actors gels in

and out of scrapes. Not really a very good
movie but wonderful romantic fun.

CLOCKWORK ORANGE — Stanley
Kubrick’s 1971 futuristic film abounds in

violence und sex, in u cold, surreal setting.

THE DEER HUNTER - Without broaching
the question or America's moral right to be in

Vietnam, this is an epic war film that tells the

story or three steelworking buddies, wh’o are

indelibly scarred in the Vietnam war. Winner
of five Oscars, this three-hour film should not

be missed.

E.T. — A creature from outer space, stranded

on Eurth. is helped by a hunch of kids to

regain his spaceship. A heartwarming, cheer-

ful thriller, which recaptures the charm and
excitement of cinema in Its prime. Directed by

Steven Spielberg.

FROM MAO TO MOZART — Academy-
Award winner fur best documentary, the film

covers violinist Isaac Stern's visit to China,

und shows him performing, listening and in-

structing. Thu successful encounter between
two v.islly different musical traditions suggests

ii possible common denominator for all peo-

ples.

THE GRADUATE — Dustin Hofimun and
Katherine Ross find true love in the famous
film uhuut a disillusioned college graduate
looking for meaning in life and love. Music by
Simon and Oarfunkel.

GREASE 2 — Lucking the star power oT Its

predecessor, the shot of this film uses most of
.he ideas of the original. Cineinatically more
tdvnnced than the previous effort nnd Taster

nosing. Kept script und silty plot.

HAMSIN — Jews und Arab* clash in a Galilee

moshav. us the government is about to ex-
propriate unregistered Arnb Innds. A sobering
look at the troubled relations between the two
peoples, gradually esculnting Into pure hatred.

Daniel Wachsman directs his cast with 8 sure

hand und establishes an- authentic
huckgruund.

IN FOR TREATMENT (OPNAMK) — A
realistic und painful human document, about a
man who hufe to learn to live with death us his

constant companion. nRer being hospitalized

faf cancer. It may be too literal td be Called

un, hut It is literal enpugh to bo human.-.

Roy Schelder in "All that Jazz"

KING OFCOMEDY— An anonymous stand-

up comedian tries to force a famous TV per-

sonality to help him get a crack at greatness.

Robert de Niro and Jerry Lewis are splendid
under the direction of Martin Scorsese.

A LONG WAY HOME - Typical TV fore ac-
cidentally gone theatrical. Abandoned
children, two brothers and a sister, are split up
by adoption authorities. Elder brother refuses

to accept his fate, and will strive to reunite the
family, after reaching adulthood, with the help
or sensitive social worker. Authentic problem,
sentimental but superficial treatment, nice
c:imeo by Brenda Veccara.

LA LUNA — Bernardo Bertolucci’s latest film
features Jill Clayburgh nnd Matthew Barry in

un intense study of incest. Freudian sym-
bolism. a Marxist dialectic, a sumptuous -

background of landscape und opera may have
been a hit too much even for Bertolucci. Even
though the film is far from his besl, it Is

definitely worth seeing.

THEMAN WITH THE DEADLY LENS — A
heavy-handed, hysterically edited caricature
of Arab nationalism. International terrorism.

American politics and TV Journalism, with
Scnn Connery as a iter reporter whose
telecasts shake the foundations of mighty
regimes. Producer-director Richard Brooks
seems in have opted in his Inter years for
loudness, instead or sophistication.

MISSING — The end of the socialist dream
for Chile .inti its return to the despotic control
of the army, is the theme of Costa-Oavras'
latest film. Like in his other movies — the left

is ulwujs right and the right is nlways wrong.

THE NIGHT OF SAN LORENZO — A
powerfully poelicnl rendition of a World War
Two episode describing the exodus of half the
ponuluimn in a small Italian town, shortly

before their deliverance by the' American
Forces. A strong reminder by directors Paolo
and Vittorio Tnvinni that history repoBts Itself.

NOA AT 17 — An Israeli film set In a deserted
liouse.in, Ness Zfona against the historical

background of the schism in the Labour move-
ment some 30 years ewo. The characters moye,
ntit and react in an absolutely believable way
und talk in a normal. irue-to-Hfe Hebrew.

LA PASSANTE DE SANS-SOUCI — Based
on the novel hy jixseph Kcssul. Jacques Konf-

fio'v film iIcjIs with the pre-war aspects of the

llotiiL-iiUvi. It recount! the story of a small

Jewish buy wlmse father was' killed in a

pogrom Starring Komy Schneider, in her lust

part before she died, und Michel Piccoli.

THE PROFESSIONALS - Jean-Paiti
Belmondo plays u Secret Service ngent sent to

wipe out -in ATriciin leader. Plenty of enter-

tainment with pretty damsel! in dittrcsi saved
in the nick of time.

RAGTIME — Milos Forman's film falls short

of l-.L. Dovtoru'.v's novel which describes
every class and nilticii in early 20||i century

America. However the cast perform well and
the photography i* outstanding.

REDS - Wurren Beatty’s excellent film

dedicated u» John Reed, un uiilsiitnding

mcnibei ul (lie early American left and author

of “Ten Day* that Shook the World.” While

Reds is a huge tpcci.iclc with big crowds and
war scenes, it is also un intimate and sensitive

film.

THE RETURN OF THE SOLDIER - A star-

studded version or Rebecca West's first novel,

about a shell-shocked soldier who prefers to

relive a youthful romance with a plebeian

woman to his own Vic torian wife. Correct but

uninspired in spile of the presence of Alan
Bates, Julie Christie, Ann-Margret and
Glenda Jnckson.

SATURDAY NIGHT FEVER — How Tony
Manero, Saturday night king of the local dis-

co, Learns there is more to life than his suf-

focating fitmily, a job in a palm shop and his

friends' mindless escapades. John Travolta's

on-lhc-buil sex-appeal, his stunning dancing
nnd the Ree Oecs sound-track earn 1 (he film

when the story ratters. Good acting.

SMOKEY AND THE BANDIT — When an
dee trucker and his male accept a deal to make
» 900-mile journey in 28 hours bringing buck a

toad of contraband beer, they land up with

more than they bargained for. ood-natured
bit of nonsense mainly for the benefit of Burt

Reynolds.

TEMPEST — A successful architect, un-
xulisficd with his life, his wife and his sur-

roundings, takes it breather on a descried

beautiful island, accompanied by his teen-age

daughter, a gorgeous drifter nnd a nol-so-

dumb njitve. Wise, charming and splendidly

performed by John Cassavetes, Gens
Rowlands, Susan Sarandon and Raul Julia, to

name just a few of on outstanding cast.

THOUSAND LITTLE KISSES — Israeli film

by Mini Recanuxi about a 20-year old girl who
returns from abroad for her father's funeral

only to discover shut for many years he led a

double life und kept another wamnn and her

son in u different pan or town.

AN UNMARRIED WOMAN - A serious and

cumpussion.ne look nl divdrce as it alTectl

everyone concerned but mainly from the

wornnn’s paint of view, .Against n background
of art nnd the fushionnble side of New York,

Fricu optimistically finds herself nnd new
horizons. Good performances.

VICTOR VICTORIA — Based on a 1923

Cicrmiin film of the sttmc name, this movie is

the complicated story of a jobless British

noprnno in pre-war Paris who eventually

becomes ruinous. Brilliantly made.- Lots of

churm pud skill.

Rome of the Mint listed are restricted Iq adult

audiences. Please check with Ifcs cinema,
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ANYONE who says thuL army food
is no good has obviously never met
Annand Sabag.

I had heard of Subag even before
I was culled up for my latest bout of
niilnini. Others in my unit, who had
been with him before, assured me
that there was a treat .in store for
me. Frankly, despite their praise, I

was sceptical. Usually, an army
cook is considered pretty good if he
is able to make the food even mildly
edible.

Naturally, the food is a very im-
portant uspect of army living, both
because of the monotony of the
many small tasks one is called upon
t«> perform and because among a

random, heterogeneous group, it is

one of the few subjects that is of
universal interest. Anything out of the
ordinary is considered something
special.

Thai food can be butchered,
figuratively as well ns literally, was
soon made very cleur to us. For the
first week wc had a second-string
chef who Tilled in, presumably while
Annand prepared himself spiritual-

ly for his role. During that time, the
second-stringer provided the usual
selection of watery soups, burnt
potatoes, deep-fried eggs and ghast-
ly greasy, fried slices of whut this

generation's soldiers are eating in-

stead of luf, a marginally belter
product labelled "turkey roll."

The replacement, who shall
charitably remain nameless, was
generous in the extreme with
seasonings, dishing them out by tip-

ping them into the pot from their

cake

MATTERS OF TASTE / Haim Shapiro

containers. Inevitably his hand
would slip, and he would then pre-

sent us with his creations, grey with
specks of hlnck pepper or, worse
still, salty beyond edibility.

To the chagrin of the kitchen

helpers, whose job is was to clean

the pots and dishes, he would try to

rectify his mistakes by adding large

nmounts of potatoes and noodles,

which would sink to the bottom of
the pot to form thick layers of im-

pacted sludge.

Thus, when Armand madthis ap-

pearance we were more than ready
for him. Anyone who treated the

food with even moderate respect

would have been welcome, but even
I was overwhelmed by the change.

For one thing, the patina of black
grease thut had covered virtually

every surface in the small army
kitchen suddenly disappeared, as

did the bits of garbage that had
found what seemed to be a perma-
nent home outside the kitchen door.
The kitchen helpers found
themselves scrubbing harder than

ever, but they didn't complain too

much.

For our midday meal on Ar-

mand’s first day, we had a thick

barley soup, slewed heel in a

tomato sauce, perfectly-browned

potatoes, fried slices of eggplant

with a hot sauce and, for dessert,

apples. When 1 complimented him

on the meal, especially the potatoes,

which were absolutely delicious,

Arinand tried to look modest.

"It's as well as I can do without

an oven," he told me, one hand

resting on his paunch in true chef

style. Then he promised that at sup-

pert line there would he a special

treat.

THE SUPPER itself was a melange

of salads: avocado, egg salad, an egg-

plant salad with little cubes of
pickled cucumber and a fish salad.

Bui the high point of the meal,

which perked everyone up, was a

type of oriental cake, twisted into

beautiful shapes, dripping in honey
and sprinkled with sesame seeds.

When I asked him about them, Ar-

mand explained that the cakes had
been fried, the honey was actually a

sugar syrup disguised with flavour-

ing he had brought from home, as

he hud the sesame seeds.

Over the next few weeks, he was
to make u great variety of fried

cakes; each with its special texture

and flavouring. Up to the very end
of our stint of reserve duty, we con-
tinued to be pleasantly surprised by
his creations.

I should add that, in contrast to

many other army cooks, Armand
would never become irritated or un-
pleasant when soldiers dropped into
the kitchen, at till hours of the dav
or night, to ask if there was a cup of
hot coffee or leu and something to
eat. On the contrary, he would as

likely as not pull out a bottle of one
of his home-made liqueurs, of which
he seemed to have an endless supp.
ly, and pass it around.

THOUGH ARMANI) promised to
give me the recipe for the fried

cakes, somehow he never seemed to

have lime to do so. I suspect that in

the tradition of good cooks, he liked

to keep some secrets for himself.

But !* think I have more or less

reconstructed this one.

Mix two cups of flour, three eggs,

two tablespoons of sugar, half a cup
of oil. a pinch of salt and, if neces-

sary, u little water. Knead the dough
very well until it is smooth and
satiny and very elastic. Lei the

dough rest in the refrigerator for an

hour or two.

Shortly before cooking the cakes,

break off pieces the size of a walnut

with your fingers. Roll each piece

between your palms to form a

“Snake" several centimetres long

and flatten it with a rolling-pin or

your palm. Then roll up the strip

into the form of a snail and flatten it

slightly with your palm.
Drop each cake into hoL oil and

fry until it is brown, turning once.

Drain well and spoon honey and

sesame seeds over the cake while it

is still hot. Cool and serve.
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PI LA BOLUS, the controversial

Dance Theatre, will come to Israel

this year. The Batsheva Dance
Company has announced that it has

invited this group us part of its sub-

scription series in May.
What's in the name? One of the

company, Jonathan Wolken, has ex-

plained that it is u fungus that

"seeks out the light by bending and
twisting towards it as it grows.

When it is ripe, it explodes with

enormous energy and shoots its

spores out to an enormous dis-

tance... it has tremendous vitality."

That also describes the company
whose speciality is the making of

unpredictable shapes, designs, and

movements with human bodies.

The Pilabolus that is coming Is

not the same as the Pilabolus that

visited Israel some years ago. It now
has two women added to the four

men. It also has quite a different

repertoire, though the basis is still,

acrobatic, athletic, gymnastic,

mimetic, kinetic, plastic, comic —
and in a way poetic.

Whether it is dance or not,

nobody has actually decided, but it

nppeurs at dance festivals and is a

winner of prizes — and of

audiences.

ONE THING to be said about

modern music where dance is con-

cerned is that it gives dancers more
freedom than “classical" music
when the music is taped. There is

more space in the phrasing and
around the notes so that dancers

have more latitude in speed and ex-

pression than the older forms — un-

less these ure performed live.

All this was immediately evident

in Nnomi Aleskovsky's Vigil in

Unpredictable company

DANCE
Dora Sowden

Jerusalem premiered by the
Batsheva Dance Company at

Habimuh Theatre on January 10.

Indeed, the inter-relation between

Ben-Zion Orgud’s fine music and
the dancing was the principul virtue

of Aleskovsky's choreography. The
design was otherwise Ioq abstract

and abstruse. In fact, the music car-

ried more inlimutions referring to

the title than the dance movement.
There were arresting moments,

all too brief: the little crowd under n

strong light, the grouping to in-

dicate strife with u common enemy,

the quartet of women dancing in

unison without touching. At one point,

a man was held up with arms out-

stretched as on a cross, then placed

lor an instant on the knees of a

woman us in a pieta, At another

point, arms were upraised in an elo-

quence that created the letter shin.

Yet the whole conception for five

couples was altogether too heavily

loaded for the length of the musical

composition. The choreography

should cither have been extended in

time (with music repeats?) or thin-

ned out to let each effect establish

itself loss breathlessly. This could be

all the more possible since the mid-

dle section saaacd in interest.

Throughout, the dancers were
worth watching but the costumes
(by David Dror) looked to me more
Hellenistic than Hebraic — es-

pecially the draped blouses of the

THE 20tli Congress of the Inter-

national Theatre Institute to be held
in East Germany June 5-1 1 will of-

fer participants an exceptional
dance programme before the actual

Congress begins. From June I to 5,

in Dresden and Leipzig, special ex-

cursions will be organized by the ITI
Dance Committee (of which an ex-
ecutive member in Israel is Barry
Swcrsky).

In the proposed programme is a

visit to the Palucca School in

Dresden, an introduction to the
training schedule of the school with
a practical demonstration and par-
ticipation in a lesson by the famous
Professor Gret Palucca, and a dis-

cussion of her influence on contem-
porary choreography in East Ger-
many. There will also be an evening
of chamber ballet by the Dresden
State Opera Ballet, choreogruphed
by Harold Wandtke, one of
PaluccaN master students.

In Leipzig, participants will visit

the Dance Archive of the Academy
of Arts, attend an evening of dance
improvisation with a discussion of
the significance or such improvisa-
tion, visit a dance workshop and
performances or new productions of
Romeo and Juliet and Sacre tin

prlntemps bv the Leipzig Ballet,

choreographed by Dietninr Seyfferl

(another master student of Paluc-
ca's) followed by a discussion of
contemporary interpretations of
Sacre.

The number of participants from
each ITI centre is limited to two for

dance and two for music theatre,

but ten delegates and observers will

be permitted for the Congress
itself. Costs for participants will be

510 murks to be paid in "easily con-

vertible currency" by April 15. This
will cover hotel and other expenses
inside the country.

BEERSHEBA has its conservatoire

and its Israel Sinfoniettu and its

theatre company but in dance there

is apparently only the branch of the

Bat-Dor Studies. Folk dance groups

exist at the Lfoiversity but ethnic

groups upparcnlly are only “poten-

tial" — coming to Itfc on special oc-

casions like Yarn Ha'atzmaut. This I

1 learned during a recent visit to the

town.

Through cooperation of the

Municipality, the Bat-Dor Dance
Centre was established about eight

ycurs ago and functions so well that

there are 270 students at various

levels. Yet in my view the premises

arc crying out for expansion. In n

rather light building, there is only

one long narrow studio, properly

equipped, but obviously inade-

quate. As a result, 22 classes a day
have to he held from 7.30 a.m. to

I0JQ p.m. to accommodate the stu-

dents.

Aliza Woir, the dynamic director

of this dance hive, and seven

leuchcrs (rive local) and three

pianists, work valiantly. Indeed, two
young men have already joined the

Bat-Dor Dance Company. Wolf
says that if more parents understood
the value of dance training, not only

for the body but also for the mind,

progress would he even greater.
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JERUSALEM RESTAURANTS JERUSALEM RESTAURANTS JERUSALEM

Oscars

cious desserts as \/ V ''

well as i large se- V
lection of wines for nil tastes. Open for lunch:

noon—3.30 pm, for dinner: 6.30 pm—midnight.

Live jazz three nights a week from 8.30 pm
with drinks, snacks and pates. Reservations

available by phone: (02) 245515.

6 Hillel St. Jerusalem Tel: 245515

4 jtflHBLk.gf

THE JERUSALEM BKYLfOH

RESTAURANT/DAR
The restaurant and bar

on top of (lie City Tower Bldg.

34 Ben Yehuda St., Jerusalem
Tel. (02) 233281

‘Rich and varied international

menu fkosher,

}

'Panoramic view of the
Old and New City

'Background music
*Guest pianist In the evening

*Open for regular and business

lunches
*Closed on Friday

At your service for family

and business affairs
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HEPPNER'S
American

RESTAURANT
Open seven days a week
1 1.30 am-mlunight.
You are Invited Into our

kitchen to watch
your favorite

foods being pre-

FllXCRIfl

A 9 Al Za-

V tiara St.

East Jerusalem,
Tel. 02-284439,

288452.

Deli

iSUdhcm

SABRA
2 KING GEORGE

eoriutt Jaffa Rd.. 1st floor

Chips and sfetads FREE. Wines
and drinks. TA8TY &
INEXPENSIVE. Brins the

family for an easy on the

pocket evening.

KOSHER
HOT & COLD SANDWICHES
•OEFILTE FISH •FISH'N CHIPS
SALAD BOWL *KISHKE
•SOUTHERN FRIED CHICKEN
4 LUNZ ST. (Off Ben Yehudi St.)

Jerusalem, Tel. (02) 221703

ristoronto, italiano
* Italian Chet Mario (from Milan)
1

Italian dairy and vegetarian dishes
1 Warm, homey Italian atmosphere

All credit cards accepted
KOSHER

Open Sun.—'Thun. 1 1 am—midnight,
Fri. 11 am—3 pm.Sat.aharBhabba*
G Hillel Sr.. Jerusalem, Tel.'242767

INTERNATIONAL
COFFEEHOUSE

Pancakes, waffles, cakes, ice

cream and a large selection of hot

and cold sandwiches. Outdoor
seating on the terrace.

Opan 8 am-mldnight and Sat .night

KOSHER
34 BEN YEHUDA STREET

IMIGDAL HATH) Tel.102)243113

1
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JERUSALEM RESTAURANTS

L^GENESlSjfc
THE PRIVATO^

- CLUB P<wj,

bar
discotheque

Open daily 9 am—2 pm
*Coffce, light Meats ami Cakes
*Bar for Every Taste
*/)tscoihequc fur La fe-A’ig/i t

Partying

J / Mesitai Yesharim St.
fat corner of A grippas St.

)

Tel. (D2) 227770
The |ndbn nsstaunm MAHARAJAH

l J anli.mzian llamalka Si reel. Jerusalem
Tel. (02)241186

Ozs ezHotnz
X Live backgroundmusic

SMb .I>- 59, «=&
.wvi iUiH 1

1

f w rj
£f 02 240-Q75

soups
salads

i. . fl*h

audio yQii'ua over ranad. cftkoitf"am 18 different kind*. Alla
homemade *oupi, ploi. cake*.

c°LnBr ff°*" «h» Main
Port Oflics: to K oraih Si./B Y«

?V™ 1021 «5SB 1. Op on
!
v—1

1

""- >1 om Sa«. nidi iIm Shofobst .apllil) la

JERUSALEM SHOPPING

£ct iporc sold ai>d dian?oi?d\Jjewelry for yorir tpoi^ey,

Huy your »o|d chnins,
nib's,bracelets, earring
<'iiuJ piMutaiits, direct irom
liu' Ijiciory showroom and
s:, vr u j> to 40' ;. on retail
price.

(l(li|MIZ
11k- lareesl manufacturers

and exporters of gold Jewel r\
in lire middle and tar east

-r
4

v^JTis:
1 na- '•-xiU'ur.anou

, K) ,;|,||};LI(l0l( cd |. 0 >. 7|7 ,,
s

Southern
TELEREVIEW / Philip Gillon

"If- YOU will it, it is no fable.

"

These majestic words, with which
Theodor Herzl brought Almeuland
to it close, have been echoed a thou-
sand limes by mighty Zionist
orators. An Irishman, Arthur
O’Shaughnessy, expressed much the
same concept: '‘One man with a

I

dream, at pleasure, shall go forth
and conquer a crown."
The idea Lhat all a Zionist needed

was the willpower and the belief in

ihe dream acquired the force of an
immutable law of nature when
Herd's prophecies proved uncanni-
ly accurate. After the first Congress
he called in Basle in 1897, he
declared, “In 50 years there will be
a Jewish stale." If wc count the UN
decision of November 29. 1947 ns
ihe creation or the state, (which, I

think, is luir enough). Herzl proved
to be 100 per cent right.

So all we need are dreams and
willpower. But there is a snag: Jews
~~ cvcn Zionists, even Israelis —
have so many different dreams.
avid Hcn-Gurion, whatever his

detractors may say about him, was
never short of either willpower or
dreams. Apart from the creation
and secure existence of the state
the greatest of ail his visions, for
which he strove like Samson battl-
ing with the lion, was the settlenent
of the Negev.
The haunting, empty splices of

Ihe desert — which in those duys
constituted 60 per cent of the total
area of Israel — dominated B-G’s
mind and spirit. Here was the
wilderness that hud challenged the
noblest of men since lime im-
memonal. Here was the chance to
uini Isaiah s prophecy of watering
the desert and making it blossom
And we could fulfil another

prophecy: we could serve as a licht
unto the nations. -The peoples of The
under developed world would lookm wonder ul what we were achiev-
ing by farming the desert, and

JUJ?
1Id

h
e
.
n,ul“le our example, withour help. ‘Follow me!" Ben-Gunon cried to the youth of Israel,

when he first went to Sde Boker
AJas! There were other dreams,

and other wills nl work. Vladimir
Z.e ev Jabot insky dreamt of going
cast and taking over Transjordan,
arid he believed in the glories of ur-
banization and the capitalist system

lirien" Ml

i|

0
h‘"'

pe
-

h“ps' WM lhe
Israeli pel it-bourgeois dream of
every man under his own vine and
his own f,g tree - U., owning a vil-

h’.„“k
d

,;
mkmg money otherwise

,

n. hy the sweat of the brow and
n living abundant and chean
household help. In the clash of wills

hnnp|
VIS,

|

0nS
' BctvGurion lost as

hopelessly as the Maccabi Tel Aviv
basketball squad did in their first
mutch against CSKA Moscow.

THE3E REFLECTIONS ure in-
spired,

, of course, by several

V^
eS Prescntin8 In startling

und striking contrast the events tak-
ing place at present in Israel, and

d?
C
ihTii

ak
,
S.

ce: lhe settlenSnto the Negev. The non-event wasportrayed m Yair Aloni’s poignant

2°^h
h
,^4

t,rOUBl1 ‘5' AnivToS “«

V °rill<! f0“nding of
h
Ti.?S-

sel ' le"'«nt then*;;
8

,
7. .

V

- ®kos l °f Ben-Gurioh.loomed
Programme: infact, his high-pitched voice; op tape

tip hi i nntcd It;' The children
recognized;

it', the men finding
i.w^53t|a|i >aier

. deep. .under thf

desert's dusty face cited it. The
veteran settler, calling for planned
development all over the area, ad-
mitted that he had loved Ben-
Gurion and had been profoundly in-
fluenced by him.
.The desert at Ein Yuliav is green

with crops: the Negev, we were told,
lies on a vast underground lake
(We were also told that the water,’
unfortunately, seems to have
washed away whatever oil may have
been there.) There is a great de-
mand for the Aravu’s winter
vegetables. But. after 25 years,
there arc altogether only a few
hundred families in the whole
Arava.

Aloni brought these depressing
Tacts out in a series of very
thoughiul interviews, which he
handled with particular skill. He
had obviously done his homework
as thoroughly as the farmers had
prepared (he soil for planting. But
nix harvest was a disappointing one.
There is little hope that the Negev
will ever be the great population
centre of which Ben-Gurion
dreamt.

PEOPLE favouring the establish-
ment of settlements in Judea and
Samaria after 1967 cried, "Go east,
young man (and young woman)! 1 '

instead of "Go south!" But, for
almost 15 years, this clarion call was
undermined by acceptance or the
dreams or B-G, and A.D. Gordon
and Berl Kalznelson, although the
cullers would have been horrified
had they realized that they were
adopting the ideals and methods oT
the Zionist socialists-

i el, apart from a change in
geography and the use or a different
point oT the compass, they were of-
fering much the same deal us Ben-
Gurion offered in the Negev. Halui-

j

r/w/* Pioneering, cooperative vil-

elding in faraway places,
rinding peace in areas remote from
the metropolis, working the soil in
agriculture, creating new facts,
guaranteeing Israel’s security by a
shield of outlying settlements —
there was nothing very new in all
this. And just as B-G had found
when he tried to sell the Negev,
there were not many buyers. For
years, settlements were Tew and
sparsely populated: there was a lot
of bluster and bluff behind the
statistics.

THEN SOMEBODY had a magnifi-
cent inspiration. Whoever that
somebody was deserves to have his
name written in gold letters on the
wall of Beit Ze'ev Jabotinsky.
Instead or farming, selMabour
remote outposts, peace and the rest
°r lhf Junk, they should offer
something that would fit exactly
into the Israeli petit-bourgeois
dream of his own villa, at ludicrous-
ly low prices within easy driving dis-
tance of his place of work in tHe
metropolis. So we. got the land rush
jusr across the forever Grceri Line
right next to Kfar Sava dr
Jerusalem. It is no sweat to drive a
couple orextra kilometres, especial-
ly as me,price is right, so very right
After all, why shouldn't it be? As

w.e suw on t|ie Friday night
magazine, anybody wfyo can effect
tht smallest coup on the Slock Ex-
change could put down the trifling

: vTr^edcd buili
!
hi"»="' «

;

v l|a Of 350 sq.m. in easy commuting
distance of Dizengoff. Th^s rest of

'he iiiiiiii*\ would lie given frnmti,

l“m,,re ‘» •»Kl fifty jiJJme i res „uy nccid l.»hca subsiSS
k-hiifik ..I house for some „!

1

woman lo lend, hut there is fo?Miiutclv, a v;,m abundance uT cheanArab Lihonr close at hand
*P

wc '*"? vision is 'so com-pUluag so. «vc rwlie lining, that it ha.
Jir«>pL‘d .he L'lllirc Mi™.
'\

c 11 P'd'fieal or religious affi£.
1,1 1 vc " l,lc I lista.lrut buildinacompanies .see which xv«ythc«2

»l pairiotism arc blowing.
A lew traitorous voices have beenraised uhnm the vast oulpourinErfmwcy 1,11 «hcnc housing dCVefo£mvms about the lack of fundTto

'relp the iiiliiihiiaiits of (he slums
ahout the cutbacks in the s,anJards ,i| almost-living of the old, fhe

Km
'

"^i iI

mV ,,C ,M,,,dic“PPed. But
In acl is hke that - there are alwayssome malcontents who trv to snoil
ijK- lun. Wc need take no' notice^

More upsetting is the great
explosion on the Slock Exchange,
(hi the magazine we saw shots of
simple workers exulting over the
easy profits they were making, which
enabled them to get through the
month despite the dwindling ability
ol their earnings to keep up with the
inllation. Those shuts must have
lu’cn taken bclorc the bear
onslaught on the market.

In South Africa, in the old days,
there also used lo he long booms on
the Slock Exchange, with every
white secretary, office boy or ar-

lisan having a great time. Then Sir

Ernest Oppcnhcimer would decide
that enough was enough: some an-

nouncement would be made, or

something would happen, lo bring
tile market crashing duwn, and the

bears would collect in all the booty.

Much the same tiling seems to be

happening here. The statements of

hankers and the chairmun of the Ex-

change were ohviously calculated to

cause a crash — I cannot believe
that they were made recklessly. 1

hope they have not marred the

Israeli dream irreparably.

THE FILMS of Frederic Raphael
arc generally out of the top drawer:
they arc mature, adult and intel-

ligent. Saturday night's The Best of

/•fiends was us mature as an over-

ripe gorgonzola cheese — it stunk lo

high heaven. Instead or being intel-

ligent, it was unintelligible. Nobody
expects 111 inmakers to observe Ihe

unities of lime und place: it is

perfectly legitimate to' let the

enmeru roam wherever it likes. But
in this instance, the effects were as

exasperating as they were bewilder-
• ing. Who the devil were all those
women who kept wundcring into

the picture? The conversations of
the two intellectuals were duller
than anything I have ever heard on
Moked.

As against this excrescence, /«

Tribute to Nijinsky was a dejight,
with Rudolf Nureyev almost
superhuman in the magnificence of

his dancing. Could Nijinsky have
been as wonderful? I find it hard to

believe.

Second Look brought us
something very unexpected: an
hour devoted to Benzeen, the

rock'n’roll group that has set the

youth of Israel afire. I must confess
that I found it rather difficult to dis-

tinguish one song from ahplher; but

the members of the group were so

Utlractive, and their backgrounds
were presented by Zvi Goreri with
such sensitivity, and the
photography was so good, and . I was
so delighted that young Israelis can
enjqy themselves so mutih despite

.
The war in Lebanon, that I was thril-

:!ed by
1

the. show, .

%
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Arik Lavle: ‘l don’t consider myself a prophet.’

The other Aiik
BETWEEN ACTS/Joan Borsten

ARIK LAVIE, one of the Israeli

musical scene's most permanent fix-

tures, will sing selections from his

new LP, Almost Daybreak on Televi-

sion’s Good Hour tonight. The
album, his tenth since signing with

CBS 15 years ago, includes such
current hits as "Yellow Cab," "A
Bottle of Beer," "A Different Lul-

laby," and "Stargazing through
Your Window."

Lavie has just returned from a
coast-to-coast U.S. tour accom-
panied by his guitarist Yigael Hared
and a good sound system. He's at

work on a new show, produced by
his old friend Ya’acov Agmon for

Beit Leissin. And he's "at peace”
with himself — at least for the pre-

sent. It’s not easy to have reached
the lop of the ladder professionally

in a small country.

"What big plans and hopes can I

have?” asks Lavie, interviewed in

Tel Aviv where he lives with his

xvife, Shoshik Shani, who is current-

ly working on her new album of

children’s stories, and their two
daughters.

Lavie, who was brought here from
Germany in 1934 as an eight-year-

old orphan, grew up on various kib-

butzim nnd moshavim, served in the

Palmnh and Hagana, and began his

professional career in the army with

one of the entertainment troupes.

Spotted by the management of the

Cameri, he joined the theatre after

his release. There he met Shoshik,

and after their marriage they went

to Paris where, as part of the Arava

Trio, Lavie sang at the Olympia
Theatre — on the same bill as an

unknown Frenchman named
Charles Aznavour. From there they

went to the U.S. While Shoshik

studied acting with Ula Hagen, her
husband enrolled in a cinema class

at New York University and worked
at a Jewish nightclub. Eventually he
got a part in Peter Brooke's
Broadway production of Inna La
Douce.

Back in Israel, Lavie began work-
ing his way up, playing with Shoshik

in Ephraim Kishon's hit, He and
She. After a tong stint with the

Cameri, the Haifa Theatre and
Habimah, Lavie went out on his

own, recording Sela Adorn and
Hakatar. Then, having played in

Threepenny Opera he left the stage

for a singing career, eventually

writing many of the lyrics himself.

"I didn’t explode an atom bomb
or find uranium,” he says, "but I did

quite well. At the moment, singing

is what does most for me, especially

in small places where I can look my
audiences in the eye. What gives

you satisfaction changes as you
grow older. Now it's a new musical

arrangement, or a new song, or dis-

covering a new audience. I don’t

consider myself a prophet, though I

occasionally come up with
something clever. I would be
pleased If others felt I'd contributed

something to the Hebrew-languuge
hit parade, but whatever happens,

happens. If some day Israelis' stbp

wanting to hear me sing, I'll become

a gardener or open a nightclub. I'm

not afraid of working."
However, Lavie suspects that his

lyrics reflect a sense of unfulfilment.

Though he usually writes in terms of

romance, he believes he is most

probably also thinking about Israel.

"Pm one of those who dreamed
what this country would become,
and worked to build it. What we
have achieved is not what I foresaw.

That's not good or bad, just dif-

ferent from what my Zionist educa-
tion promised. Although I've long

been identified with Lhe Labour
Party, I consider myself less

political than pro social justice. I

don't see much difference between
right and left today,

“The only thing is lhat the right has

a much more charismatic leader,

one oT the last strong leaders in a
world lhat needs such figures."

CBS RECORDS has a few other

clients in the news this week. One is

singer Arik Sinai, who flew to New
York after receiving a gold record

for his Shadow in the Sun album,

only to he hospitalized for an opera-

tion. He's now back in Israel, fully

recovered.

Meanwhile, David Broza is hav-

ing "lyric problems." The title song

of his new album. The Woman /

Love, is a translation of a Spanish

one that includes the word
“screwing." Or so says Yonatan
Gefen, who did the translation,

Anyway, Kol Isrnel director Gideon
Lev Ari has forbidden (he song to

be played by Channels Bet and
Gimmcl, even though the army sta-

tion is broadcasting it nonstop.

CBS also expects here at the end
of the month Venezuelan singer

Jose Luis, one of Latin America's
top stars. Jose Luis began his career

as an actor and then recorded a

1979 hit. "I'm Going Crazy Over
You.” His lend in a TV series, d Girl

Named Miracles, made him as pop-

ular as Dallas's J.R. The character

he played was El Puma, and that's

the name he's now known by.

During his three days in Israel,

Jose Luis will appear on Good Hour.

OTHER VISITORS arriving soon

include British actor Ian McKellen,

u founding member of Lhe Actors'

Company, a touring group managed
by actors, which has had enormous
popular success in England and the -

U.S. McKellen’s latest hits were in

the new American play, Bent, which

tells the story of the homosexuals

interned by Nazis in a labour camp,
and Peter Shueffer's^madnij. He is

scheduled to appeal1

as Salieri again

this spring when Milos Forman
directs the film version of the play

about Mozart in Prague.

McKellen is coming here with his

one-man show, Acting Shakespeare.

He will perform seven times in 10

days in Tel Aviv, Jerusalem, Haifa,

Rehovot and Kfar Sava.

INTERNATIONALLY famous
comic mime Julian Chagrin came to

Israel two years ago at Lhe invitation

of the Jerusalem Spring Festival —

•

and stayed. He has made three short

films, two of which were nominated 1

for Oscars, and won numerous in-

ternational prizes. Since his arrival

in Israel, he worked' continuously
for the TV, and the cinema, as well

as performing live. His few theatre

performances were all sell-outs and
highly praised by lhe press. He will

be performing his mime and com-
edy show at the Israel Museum'
tomorrow, Saturday night, tjt 8.30.

ON SUNDAY night, the "Inten-

sive Care Unit," formerly known as

"Schultz";.or "Chromosome," will

give a performance (it the Tel Aviv

Museum, The cult group sold out

last lime they appeared in the cityln

•Thi/ Uleck in l/roeFThc leadii

SHOPPING JERUSALEM

io king naaliz
antjqciltfesLrD

Raft Brown, for I 7 years the head

of Restoration of Antiquities at

the Israel Museum, gives you ax-

pert advice In Antiquities, Genuine
Archaeological Glass, '

. -

Pottery, Bronzes, etc. ' •*«&,
Jewelry in Ancient ‘SfT # T
& Modem Designs. T- r *

Approved by tne » >
Ministry of Tourism
and Licensed by Uc- j

B
iriment of Antiquities.

ipen Sun.—Thuts. IQ am-

1

jim and 4-8 pm; t-'ri.

Rafl’SrowS King David Si

Jerusalem, Tel. (0z) 2345 1

1

isSLjjJ
am-
M

' ^Javid SL,

yfitg JERUSALEM
Tf HOUSE

F QUALITY
Exhibition X Stile of Jorimlom'a

Craftsmanship

12 H*bron Rd,, Buwj* No*. 4,6,7,t8

T*l. 717430, 715100

JERUSALEM

SERVICES

JANUARY 21-28
Fri. at 2 pm: La Femme d’a Cote
Sat. at 7.30 pm: Le Dernier Metro
9.30 pm: Taxi Driver, Scorsese

Sun. at 9.30 pm: Special screening:

Field Diary, Amos Gltal. Photogra-

phy: Nurit Aviv
Mon. nl 7 pm : The Border, Richardson

9.30 pin : AntoniodasMortes, Rocha

Tues. at 4 pm: The WizardofOz

7 pm :
Seven Samurai, Akira Kurosawa

9 pm: First lecture in series emitted

"Independent American Film and
Modern Palming". Lecturer: Prof.

Annette Michaelson, Dept, of Cine-

mu Studies, NYU.
9.30 pm: La Collectionneuse, Eric

Rohmer (small hall)

I

Wed. at 7 pin: Elvis, John Carpenter

9.30 pm: Plantation Boy, Waller Luna
Ttnirs. at 7 pm: The Circus, Chaplin

8 pm: "Datia, Surrealism and Cine-

matic Avant-garde”, second lecture

by Prof. Michaelson (small hall).

9.30 pm: Une Etmnge Affaire, P.G.

Dcffcrre
midnight: The Warriors, Walter Hill

Fri. at 2 pm: PrettyBaby, Lou is Malle

Screenings at the new Cinematheque,
Hebron Road. Tel. (02) 7 12192.

gg bank leumi le-igraBUJ-ro-

leekW
Tours

sinai

safaris
4 days $ 1 85 + $ 6 (Fridays!

5 days S 220 + $ 5 (Mondays!

tours to egypt
4 days $170 (Thursdays) 5 days $198 (Sundays)

8 days $465 (Thursdays)

negev and judean
desert safaris

I

(by command car)

4 days $ 195 (Thursdays) 5 days $ 240 (Sundays)

For information and bookings contact your travel agent or:

Neot Hakikar, 28 King David St., Jerusalem
Tol. 221 624, 248588

TCNIN BIER
Individual computerized JtCj
services by our AflP'' I

professional P® 8 Keren
team CdO’ Keyemeth St.

rvjCjS RBhavlB, Jerusalem

Y?* Tel. 02-226231

gUl Overland tours to

the Judean Desert

nceepT cacari and the Negevln 1

2

DESERT SAFARI rotir.wil„l
I drive command cars tviih licensed,

1

trill

2S Jaffa. Road, Jerusalem,
Tel. (02) 222308, 23304

1

Telex 25 260.AUS
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Thi/ Ulcek in l/mel

The leading TowM Guide*

M^ this week
at

T— the israel museum
jerusalem

EXHIBITIONS

Permanent Collections of Judalca, Art and Archaeology
Bezalol 1 SOB -1829 - works produced at BezaJel, the first school In

Ereu israai for arts and crafts
Beialel Teachers
The Tip of the Iceberg No. 1 — 19th century French drawings

and prints from the Museum's collection
Open Eye - design by Sandberg
Primitive Art from the Museum's Collection
Touch — exhibition for children
Portables - an exhibition from the Museum's collection

Th»w«?^7
5

.

fl

2u
0,JB

,
A"c,8nt Wor,d “ 81 ,ho Rockefeller MuseumThe Wandarful World of Paper - m the Rockefeller Museum

SPECIAL EXHIBITS

Hnnukkeh Lamp - early 1 7th century, Poland
Japanese Miniature Sculpture
Modal of a Shrine - pottery, anclont Moeb, 9th-8th century BCE
Smell Figurines of Humans
Clay Jug and Juglet

EVENTS

SPECIAL EVENT (in English)
Saturday, January 22 at 2030
JULIAN CHAGRIN 7"A FUNNY EVENING"
*

f;

r

“Xu
VOn

,

fr,a of mifnB' and madness with famous British comedian
Julian Chagrin. From the unanimous acclaim of Chagrin in both the British and
Amerlran press: “Mr. Chagrin is marvelous," The New York Times;
Mr. Chagrin Isi irresistible," London's Sunday Timas. Chagrin’s shows have

Played at the Edinburgh Festival, in London'sWest End and throughout the U.S.

CHILDREN'S FAVOURITE FILM

"ch'Itty bang *" M: Thurs- Jan- 27 “ ,B-30

Dir. Ken Hughes, with dick Von DykB

ART FILM & LECTURE SERIES
Monday, January 24 at 20.30
MUSEUM WITHOUT WALLS; "CRETE AND MYCENAE"
Introduction: Silvia Rosenberg. Dept, of Art History, Hebrew University

CREATIVE THEATRE FOR CHILDREN
Tuesday, January 25 at 10.00
"WHO'S WHO"
Children will create a character and learn different aspects of building
dramatic personae.

THEATRE FOR CHILDREN
Tuesday, January 26 at 10.00
"MOTEK"
An operetta for children and adults depicting an ail-too-fomiliar situationbetween parentsland children. With Judy Axelrod, soprano; Abba Cohen
baritone; Hagai Bon-Yehuda, donee.

'

FILM
Tuesday, January 25 at 18.00 & 2030
"AN UNMARRIED WOMAN" fUSA 19781
Dir. Paul Mazursky, with Jill Clayburgh, Alan Bales

GALLERY TALK
Tuesday, January 26 at 19.16
JEWELLERY AND AMULETS
Shulgmlt E Isanstedt

GUIDED LECTURES -

Tuesday, January 25 at 2030
,N ANTIQUITY

«“ojo
h“'8 b,m h9id °n j,nuBry 13 w!" ,sks

RUTH YOUTH WIND
m“ opsn - For

GUIDED TOURS IN ENGLISH
Mutsum: Sun., Mon;, Wed., Thurs. at 1 1 ,00j Tubs, at 1B.30

u
.Archfeo ogy'Gal tartest Monday, January 24 at 16.30
Rockefeller Museum; .every Friday at 1 .1 30
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Without the Maestro
MUSIC & MUSICIANS / Yohanan Boehm

ISRAEL'S FOURTH Arthur teachers and students' teachers
Rubinstein International Piano have expressed great interest in at-

Masier Competition will be held in tending the sessions, which, follow-

M arch-April, for the first time not ing complaints after the last contest
in the presence of the maestro but in 1980, will start very punctually,
in his memory. As the public interest is so great that

International response has been the capacity of the Recanati
tremendous. When the contest was Auditorium will be slruined to the
announced a year and a half ago, limits, numbered seats will be of-

. Ann
over 800 inquiries were received,

about one-tenth of them from Japan
and the Far East. After preliminary

screening, 81 candidates were
scrutinized according to the
stringent conditions of the contest,

and finally 49 were accepted.

Among the 17 countries
represented, are Austria, Australia,

Brazil and Bulgaria, with one con-
testant each; Canada, China and
France, each with two: Great Bri-
tain (one); Israel and Italy, (five

each); Japan (seven); Korea (two),
Rumania and Taiwan, (one each);
U.S. (14); USSR (one-nc passport);
and West Germany (two).

To be accepted, would-be com-
petitors had to fulfil one of three
conditions: they had either to have
won a prize at a recognized inter-

I national contest; or to have a per-
sonal recommendation from an out-
standing pianist; or to have had ex-
perience on the concert platform.
No less than 33 of those who will be
taking part in the contest have
already won prizes in other
prestigious competitions.

The international jury, so far as is

known to date, will include Marin
Tipo, (Italy), Leon Fleischer, (U.S.),
Takahiro Sonoda, (Japan), Hugo
Steurer, (Munich and London),
Nikita Magaloff, (Switzerland),
Robert Ponsonby. (BBC), and the
famous music critics Harold

fered.

As an innovation, a special prize
— “Public’s Favourite'' — is being
introduced. Anyone purchasing u
subscription and attending all tile

sessions, as well as giving a token
contribution towards the prize, will

be entitled to vote for his or her
favourite on a special form. Ap-
propriate regulations will be drawn up
by members of the legal profession
and will be made public at the time.

A SPECIAL feature of this com-
petition — and a singular occur-
rence in this country —.is that no
public subsidy has ever been re-

quested. In accordance with the
maestro's insistence that the event
not be run at the expense of the
public purse. Rubinstein put the
three drawings, his friend Picasso
had made of him at the disposal of
the competition and gave permis-
sion for these, signed by himself, to
be reproduced on gold coins,
minted by the Government Coins
and Medals Corporation. The
agreement was that only 1,000
would be minted, the profits on
their sale to be devoted to the ex-
penses of the competition. The first

three contests were financed in this
way, but then the corporation,
without any explanation, issued a
commercial version, without
Rubinstein's signature — and un-Schoenberg. and Pierre Petit of The ? , !

,n s
.

,l8n“* - un-

N™ York\m„Zt Uf!Z ^
resnei'Mvolu i. _ "P .

1

respectively. Israel will be
represented by Pnina Saltzman and

A letter he wrote on April 12,
1976, to Ya’acov Bistritski, the

inu their invifalinna or« nnn, n~.rr .

ina[ aatc -ing their invitations are Gary Oraff-
man (U.S.), Christian Zimmer-
mann, (West Germany), Witold
Lutoslawski and Wutold Rowitzki
(Poland), and Maurizio Pollini, (Ita-
ly)-

The competition will take place
n

.

Tel Aviv. The first and second
elimination rounds in the Recanati

“In view of the success of the First

Competition and its undoubted ar-
tistic standard, I was happy to learn
that arrangements are well in hand
for the Second Master Contest, to
take place in April 1977. I nm par-
ticularly grateful that the Competi-
tion activities continue to be self-

A uditoriu mat l”™* ^5°*"*
between March 20 and 11 anA rh«, Lon lhe . Israel Government.between March 20 and 31, and the
third round, for the best six pianists,
at the Mann Auditorium on April 5
and 6. The first three will fight for
the crown on April 7.

THE JURY will have a. Herculean
task choosing 12 candidates for the
second round from 49 performers.
In addition to their solo perfor-
mance, the 1 2 will have to perform a
chamber music piece with
Menahem Breuer, violin, and Zvi
Harel, cello, members of the Israel
Philharmonic 1

Orchestra.
The Israeli Composition to be per-

formed by all contestants will be
Ami Maayani's Impromptu No.2.
Three instruments will be at the dis-
posal of the competitors for their
free choice: a Steinway, a Bocsen-

“
! supported your initiative for a

world-wide fund-raising project
through the issue of a Com-
memorative Gold Medal of artistic
and numismatic value — such as
would appeal to friends of the
Competition who wish to assist in
the .cultural development of the
State of Israel.

"To this end I entrusted you with
sketches of me drawn by my friend,
Picasso, and with my facsimile
signature, giving you the sole, rights
to use them and to receive any
royalties accruing therefrom for the
purpose of creating the inter-
national Competition Fund,

"It has come to my notice that the
Israel Com and Medals Corporation
has, without permission, issued a
commercial version of the Competi-
tion Medal, This' does not bear mydorfer and a Yamaha (the last two 1 „ .

a
' P1 15 does not bear'my

firms will send. their pianos,especial- -“if
0n

ly for the competition, togetherwith Sr l „ Lf af
l

?.
dard

f R
rice ’ thus

their own tiiners) :

®aU
j^? a devaluation^of the original
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many obiervefi, ly against the commercial use ofmy
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name and portrait. Since 1 am un-happy about the situation, 1 shall
ask you to lake immediate steps m
ensure thni it is rectified.
“1 do not wish to cause any embar-

rassment in asking for this medal to
be withdrawn but 1 ask that the
royalties which have accrued to the
present dale in respeci of all com-
mercial sales thereof, be paid into
the Competition Fund.

"Please keep me fully advised of
all developments, as they ure of
great interest to me.

"Yours sincerely,

Arthur Rubinstein."

ALMOST six years later, the situa-

tion has still not been rectified. The
Rubinslcin-Picasso combination is

so unique that its artistic value

should he preserved, even by a

government agency, and its great at-

traction for connoisseurs should not
be diminished for commercial con-
siderations. The intentions of the

donor should be certainly
respected. I understand that the

Competition has no wish to sell the

coins itself but a substantial propor-
tion of the receipts from their sale

should surely be applied to the pur-

pose for which they were originally

intended and thus allow the Rubin-

stein Music Society to finance its ac-

tivities without asking for subsidies.

THE ARTHUR RUBINSTEIN
Music Society has most ambitious

plans for keeping the memory of the

great artist alive. During the coming

competition, n symposium devoted

to the problems of musical contests,

their artistic and educational value,

publicity, etc., will be held, with the

participation of musicologists,

critics and members of the jury

from Israel and from abroad. Sum-
mer courses and master classes in

the spirit or the pianist are to be ar-

ranged, as arc scholarships for the

furthering of young talents.

At the end ui
rjune and beginning

of July this year, a week entitled

“Honimage d Rubinstein" is to be

held in the Swiss city of Zurich, un-

der the patronage of the mayor.
The Tonhaile Orchcstrn, under its

conductor Christoph Eschenbach,
with Daniel Barenboim ns soloist,

will open the week, which will end
with Burcnbuim conducting the

Tonhaile and Eschenbach ns soloist.

In between, there will be solo

recitals by friends of Rubinstein, for

example, Bcnedetti Miclielaiigcli,

Pollini, Ashkenazy, Brcndcl, Zim-
mermnnn and Weisscnbcrg. The
Guurncri Qunrtct will participate,

while Henryk Szcryng, Pierre Four-

nier and u keyboard virtuoso will

recall the great days when Rubin-

stein, Heifetz and Piuligorsky
cooperated in a trio.

As Zurich was one of Rubin-
sLein's favourite summer domiciles,
it was thought appropriate to start

the Hnmmage there. Zubin Mehta
has agreed to hold the Rubinstein
Week in 1984 in Tel Aviv with the

Israel Philharmonic and in 1985 in

New York, with his Philharmonic
there. For 1986, which will also be

the year of the fifth piano competi-
tion, Barenboim has been asked to

make It possible for the “Hom-
• mage" to be held in Paris.

There is also the centenary to

look forward to. There has always
been some uncertainty as to the ac-

tual year of Arthur Rubinstein’s
birth: in Poland it was thought to be

1885, while he himself sometimes
saidJt whs as late as 1889. However,
the New Grove gives it unequivocally
as 1887, and that has been accepted
as definitive. His birthday was on

Janqary 28, so Bistritski wants the

1986-87 music season to be declared

"Rubinstein Year." — If UNESCO
agrees. *. ;

' D

Heaven &
CURTAIN CALL / Marsha Pomerantz

NOT EVERYTHING that moves in^

museums is kinetic sculpture. It'

might be, for instance, a poet

reading his Hebrew renderings of

English erotic wit, with musical in-

terludes. It might be a French artist

opening his exhibition, smiling for

the camera with the mayor and

museum director, and answering a

lot of questions about his fractured

violins and immortalized garbage.

In the first case, it was Arieh

Sachs last week at the Israel

Museum in Jerusalem. His slim

volume or translations, or transfor-

mations, of English Renaissance

and Baroque poetry has just been

published, and he and actress Aliza

Rosen alternately read selections,

with skill and obvious enjoyment. In

between, Sachs, who teaches at the

Hebrew University, gave some
background on tile peculiarities of

the I6lh and 17th centuries: the way

heavenly and earthly love were each

metaphors for the other, the way ex-

istence was organized into a great

chain of being, and heaven and hell

had gradations. “Eternity wus as

much a fact as these flowers on the

stage," he said.

The poems he brought and the

slides he showed reflected u preoc-

cupation with madness and death,

ns well as the erotic — which is I

guess what poets and artists and

everybody else of most periods are

preoccupied with. But Sachs sees

this period as particularly theatrical,

a time of extremes; women were

madonnas or they were whores.

“They dressed differently," said

moderator Lily Ratok. “And they

undressed differently," said Sachs.

* When the subject turned from

heaven to the earthy, Ratok an-

nounced that those in the audience

under 18 were invited to leave. I

hope she wasn’t serious, but I wasn’t

sure. We were warned that one of

the topics was to be homosexuality.

Sachs said: “It’s one of those words,

like ‘orgasm,’ that you have to use

occasionally.*'

He and Rosen proceeded to read

some moving and very funny selec-

tions from Christopher Marlowe

and John Wilmol, the Earl of

Rochester, among others. The latter

had a poem about being betrayed by

a friend to whom he was very much
attached. I went home and looked

up the Earl in the Norton Anthology

of English Literallire, the Bible of

Intro to Eng. Lit. A bowdlerized Bi-

ble. The preface to a smattering of

his work said: “Too many of

Rochester's poems are distastefully

ohsceite, but" — and here his good
name is saved — "not ail of the

obscene poems attributed to him
posthumously are his."

THE FRENCH artist on display

with other dignitaries was Annan,

who has dispensed with his last

name of Fernandez. He was at the

Tel Aviv Museum this week with six

tons of his rhythmic and playful as-

semblages or items ranging from

pliers to spark plugs to paint-tubes

io tea kettles. These “ac-

Rih'hcsfer crowns friend with laurel.

cumulations" arc one pole of his

work; the other, which he calls

"destruction," includes slivers or

violins and cellos, a charred piano,

and a charred and shattered violin

preserved in plastic.

The catalogue for the exhibition

says Arman’s father was a cellist. 1

jumped to Oedipnl conclusions, and
asked him why it is the musical in-

struments which usually suffer the

fate of dis-assemblagc. “In the

range of objects," he said, “some
have strong and others have less

strong identities. Violins have strong

identities; spark plugs less strong.

The violin, as an object, survives."

As he wandered among his com-
positions, decompositions and
recompositions, he was stalked by a

movie camera, for a film being

made about the museum. He chat-

ted with Mayor Shlomo Lahat and

museum director Marc Sc heps and

moderator Haim Yavin, gesturing,

for instance, towards colour objec-

tified in an array of paint-tubes

caught in plastic.

[n another corner, near the tea-

kettles, he talked olf-camera to a

fan who had had the foresight to

buy one of his works 20 years ago.

They were discussing Arman's ad-

diction to Go, the Japanese board

game in which two players compete
to capture territory by establishing

boundaries with round, flat

“stones.” He said he had to slop

playing because it took so much of

his emotional energy.

He prefers G5 to chess, in which

the object is "to kill." In Go, there

is a more organic relationship

between the players, he says.

Relative, not absolute. “The winner

lives better than the loser.. .it's nut

like the gangsters of the Middle

Ages."
Some of what Arman ac-

cumulates is garbage. At first he

collected only dry refuse for col-

lages encased in plaslic. Then there

was a technical breakthrough. In

New York, where he has been living

for the last 22 years, he discovered

something called “masscasl
plastic," which could be poured

over organic refuse to prevent it

from rotting. So his assemblages

now include egg-shells and foodtins.

After 10 years in the U.S. he went

back to France to do some work,

and was amazed, he says, at the

"Americanization of French gar-

bage."
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EASE YOUR PAIN-1MPR0VE YOUR CONDITION)
Ionizing the air will ease the condition of those suffering the following symptoms:

* Tendency to fatigue quickly * inclination to

drowse, or difficulties in failing into a deep sleep
*

Breathing difficulties, feeling of suffocation, spasm
*

Bronchitis — particularly in children and babies

* Allergies or asthma caused by dust, soot, cigarette

smoke. Industrial and car fumes

before taking medication -
USE AMCOR’ S IONIZER
YOU OWE IT TO YOURSELF!
USE THE IONIZER

• Hayfever or allergic cold * Disturbances caused by hamsin

or climatic changes
* Migraine or headache influenced by

climatic changes * Nervousness, jitters, stress of hormonal

origin

MODULION P.R. FOR
PRIVATE USE
Area: !.5-2m. Height: 8.5 cm.
Length:14.2 cm.Width;9.5 cm
Price IS 2500 (inc. VAT)

MODULION 10 PYRAMID
(high strength)

over area of 3 ni. radius
Height: 14.3 cm.,
base: 15.3 15.3
Price: IS 3865 (incl. VAT)

MOBILiON in

the car for a

safe and plBasent
journey. '

The Mobil lon
Ionizer for Installation

in the car
* prevents early fatigue,

•Improves the driver's

concentration,

•shortens the driver's

reaction time.
Price: IS 2716 (IncL VAT)

Solo Distributors:

RICKY CLINIC, 2 1 Rehov Rabusky, Raanana, Tel. 052-31 620

You may purchase the apparatus also at: Tel Aviv: HANEVI'iM Pharmacy, 72 King George

St., Tel. 03-286740; PINSKER Pharmacy, 20 Pinsker St, Tel. 032965 19; ZAFON Pharmacy,

33 Yehuda Hamaccabl St., Tel. 03-449995 ;
Haifa: HAKFOR, J-Janai, Centra l̂ Caitnel,

4 Mahanayim St., Tel. 04-81273; Ramat Gan: BEtf.PQY AZRIEL, ISS Median St., Tel. 03-

7445 39 ; Bnei Brak: YERUSHALAY1M Pftarhiady, 62 YeruShalayim St,. Tel. 03-788515

logbLiuii Lima. ^ **, ||JlCi
P"“ : ,S27 ’6 VAT

V -oT 0 ,***
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clear

You are reluctant to lead a major,

since North-South bid both suits.

The minors arc not appealing

cither, hut you’ll just have to lead a

cluh or a diamond.
Which one? Diamonds seems to

offer no future. But clubs, while

risky, might offer some hope.

The master player in the West

seat selected the club queen, hoping

declarer could he led to believe (hat

Hast held the ace. With the king in

the North hand. South imagined

that he was on the spot. Here was

the full deal:

Deal .1

Vul: N-

Nnrfh

AO J98
A J7

>.'2

*Q. I 10 9.1

BRIDGE
George Levinrew

North (D)

A A 2

?K7543
0 K84
A K 9 8

UNUSUAL PLAY of dummy and
on defence can often bring results.

Just take today's deals, all from the
recent World Championships at
Biarritz.

What would you, as West, choose
as your opening lead? Why?
Deal 1

West

A53
J98

0 J 5 2

*AQ J72

East

A 1096
<?AQ2
0Q 10973
A 10 5

defence still had to win two heart

tricks, the contract was set.

Deal 2

Vul: N—

S

North

A A 54
<?2

v A K 9 8 7 5 4
*J8

Love all

West
A 5 J

? 19 8
0 J 5 1

4 A Q J 7

Here's the bidding:

North East South
1 ? Pass | A
I NT Pass 3 A

West

Pass

All Pass

South

AKQ J874
10 6

0 A 6
464 3

Declarer whs in no hurry so he
played low to the first trick. Now
Last played the ten. the obvious
start or a high- low "peter" with a

doubleton. West got the message,
loud and clear. He now cashed the
ucc of clubs, and followed with a

third cluh for East to ruff. Since the

Wesi(D)
49
<?953
OQJIO
4A 109765

South

410762
<:> A K Q J 10 8

East

4KQJ83
7764
v 6 J 2

44 3

lead of the spade nine? Declarer

read this as a singleton and played

the ace. He then reconstructed a

distribution which would enable

him to make his contract ergo the

club ace in the West hand, together

.with only one spade. So he played

the ace and king of diamonds, dis-

carding the king and queen of clubs.

He then ruffed a diamond to es-

tablish the suit, drew trumps and led

a small club towards the jack. West
was stuck; the forced club return

gave declarer an entry to his dia-

monds to discard his losing spudes.

West

A K J

7 K Q 10 5 4

> Q J 9 6 3
45

South

4 A 10 7 5

v A K 8 5

4842
The bidding:

Eaat(D)

4642
793 2

v 107 4
4 A K 7 6

East

Pass

27
Dbl

South West
1 •» 1 '•?

2 4 3 •>

All Pass

North

Dbl

44

4KQ2
The bidding:

West North East South

J* 3 0 3* 5<?
Pass 6 0
All Pass

Pass 6$

IF YOU WERE declarer, how
would you play after the opening

IF YOU were West, would you lead
the heart king or the singleton

club on the deal shown
at top of next column?
If you played the club and East won
with the king and ace would you
want him to continue with a club
for you to ruff? That, we shall see,

could be a losing play.

It was clear to West that, after

ruffing u third club, the spade king
could he picked up by dec hirer, who
could then run the balance of the
cluh suit and make his contract.
However, if the defence could win a
heart rather than ruff a club, the

spade king could always win a trick.

Therefore, on the second club trick,

West discarded the heart ten.

East read the signal loud and
clear, he returned a heart.

Thus the contract was set. If West
had chosen the heart king as the

opening lead instead of the singleton

cluh, the contract would have been
set easily.

•Thi/ UJcek In l/roel’The lending Touri/l Guidc-Thi/ UJeck in 1/raelThe Icndin
TEL AVIV RESTAURANTS TEL AVIV ENTERTAINMENT TEL AVIV

Treat Yourself To An
Award Winning

Evening
AT AN

Award Winning
Price

I.S. 850
ALL INCLUSIVE

WytiriSomm

Award Winning
Lunch
AT AN

Award Winning
Price

:
I S. 400

= ALL INCLUSIVE

. Dairy Buffet Lunch
:;12:3Q - 3:00 PJMj: •

Tk/8riV hlLTOR
/. ^ CHqS NUMBER 6nE ,T:

:

-

OVERALL'THE HILTON HOTEt$
.•f

'ABOUND THE >VqRtD

V

CHINESE RE9T&URNTTC

<fo nob settfeejir less H(un H(\e Hesb

a am< experience in efrnese dininf

neot afeka
1 2 Kehilat Venezia St.,

Tel. (03) 494203

"international atmosphere
*tho best service and kitchen In town
*» choice of 109 items

"underground perking with valet

service

"take-away and catering

"business lunches

liotus WHtnpfrl

-A.

eilat
next to Caesar Hotel,

Tel. (059) 76 16

1

* international atmosphere

the best service and kitchen in town
"a choice of 109 items

"the talk of all Eilat

"do not miss on your next Eilat trip

"International bar with drinks from

the Far East

JANUARY 21-28
Friday, January 21
DISCO, DISCO, DISCO
Saturday, January 22
PREMIERE -THE BLUE ZOO
IS 400

Monday, January 24
THE BLUE ZOO IN CONCERT
Tuesday, January 25
THE BLUE ZOO IN CONCERT \*

Thursday, January 27
LIVE BROADCAST—MACCABI TEL AVIV
basketball game on 16-foot screen

Friday, January 28
DISCO, DISCO, DISCO

r

/llALKAit cmtSKRN
'Balkan ipaalaltln,
attnamfiara 8>

iWtt-utv

[From noon to 11 pm .

II

v*
;

r

:
V.«i / I..; . .

.
'• ::

Namir S«|., I'd Aviv Tel 207124 S (till 2U00)
207121 2 (after 21:00)

Business lunches
Choice Jewish Cuisine
Special Ambiance

Open daily; noon-4 pm,
7 pm-early'morning

(except Friday night and

,
Saturday lunch)

,

117 Herzl Street, TeiAviv,
Tel. 03-839451

in
Israel

^lbeYf
Zai6b

. Albert Zarco Is your

personal advisor on

all aspects of Real

Estate and Invest-

mpnl properties In, Israel.

If you are Interested in Investing In *

home, apartment or villa or If you

prdfer to invest In land, phone Albert

Zirco; 484370 or drop by 42 Sokolov

Street in Ramat Hasharon. He speaks

your language English, Spanish,

Ian or French.
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CHESS
Eliahu Shahaf

Problem No. 3104

YEHUDA HOCH, Pctah Tikva

1-2 prize, Tidskrift for Schack, 1977

s o
m % m m

A. *&>
iiti m m
m h w ^
I 5?

'%

im
iy s m i i

White to play and win (3-4)

SOLUTIONS. Problem No. 3102

(Mandlcr). l.Kd6! Ka3 (I.— b5

2.Kc5 Kh3 3.Kb5 Kc3 4,Kc5 Kd3
5.Kd5! and wins). 2.Kc5 Ka4 3.f4 b5

4.f5 h4 5.Kc4 b3 6.Kc3 Ka3 7.f6 b2

H.I7 blQ 9.IHQ Ka4 lO.QaB, and

wins.

CAPTURING FOURTH PLACE
ALON G RbENFb'LD, 18. or

Reersheba, again proved that he is

one of today’s leading young chess

musters by capturing fourth place in

the European Junior Championship

held in Groningen, Holland.

The new title-holder is USSR's
Jan Ehlvest, who garnered 1

1
points

in the 13-round tournament.
Runner-up was defending cham-
pion Kurt Hansen of Denmark, half

a point behind the winner.
Scotland's Mark Condic took third

place with 9ft points, and Alon

Grecnfeld was fourth with 9 points.

The new champion, an Estonian,

has had some very good results late-

ly in major chess events in the

USSR.

NEW AIPE*MAGAZINE
THE NEW news organ of the inter-

national Association of Chess Jour-

nalists is Players Chess News. This

was decided upon in the Lucerne

meeting of the A1PE during the re-

cent olympiad. It is to the credit of

the Danish contingent, headed by

Svend Novrup, that A IPE became a

truly international body with nearly

400 members from all parts of the

world, including the USSR (the

Soviet members include Yuri Aver-

bakh, Salo Flohr, Tamos
Georgadze, Ajvar Gipslis, Yakov
Neistadt, G. Oganesian. Alexander

Roshal and Mikhail Tal). Players'

Chess News will, according to the

agreement signed in Lucerne, cover

GM-Lournaments with complete

cross-tables, comments and games,

IM-tournnments with rankings and

gumes, and major open and national

events. One hopes (hat its editors

will carry on in the fine tradition es-

tablished by the AIPE News, which

Svend Novrup and his assistants

made a lively journal.

The AIPE meeting in Lucerne
was concluded with a press tourna-

ment won by Iceland's Haldorsson

with a 714-9 score, he was un-

defeated. Denmark’s IM
Kristiansen won the following nice

game.

KRISTIANSEN GRUNBERG
I.c4 Nf6 2.NI3 c5 3.Nc3 d5 4.cd5

NdS 5.e3 g6 6.d4 Nc3 7.bc3 Bg7

8.Bd3 0-0 9.0-0 Nd7 I0.a4 e5 1 1.Ba3

Re8 12.Qc2 cd4 !3.cd4 ed4 !4.Nd4

Ne5 15.Bb5 Bd7 l6.Rfdl Rc8 17.

Qb3 Bb5 IB.NbS Qb6 19.Rd6 Nc6
20.Rad I a621.Rd7 Re622.Rf7! Na5
23.Rdl-d71 Be5 24.Qb4 Rd6 25.Rd6

Bd6 26.QJ6 Qd6 27,Nd6 Rc6
28.RJ7 Nc4 29.Nc4 Rc4. Black

overstepped the time limit.
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Clearina the air

Ads for cigarettes and other tobacco products are being

cleared from the air waves, under provisions of a bill

that passed the Knesset this week.

Plugs for tobacco are to be banned entirely from radio,

television and movie screens, public transportation and

outdoor signs. Advertising in newspapers and

magazines is subject to limits: ads may not puff up

the virtues of smoking, and may not use the name or

picture of any well-known personality. Persons below

the age of 40. or those clad in a uniform, bathing suit or

sports attire may not appear -in such ads.

In permitted advertising, and on cigarette boxes

themselves, a warning notice will advise smokers that

' the Ministry of Health has determined that smoking is

harmful to health."

Your friends and relatives overseas want to know more

about the burning issues in Israel's day-to-day life.

They should be reading THE JERUSALEM POST
International Edition.

The 24-page International Edition brings them all the

"hot" news of Israel, every week, in lively reports and

features from the pages of THE JERUSALEM POST.

Send a gift subscription today, and light up someone's

life.

r
1

THE JERUSALEM

p.O.B. SI. 91 000. JERUSALEM

Subscriptions can he handed m at

Main office . RomamB Industrial Zona Jaiusalam.

Jerusalem Post 1 1 Carlebach St Tel Aviv

Jerusalem Post 16 Rehov Mmdau Haifa

Pleasa sand The Jerusalem Post International Edition to

I
ADDI

CITY

I
Myt
Plea

Nan

Add

AIR

SU.

I
s:
OU

oa Pai

nL exc

ADDRESS

STATE..

My cheque for (see rates below} is enclosed

Please sand a gift card to the lacipient in my name

Name—

AIRMAIL 6 Month s 1 Year

SUBSCRIPTION RATES 26 issuos 52 Issues

U S A.. Canada USS22 USS40
U.K.. Europe US$22 USS40

Other countries US$25 US$45

Payment can bo made In Israel Shekola at thB-rata of

exchange on the day of payment, plus 15% VAT.
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TEL AVIV RESTAURANTS

Le Versailles

37 Gcula St.

Tel Aviv

Tel. (03)655552

La Coqullle
|

North Beach
Eilat

Tel. (059) 73461

vepsP
"

Superb French Cuisine

meat fish seafood

All major credit cards accepted.

ShaldagInnrSPH
(osiablilhed 1955)
Freshly caught fish and sea-food special lies A!

exquisitely prepared and served by your hosts Nilli

and Shuky Romano. Enjoy quality af it's best in a l/jj

pleasant atmosphere. SHALDAG — a name to remember I \f
)pen daily noon & y 0hudB St..Tol Aytv. Tet. (031 445465s

•anana
Natural Food Restaurant
\ ‘Cooked Delicacies
jtfSalads ‘Teka-away too

* Reasonable prices
I 334 Dlzengoff Street
H Tel. (03) 457491
,Dpan midday to midnight

except Friday

yi

TEL AVIV SHOPPING

e€£Ae€€e

From the rough diamond sources —
through our threepolishingplants - to thefinishedJewel -
At the VIGIJewellery factory and in its elegantshowrooms,

our designers aid craftsmen produce original styles of
rings, earrings. pendants and bracelets allset with diamonds.

,
•• WhJsk

Pits

I

I
J

For tourists paying In foreign currency or credit cards,

an addltronal discount of ,10%.

OPEN FROM 9 am -7 pm

VIGI JEWELLERY LTD., DIAMOND EXCHANGE CENTER
48 BEZALEL STREET, 2nd floor,RAMATGAN
2 WEIZMAN STREET, 3rd Hoar, NETANYA

for more Information ask for Michael. Tel. C03I 71M15

TBE JERUSALEM POST MAGAZINE



SO WHAT'S the matter with the
Israeli cinema? Why doesn’t ii

flourish and become the envy or the
whole world? Arter all, cinema is

practically a Jewish business. All
the Hollywood moguls, directors,
film stars, script writers — they're
all Jewish, aren't they? Wiilj a small
cash contribution from each of
them, and a slightly more substan-
tial contribution in know-how. the
road to success is povcd Tor
Israeli movies.

If you think this is a joke, think
again. For that is exactly the ques-
tion I was asked not long ago by a
Scandinavian journalist, who was
amazed at Israeli filmakers’
perpetual slate or crisis. This very
respectnhlc lady ought to have sat in
on a symposium on the promotion
or Israeli films which took place this
week at the Jerusalem Cinemathe-
que.

The basic premise is simple
enough. Films urc a costly medium
and Israel is a small murkel. Unless
you compromise on quality and
direct your product to the lowest
common denominator, there is no
chance of recovering your invest-
ment. Arid in films, art without
money is impossible.

One thing was obvious to
everybody at the symposium: more
funds are required ir anything is to
be achieved. But the only one to put

Constant crisis
CINEMA / Dan Fainaru

it in pluin language was someone
outside the film world, Oded Kotler.

A vclerun of many budget battles,

fighting of course for (he theatre,

Kotler was more or less watching
the proceedings from the sidelines,

but' after two or three hours he

couldn’t take it any longer: he stood
up und declared that the subven-
tions going to the Israeli cinema are

scandalously low, compared with

anything else the Establishment

hacks in (he cultural field. Con-
sidering the size of the audience it

caters to (even in 1982, over 1,650,000

bought tickets for Israeli
movies), the financial help it gets

doesn't come anywhere near what
the state invests in other artistic ac-

tivities, such as the thentre, for in-

stance. And Kotler knows what he
is talking about.

IIOW DID this happen? Very simp-
ly. Cinema in Israel is the son of

many fathers, who all regard it as a

slightly freakish bastard. The first of
these fathers, the Israel Film
Centre, is traditionally annexed to

the Ministry of Industry and Trade,
which naturally regards it as an in-

dustrial and commercial instru-

ment. But, points out Yoram Golan,
its manager, even in 1982, which
was a good year, the Centre's total

income from the export of films and
film services came to no more than
about SlOm., so. what weight can
this branch have, compared with
other products? The feeling of'

helplessness emanating from Lhe
Film Centre is reflected in Golan's
statement that he cannot participate

in more than two international

markets for films each year, for it

has been decided that this is the
maximum that can be handled.

Just for the record, the Film
Centre is responsible for a subsidy
to films bused on the number of
tickets sold, which in 1982, reached
the sum of almost IS22m., some 60
per cent provided by u small levy on
ail cinema tickets, the rest by the
ministry.

The break-even point for an
Israeli film nowadays is a paying
audience of about 250,000; but, says

Gad So'en, Yoram Golan's
superior, efforts are now being

made to gel the subsidy on the first

100,000 tickets increased enough to

cover (he whole investment, which,

for a local production, averages

$500,000.

IF INDUSTRY and Trade is one or

the fathers. Education and Culture

is another, and this parent too, is

pretty suspicious of its retarded

child. Avner Shalev, who heads (he

Arts and Culture Council, said as

much when he expressed doubts
about the results of the movies
produced under the patronage of its

fund for the promotion of quality

films. Since it was established four

years ago, this fund has been
responsible for about 20 features,

some of them prestige successes,

such as Dan Wolman's Hide'n Seek,

Daniel Wachsman’s Transit, Nissim
Dayan's The End ofMilton Levy and
Michal Bat-Adam's A Thin Line,

and others, like Yaki Yosha’s The
Vulture, creating quite a furore by
(heir unconventional approach to

Israeli realities. But common to

them all was the refusal of the

Israeli public to go to sec them.
The simple but not very en-

couraging fact i 5 , that
notwithstanding such relative hits as

Repeat Dive or the recent Hamsln,
the only fund movie to recoup its

money was Noa at 17. This, for
Shalev, is a clear sign of a basic
shortcoming: They were not really
good films.

3

Both Adi Amora’i, one of the two
MKs who successfully lobbied for
the creation or the fund (the other
was Avruham Sliurir, now minister
of tourism), and Ze'ev Birger
chairman of the hind's board, who
moderated the symposium, in-

timated that the creative impulses
of the young filmmakers applying
for help should he tempered by
sonic practical considerations,
otherwise they see trouble ahead.

'

Amora’i, who sits on the Knes-
set's Budget Committee, hinted that
so far the fund, supposedly an in-

vestor in the films it supports, has
been no more than a means of
transferring money from one hand
to another, and always in the same
direction.

Except for Noa, the industry
hasn’t shown any signs of being able
to exist on its own income. And here is

the real catch. Repertory theatres,
symphony orchestras, museums or
bullet companies are regarded as

something the Slate of Israel owes
itself and its people, and the money
they receive from official agencies
is considered a grant. Films, ap-

parently, are different, mainly a

business, so the public money they
get is considered an investment.

|.Thi/Week In l/<o«|.Th« Uo<llncflguX>Cui<i*T^
TEL AVIV SERVICES TEL AVIV MUSEUMS TEL AVIV

furnished rooms v.--

(you may bring along
your own furniture) with

hath andWC
f uircorujitioned

[cooling and heating), telephone and iefriflorator
t*S- Fui'riinn nnhi.i-:. _ . » >- . .

' t •‘"'I'uvi n.

lounges. Evening entertainment * Exquisite kosher'- cu
buidics tn Hebrew end Judaism. Handicraft courses

"

‘UHCfVlSIOn hv nhvori-ir. ft .-J : i .
......

Comforuble

, .
wuug I « . I) UJ lulu I U

supervision by physician. Medical gymnastics
one tune payment and small monthly rate

Monthly rent or

GUARANTEED ARRANGEMENTS AT CARE INSTITUTION (OUTSIDETHb CLUB) IN CASE OF NEED

rjPour
YcraLeh

I t. Ml II .M DIM UIH • Vi . I MM,
1

' ' J '. < .
-. ft AH'.: I .

,

WE ARE
A PERSON
TO
PERSON
SERVICE
Sonwim* oi amh« you Am iftought
about tailing n ISRAEL.
You hanwondaracf If your future might
not ba here, with your own people.
TOUR VA'ALEH exbti especially for
you: To help you invaadgita aanlomani
powbilltfH. To help you decide
whether your quattlon Ii n>do with
Housing, Immigration, liwaiunant.
Business, Employment, Education or
anything alia about ISRAEL, come In

We. k group or experta on all acacia of
Immigration, era not a teceiaii, anony- -

moia orgenteaikm: Wo worts on the
apot, with friendlinoti and discretion.
It la always a pleasure for us to meet
people Inieiesiad In ISRAEL. Coma
and say hello.Wa apeak your lenguege.
Area Ofllces:

TEL AVIV: 12 Kaplan Street
Tal. 03-268311

HAIFA: 8 Wedgewaod Street
JERUSALEM: 5 Ben Yehuda Street

Tel. 02-246522

_ VUOTN
I

Ph,h*«Ilc Studio

1 (lTS hlS8 cho,ce of foreign &
|
StXE? Israeli STAMPS

|

•auctions *15% dis
! --- for tourists

25 Bialik St„ Teh (03) 65900

WMa

tin? Beth Hatefutsoth
Nahum Guid.mmn Museum of the Jewish Diaspora

yi*'*'"8 ho*,r*! Son Mon.. Tues., Thurs.: 10 am- 5 pm; Wed.: 10 um-9 nmThe Museum is closed on Fridays and Saturdays
p '

- Children under 0 not admitted. i

"
?am-1

fl

pm
l0UrS ^ pra ‘flmmflBd - Tal - <03 > 426161, Sun,-Thurs,

— The main aspects of Jewish life In the Diaspora, past

techniques!**
P tad through thB most modern graphic and audlo-vbual

Chronosphere - A special audio-visual display presented in a planetarlum-
ihaped auditorium depicting the migrations of the Jewish people.

Exhibitions
1. Jewish Life In the Golden Age of Amsterdam 1593-1796.
2. Our Aliyeh - National Photo Contest (until Jan, 28, 1983).
3

' SrnJan°27
1

{jgsj
0" “ Summw 1982 * PhotoBraphs: Mloha BarAm

Events
1. ThB Bishop Triffa Trial (on the occasion of tha 40th anniversary of the Po-

Y™hak°Arai
Jrnanian JOWrv) ‘ Lacturer: Prof - Bo,a Vogo. Moderator: Mr.

Monday, January 24, 1983. at 7.00 pm.
2. Moslem -Jewish Relationship in Colonial Morocco. Lecturer: Dr. MichaelK " tha BeHas "Questions in the History ot the Jews of

ES.S., A*p
u"S,v1

l,h ,h0 Cl,alm sch°°' ,or

Tuesday, January 26, 1983 at 6.00 pm. .

L
ft??

n :„SJummJer 1082. Photographs: Micha Bar-Am.Opening of the exhibition: Wednesday, January 20,1983 at 8.00 pm.
Jewish Cinematheque
Screening ol the film "Images Before My Eyas"
Monday, January 24. 1983 at 1 .00 pm
Tuesday, January 25, 1983 at 5.00 pm & 7.30 pm
Thursday, January 27, 1983 at 7.00 pm
The film is In English and Yiddish with Hebrew subtitles.
Admission fees: IS 60 for members of Friends Association

IS /0 for non members
uourtesv °f § bank leumS nw'ipn

Exhibitions on Tour
1. Scrolls of Fire — Matnas, Hazor Ha'glilit.
2. Tha Wonderful Island of DJdrba - Yad Le'banlm, Tiberias.
4. A century of Zionist Immigration of Eretz Israel - Binyaney Ha'umah,

Jerusalem*

of San’a - Pedagogic Center, Natanya.
6. A Worldwide Philanthropic Empire - Auditorium, Haifa.

.
|n cooperation with Merkaz Hahasbara and courtesy of

M lSBABjL DISCOUNT BANK i

°f™ A“h' <G>“ 21 '

Buses: 13, 24, 26, 2?; 48, 49, 74, 79, 274, 572.

JERUBA^M )P0gT K4pAZIRl:
‘ !.x *.: if. :
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NOT THAT there is anybody else

to blame for this but the film people

themselves. They arc so busy at-

tacking each other that they don’t

have the time to form a unified front

to combat the real issues. As
tempers flared time and again in the

course of the symposium, non-

communication seemed to be the

order of the day-

For example, everybody talked

about quality, but nobody could

define what this means. For the

veteran producers who still dream
of turning Israel into a haven for

commercial production, and regard

The Guns ofNavarone as the epitome

of film quality, all those youngsters

who want money to make problem
films that nobody wishes to see, are

just frustrated kids who should be

sent home to mama until they

learn what movies are all about.

But the youngsters themselves

contend that they are the only ones

who are treating the problems of

their generation in depth.

Or another topic: what kind of

Israeli movie is to be encouraged by

the state? Daniel Wachsman
believes that it must be a film

shol in Israel, using Israeli crews

and Israeli facilities; it also has to

deal with Israeli problems — in

Hebrew. Which enraged all those

producers seeking co-production

deals, who believe that you have to

fashion your movie according to the

market requirements, and if by us-

ing English dialogue you enlarge the

market, so be it.

THE FUND for the promotion of

quality films, which organized the

symposium, certainly has to be

given credit for what Rachel

Ne’eman, who had been employed

there for 18 months, termed as a

renaissance of the Israeli cinema.

Thanks to the fund, young people

concerned with what they deem to

be burning issues, and splendidly in-

different in most cases to the com-
mercial ‘appeal of their product,

have been able to start developing

their own language on film.

After so many years of in-

describable drivel, relieved once or

twice by something like l Love You

Rosa. Israel is finally finding its own
movie voice: still shaky, not very

confident and not very professional,

hut determined to forge ahead and

create (he sort of national cinema

which is the only kind that has any

chance, not only at home, hut also

abroad. For it is an accepted fact

that no one will outdo Hollywood

on its ground, and therefore only by

trying to be different and evolving

an identify of Us own is there a

chance of Israeli cinema arousing

any kind of international interest,

and this the fund has at least at-

tempted to achieve.

ONE SUBJECT that was barely

skimmed at the symposium, pos-

sibly because none of those present

knew how to deal with it, was dis-

tribution abroad. The only con-

certed effort in this direction is

made by the Film Centre —though

both “concerted’’ and “effort" are

overstatements. This is a profes-

sional job, and unless Israel is

prepared to take a lesson from other

small countries, there is no hope of

breaking down the barriers.

Zc’cv Birger, who once controlled

the film section at the Industry

and Trade Ministry, worked for an

international production firm

before taking up his present posi-

tion with the fund. According to

him, other smnll countries don’t sell

anything either. Maybe not by

American standards, hut they sell

much more than we do. And Mr.

Birger should not forget that films

arc also supposed to be n cultural

window for this country, and it is

therefore important to promote

their display, even when it isn’t

economically profitable to do so.

For example, when was the last

time an Israeli film week was
mounted in a foreign country—not

for the Jewish population or
nostalgic yordim. but for those who
make opinion and sell com-
munication? Why doesn’t the fund
try to organize one on its own? The
Foreign Ministry are noted for

regarding films as propaganda
material, but those made here aren’t

the sort of propaganda they believe,

in, so films have simply been erased

from their activities.

AS FOR conclusions to be con-
sidered by the different elements

present at lhe symposium:
There should be a much more

concentrated elTort on polishing

scripts, by allocating a bigger al-

lowance for this purpose. (One
producer, Amos Mokadi, who also
happens to be a shareholder in

Herzliya Studios, maintained that

Lhe trouble with most Israeli films is

that their scripts aren’t ever
finished.)

A lobby should be organized to

convince the authorities of the im-

portance of cinema, and the obliga-

tion to devote larger sums to its cn-

caurugcmenl, at least to put it on a

par with other Israeli artistic

activities.

Television should be coerced into

substantially increasing its drama

productions, using more outside

domestic material and not limiting

itself to what it can do with its own
employees, and it should buy a lot

more local films.

Unfortunately there was nobody
at the symposium to put Televi-

sion’s case. Indeed, they were one

or the great absentees. The other

two were the film department at Tel

Aviv University, the main
producers of film professionals in

Israel, and the Golan-Globus opera-

tion which, judging by their plans,

will have a lot to say in the next few

years concerning the character of

Israeli films.

And what about the suggestion of

Lhe Scandinavian journalist that we
tup the immense reservoire abroad

of money und specialists of Jewish

origin. Ze’ev Birger was firm on
this: Better forget about it; all you’ll

ever get are promises. Not so, sug-

gested one young filmmaker,
Ya’akov Goldwasser (Undernose).

“Begin should refuse to kiss

Elizabeth Taylor and the Dalias

people unless they promise to raise

money for Israeli films, What’s a

million dollars for these people?"

Well, Mr. Prime Minister, the ball

is in your court. n
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Rescuing history
Meir Ronnen

THE HUGE exhibition nt the Israel
Museum devoted to the Old Bezalet
School (1906-1929) must inevitably
have a profound effect on anyone
interested in the art history of this

land. The sentimental values and
galut mentality and traditions that
often permeated art at the Old
Bezalel did not survive the clash
with the culture of young Tel Aviv,
which celebrated a new type of aliya
and settler, as well as giving more
than u nod to modernist painting of
the time. In turn, the new Eretz
Yisracli genre painting celebrated
from Jaffa to Tiberias survived until

it wns submerged in the New
Horizons revolt.

The New Horizons group wns the
last truly Israeli movement (despite
its often French sources). Since
then, Israel has been submitted to
all the International schools; the
current New Wave of “Post-
Modernism” is not much different
here than anywhere else.

In the meantime, the Bezalci
period was virtually forgotten, or'

dismissed its “nostalgia.”

When the Bezalel National
Museum was incorporated in the
new Israel Museum nearly two
decades ago, its holdings were
ruthlessly weeded out by Adviser
Willem Sandberg, the famous
Dutch curator who had a keen eye
for good painting but liule feeling
for what much early Eretz Yisraeli

painting meant to us as part of our
heritage. What the current Bezalel
show has shown us is that even the
kitschiest Hnnukku lamp has an im-
portant historical connotation.

Parallel to the rich collection of
arts and crafts in the 1300-item Old
Bezalel display in the Israel
Museum's Spertus Gallery, a large
show of works by noted teachers at
the Old Bezalel has been mounted in

the Gojdmuntz Gallery. Both of these

exhibitions make a new considera-
tion enormously clear: the Israel
Museum must begin planning a per-
manent display of works from the
Old Bezalel period.

Such a display, possibly a rotating
one, could find a natural place in
the planned Israeli pavilion, which,
in- addition to presenting contem-
porary events; should also provide a
guided tour of the highlights of
Israeli art since its very beginnings.

Another logical— indeed essential— venue for a rotating show of
Bezalel arts and crafts, is the new .'

\

Verkauf Building on MountScopus,
|now being remodelled to aocom-
i

modale the Bezalel Academy1 of
I

Arts and Design. Today’s Bezalel i

,
students can lake pride in— and i

even draw some inspiration from — l

many of the objects produced here S

seven decades ago. [

Now is the time to find someone n
to set up a fund for buying back a d
collection of Bezalel treasures .that b
pould -be shared on an exchange I
hijjs ‘by both institutions. S

5# AM Pann: "Potiphar's Wife,” pastel. 1945.

•THE EXHIBITION, of- works by
early Bezalel teachers is a

. .somewhat unbalanced affair, dic-
tated by what was obtainable. The
lion’s share . is provided by Alfa!
Pwm(18$3-I963) who taught at the'
Bezaicl in 19 13-14; ahd agniii in the
Twenties' having been; caught ..in,

Harrs by the war. The Russian -born,
..Paris-trained Punri was easily - the
most skilled illustrator- ’of ., the
;r«hvy;,artd:his coni pelting (arid oft-
feprpduticd)Vbiblipn) J irifag&s, like

. PACijE .1'Y^ElwVE.

: '
’
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*
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: .- ..j'
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Boris Schatz: "Moses," plaster.

the terror-stricken eye of Isaac,

have haunted several generations of

Israelis. This show comprises not
only his occasionally humorous and
often moving lithographs of illustra-

tions to the Bible, but also his

musterly dramatisations of the
Kishinev pogroms and German
atrocities.

Pann was a virtuoso draughtsman
and a brilliant hand at composition.
His famous pastels were often treac-
ly and tinged with a fashionable
orientalism, but there is no doubt
that he brought a sensuous and
original point of view to the biblical
narrntive.

t

Two of Pann's finest pastel
“portrait" paintings bring out this
point. His "Sarah” is a child-bride
in a magnificent head-dress, a
pouting 1 1 -year-old who is already a
woman: "Potiphar’s Wife (1945) is

no blowsy harridan but a bored 14-

yenr-olcf nymphet, irritated beyond
patience at having nobody to play
with. Both of these portraits are
studies in character (hat go beyond
mere cyphers.

Pann’s earthy insights make the
.
skilled sculptures, copper reliefs
and painted plasters by Boris Schatz
(1866-1932) look like academic ex-
ercises

.

in sentimental heroics.
Interestingly, there are. Lwo heads
made in 1902 when he was modell-
ing Bulgarian folk genre while
teaching at the Academy in Sofia,
Schatz was shaken out or his
Bulgarian idyll by the Kishi-
nev pogroms and his wire’s
defection with a student who was to
become Bulgaria’s leading sculptor.
He not. only founded the Bezalel
School but brought to it an East'

European. Jewish (not, halutz)
nationalism Ihttt is so evident jn the

1

rest of the pieces on show: prophets
and teachers with venerable beardd,.
.(hejr thinness conveying ascetic
spirituality. His famous repousse
copper of a woman lighting the Sab-
bath candles is it portrait of his se-
cond wifa; Olga (Schatz, a, teacher
.with 4 venerable, beard, was the an-
tithesis. of. his -figure*, being rather
short and tubby).

1 1

fn Hlrezenberg
.( 1865-1908) was a natural choice for

i

Schatz, being very close to him in

outlook as a Jewish propagandist.
There is more than a touch of
German influence to his work (he
studied in Munich and exhibited
with the Secession) despite his

preoccupation with Jewish themes.
His "Wandering Jew" (1899) is an
incredible synthesis of German 1 9th
century heroic painting and Jewish
consciousness'; and it conveys a hor-
rifyingly accurate premonition of
the Holocaust. Hirszenberg came to
the Bezalel in 1908 and died there
the same year. The selection here is

small.

Ephraim Moshe Lillen ( 1874-1923)
was another East European Jew
who made his way to Munich to
study. An outstanding exponent of
decorative Jugendstil, he illustrated

mnny Zionist books. He arrived
with Schatz in 1906 to make carpet
designs, fell out with the tyro head-
master and left after a few months,
returning for a visit in 1910 and
again, as an officer in the Austrian
army, in 1914. One of his large
painted cartoons for a figurative

carpet-cum-mural, with unusually
banal figures, forms the centrepiece
of his selection.

The other famous name accorded
a fair number of paintings here is

Aharon Shatil Schur (1864-1945),
who founded the department of
miniature painting, ivory and
enamel at the Bezalel in 1913 and
headed it until the school closed in

1929. Born in Russia, Schur studied
in Vilna, Vienna and Berlin.

Also represented is Lazar Krestin
(1868-1938) who taught painting at
the Bezalel in 1910 and left a strong
mark on its portraiture. HU early
European heads show a sound
ucudcmism, but us with Schur, his
later ones betruy the fatal influence
or Schulz' Influence and ideology.

These East European Jews turned

Overcoming death

MEIR AVNI shows sculpture from
tree roots and slumps, an exhibi-
tion said to be inspired by the death
of his daughter In a terrorist attack
(1974) at Kibbutz Shamir. Whatever
tis origin, a great depth of reeling is

manifest and is devoid of
amateurism, although he is self-
taught. In fact the sole adverse

:
criticism ip be passed is some un-
gtunliness, caused by the- emphasis
on content. Two themes, death and
the Li nepnque lability of Man, at-
tract Avni: Concerning ihe first, a
fairly large quasi-marinc creature!
hellows'in mingled rage and sorrow
T!,eV*V); "Victim," lying prone

oiv lhe grpund, is a mangled body
;

•

wjhilc the hollowed thorax-of “Re-

-

qmem" is filled with small stones
symbolising burial. On the second
theme, ;‘Man is as the Tree of the

d
’

, ,

l

V
e opposite quotation for

this exhibition’s symbolic character
as in "the Father” or in the
primeval physical strength of the
Bqy (which should have been cal-

.

led V oulh"). (Abba Khoushi Com-
mumty CenLre, Haifa). Till Jan. 19.
VITA EREZ Is a painter whose ar-
tistic origins lie in German expres-
sionism oF between the wars, or im-
potent anger and protest; She has
nevertheless; arrived at more
peaceful - landscapes; The: expres-
sionism brings out the dark; and wild
ptrsam of watercolour (2);. the lack
of contact between "Two Worten”
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to Germany and France for their

education; and to Jewish sources

for the expression of their ideals.

The work of -each is readily iden-

tifiable, but only Pann was able Lo

develop a style and iconography of
his own. The Bezalel teachers
spawned no imitators: the times had
passed them by. But they gave their

students the tools of their trade.

THE LARGE (400-page) com-
prehensive catalogue lo the Bezalel
show will become a collectors' item.

Inexplicably, the Israel Museum has
printed only 2,000 copies in Hebrew
(another 2,000 in English are to be
published, hopefully fairly soon).

Like many other fine Israel
Museum catalogues, this one will

soon be out of print. A little market
research would surely save the
Museum reprint expenses.

Entitled "Schatz’s Bezalel," the
catalogue, edited and introduced by
the exhibition’s curator, Nurit
Shilo-Cohen, is replete with enter-
taining and informative essays,
(chiefly by Gideon Ofrat of the
Bezalel Academy and Igal
Zalmona, curator of Israeli art at

the Museum) on every pari of the
Bezalel’s history. They place
Schatz, his work, his school and the
Bezalel teachers in a much needed
socio-historical perspective; and
deal with every type or product that
emerged from the school. There arc
also potted biographies of the
leading teachers and even a fac-
simile of a report card (of student
Shulamit Wittenberg^
The catalogue also brings out

several aspects of the Bezalel not
dealt with in the exhibition itself,

notably the parallel establishment
by Schatz of the Bezalel Museum,
which was, after all, one or his most
enduring achievements. Ofrat
traces how Schulz used the Museum

Aharon Shaul Schur: Head of a

Judge. Vienna, 1892.

as an instrument to influence his

students, mixing archeological
finds, local Horn and fauna, Jewish
ethnology and Jcwish-theme-
oriented art. Old timers will be

delighted to sec the many
photographs of the Bezalel Museum
as it was four decades ago and

more; and lo recognize artifacts

that are now on show in the Bezalci

wing of the Israel Museum.
There must be over a thousand

reproductions in this handsome
book, but unfortunately many or the

photographs that are fascinating

historical curiosities have been

reduced to the size of postage

stamps. The pages of photographs
are contained within the same inner

page frame that neatly encloses the

columns of text, a convention that

steals space and prevents the

“bleeding” of photographs to the

edge. There is an elegant but ex-

travagant use of "white” space. But

the most fascinating thing about the

hundreds of photos of people at the

Bezalel — including those of the

visiting Turkish pashas — is their

faces. These arc often reduced lo

pinheads.

By contrast, there are full-page

blow-ups of flags and artifacts that

could have been rendered half their

size. To compound mailers, many
of the group pictures have been

photo-copied twice, deepening the

shadow and tones in nil the faces.

One only has to contrast these poor

.reproductions with the mnrvcllous

enlargements of the same photos on

display in thfc exhibition itself.

Still, the catalogue is a splendid

effort and an important acquisition

for unyonu interested in the history

of this country.

j I liis is the last In a series nt reviews «/«'-

hlhltluns in Jerusalem related to the ON
Bezalel Pertml. The others appeared o»

Dee. 10. I? and J I ).

(11): and the cynical "Painted

Women 7 ’ of 10. The peak of her ar-

tistic maturity consists of three

acrylics which might have been cal-

led "Aspects of Women," based on

an understated lemon yellow which

creates an appearance of rocks. The

liurshly cut “Woman's Head" is

pervaded by untamed strength;

"Figure” is a seated woman, whose

prominently displayed rectangular

knees and lower legs resemble the

majesty of Egyptian sculpture — the

reference is obvious. The entirely

different "Mother and Child" pre-

sents brightly coloured clolheSj

warm curves, pliant linearity and.

briefly, intimacy; Lastly, the com-

.pacl “Still Life” summarises her un-

derstated style in which contours

and shading impart a sensation Of

dependable firmness. (Hagcferi Gan

lcry, Haifa). Till Jah. 26.

.
: -.£. HARRIS

FRIDAY, JANUARY 21, lj»«

Pm Art Editor

A HIGHLY entertaining travelling

restrospective of works by Arman (b.

Nice, 1928), one or the founders of

French New Realism, opened at the

Tel Aviv Museum this week.

The 73 items on show, made
between 1955-1982, run the full

gamut of Arman’s working methods

and sense of honour. Arman is

chiefly famous for his accumulations

in which the repetition or vast

amounts of the same places it in a

new context, altering its original

identity. The accumulations also in-

clude a group of works encased in

concrete, polyester and imitation

marble.

Arman moved from the ac-

cumulations to his series of Poubel-

tes — accumulations of refuse, left-

overs and various objects — the

"end product" of the industrial,

consumer society — vast quantities

of which he puts into large, trans-

parent containers.

In Arman’s view, the refuse

which modern mnn leaves behind

him reflects him, his character and

his way of life: "You arc what you

throw away." Hence the group or

works entitled PouheUes-Portralts.

collections of personal objects

belonging to certain people, their

combination symbolizing their

owners’ presence.

While the early groups of ac-

Round the

galleries

Meir Ronnen

ANYONE who doesn't have any

idea of how lithographs, serigruphs

(silk-screen prints), woodcuts or

etchings are made, cun get a

rudimentary idea from a travelling

diductic display and exhibition now

in Jerusalem; it is also devoted lo

something of a mini-historical sur-

vey of the development of the

graphic arts in this country. It

begins with etchings by Herman

Struck and Ephraim Moses Lillen

(including one of a printer ex-

amining a proof) and some fine

early woodcuts by Steinhardt and

Pins (the latter provides a

demonstration of a woodcut colour

print in the course of development).

The lit ho and screen processes are

explained in photographs, with

prints, screens, tools and stones

being displayed as well. How far the

colour aquatint process can be

taken is marvellously demonstrated

4n a ; 1935 composition by the late

Aharon Kahana, -j

Oife or the highlights 6f the show
is an extraordinarily beautiful ren-

dering of ;i tree in silhouette, drawn

on u lithographic stone by the lute

Anna Tlcho, a tree of all trees.

Among (he curiosities are un

etching by the lute Joseph Budko,

the man who reopened the Bezalci

School in the Thirties; and a very

early etching by Nahum Gutman
that wus not printed until 1978.

Among the many little pleasures arc

11 head etched by March; some en

famifle woodcuts by Moshe Hoffman

from 1972; and 11 splendidly virtaoso

interior by Russian-trained Naftali
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Arman wilh one of his "accumulations " (Tel Aviv Museum).

cumulations mainly consist of used-

up objects, the later ones are com-

prised of new ones. Among them is

the special group of Accumulations

Renault, identical automobile purls

placed in an open space or enclosed

in hoxes. Another group of accu-

mulations is that of crushed and

partially emptied point tubes and

runny paint encased in polyester.

Among his concepts of destruc-

tion there arc three which arc par-

ticularly dominant: Coters. Coupes,

and Combustions. In these, Arman
destroys the object — often a

musical instrument (violin, cello,

saxophone, guitar or piano) and

then constructs u picture from the

broken pieces.

The Caters are objects broken by

the artist onto a board or panel,

thus enpturing the moment in which

the violence look place. The Coupes

arc cut or sawed objects re-fixed by

the artist. The Combustions are

burned objects, the burning process

having hecn slopped by the artist

and fixed in polyester at the critical

singe before the object's disintegra-

tion into ash.

WORKS BY teachers and students

of ihe Gold and SHversmilhing

department of the Bezalel Academy

in Jerusulcn will be on show in Tel

Aviv this week. (Aleph Arts and

Crafts. 36 Gordon, Tel Aviv). Till

Jan. 31.
.

Tel Aviv reviewer Gil Gold-

fine is on leave.

•••
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Yael Braun: ”Old Norwegian

Woman,” charcoal. 1979

(Jerusalem Theatre Gallery).

Rakuzin, who has now moved to

Paris. (Jerusalem Theatre). Till Jun.

YAEL BRAUN was trained at a

graphics school in Prague before

the Second World War but she

resumed her art studies here only a

decade or so ago. She renders heads

or elderly women wilh skill and

feeling, purticulurly in charcoal;

there are also some less penetrating

excursions into pastel, watercolour

and ink, where she concentrates- on
effects. Her single oil portrait is the

most unsatisfactory exhibit, being

poorly thought out. It is a great con-

trast wilh the spare but moving head
of an aging woman ( 19) rendered in

charcoal wilh great economy of

means.

At the same venue Rosalie Selden,

who studied photography at the

Israel Museum and at the Bezalel.

shows effective photographs of; the

inmates : of an gild nge homo in

Jerusalem, all Of Ltictii from Moslem

m
Ot'Uri- 9

HOME AWAY
FROM HOME!
A new project for the aged, in

the international year of the

aged, now under construction in

a beautiful and quiet Jerusalem

neighbourhood.
YOUR SUPPORT

URGENTLY NEEDEDI

parents Home
nwnn nono ra omn iiuo

Meagalel Harlm Levin 26, Sanhedrin Hamurchavet
Jerusalem Tel. (02)813023

Bookcases

with dust-excluding

glass doors

Varda Getzow: painting (Debel

Gallery, Ein Harem).

countries. She offers us well printed

studies in sadness, resignation,

dignity and despair. (Jerusalem

Theatre Gallery for New Artists).

Till Feh. I.

VARDA GETZOW’S third show
here is a radical departure from her

elegant, near minimalist abstract ex-

pressionism. A stay in Germany has

brought her lo the crest of the wild

wave of New Painting breaking

across Europe (and* which so far

shows no signs of eddy). Huge
brutally painted birds and cyphers

for supine female nudes, rendered

in crude, child-like strokes and

menacing colours, all bespeak death

and sex. A lone abstraction flashes a

huge black vulva-like form. The
snake-like necks of birds hovering

over one figure evoke the Leda
image; in another work the white

shrouded girl floats, Ophelia-like, in

a field or dying flowers. The largest

canvas draws too obviously on
Munch and most of the painting is

loo crude to be interesting. But the

striding bird (4) fills its square with

great force and organized direction

of brush stroke.

Getzow has achieved real guts.

Rut she may have to Lurn back to

her earlier felicity of handling to

transmute her lumioi] Into works

that hold one’s attention beyond the

. initial shock. (Debel Gallery, Ein

Karem). Till Feb. 5,

50 models. 100 assembly possibilities

Delivery throughout Israel.

Intersystem Bookcases
148 Rehov Ben Yehuda, Tel Aviv,

Tel. 03-249327.

Showroom open 9.30 a m. -12.30 p.m. 4-00-7.00 p.m.

Closed Tuesday afternoons

Jerusalem Municipality
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Culture Dept.

Dr. Goldstein Family Good Citizenship Prize

The capital's inhabitants are invited to recommend Jerusalem

residents who, in their opinion, are deserving of the Good

Citizenship prize.

The prize is awarded annually to residents of Jerusalem who have

displayed a spirit of selfless volunteering and Initiative in the service

of the Jerusalem public. Recommendation forms are available at the

municipal information bureaus and at the Culture Dept, office.

Fully detailed recommendations may also be made in writing.

Recommendations must be submitted by Wednesday, March 3, 1983,

to the Culture Dept., 2 Rehov Hayei Adam IGoldstem Good Citizeuship

Prize Awards Committee).
Dr. J, Karpas
Committee Chairman

1 s. Rothbarg School for Overseas Students
\

1

Kt Dept, of Special Academic Progremmea ,
1

TURKEY: MEETING OF EAST AND WEST
' Course and Trip

\

1

COURSE: January 23. 30. 7-8.30 p.m. '

|

TRIP TO TURKEY. March 1 1-2B. 1983
|

INSTRUCTOR AND Q0IDE: Professor A. Hochberg. Hebrew University
,

1 of Jerusalem .

'

A (aw.plBOas available. For further Information: Dept, of Special Academic

|

Programmes, Rothbarg School for Overseas Students. Mt. Scopus. Jerusalem

91906 Tal. 02-802802. 882624. 9 a,m.-2 p.m.
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HEY THERE, you with ihe stars in
your eyes, do you think — out there
«n A fa la, Yavne or wherever you are— that you could emulate Queen
Gucneverc for a moment and call
unto your remembrance the month
or May? | suggested then that I was
looking forward to the day when I
could leave the spadework for the

S,“m" entirely to our readers,
well, like Francis (you should ex-
cuse the expression) Bacon, I was
mingling jest with earnest; but the
tunc has arrived and only one
problem now remains: what am I to
do with my new-found leisure?

For one thing, I’ve signed up for
evening classes in plumbing and, as
soon as I’ve mastered soldering
(pronounced, appropriately
enough, snddering), I intend to do
something about stopping up the

m
S

.[
ror

? lhe Cabinel Room.
While I m in the Kiryii, I also intend
to do some intensive lobbying for a
fourth medical school, one that will
turn out a superior type of surgeon
who can confidently he entrusted
with operating on a cabinet
minister’s tonsils or ingrowing
toenails.

Then, of course, I have to
organize Ihe collection or trillions,
perhaps even zillions, of mctul-foil
milk-but lie-tops, the income from
which will help to balance the
budget. The tusk is made infinitely
more difficult by the Tuct that milk-
hollies no longer have metal-foil
tops or even bottles, if you follow
my meaning, but — inspired by
Finance Minister Yorum Aridor’s
example — | like to think of it ns a
challenge.

While waiting far the melal-foil to
accumulate, I will rewrite
Churchill's speeches in the Aridor
style so that instead of blood, toil
tears and sweat the finance minister I

cun promise this beleaguered nation
i

colour TVs, videos and Japanese
I

ears. The Suborns remind me that I t

also plan to spend some time i

improving Defence Minister Arik
Sharon’s image. Let’s face it: would
you buy a used war from this man?

and Kin* Geor8e) in fractured English. Con-

tributetl by both Yisraef Medad of ShUoh and Ulo Barhay of Hahotrim.

WITH PREJUDICE/ Alex Berlync

ALL THIS charitable work is
laudable in its way, but I will still
have my regular overheads to cover
so, like kiat Yisraef, I’ll probably be
doing a little moonlighting on the
side. It was Harry Roy, [ believe,
who once anticipated Israel’s
economic system:

Ooh-ooh-aoh,

What a tittle moonlight can
do-no-ofi.

I’ve had an idea for a TV scries,
Lawn Order

,

about a pair of under-
cover cops who work as gardeners
so as to carry out surveillance on an
lrish-ltalian Godfather, Don Aldo
Connor.

That’s entertainment? Well, I’ve
gol a terrific cast in mind. Sammy
.Avis Jr. wasn’t my first choice for
the token black eop, but I figure
he II try harder. His partner, the
older cop, is p layed by Edward G.
Robinson Caruso, who’s done
everything in his time — Yiddish
theatre, shipwrecks and even La
Scala — and Ih'e Avis character has
u catch-phrase that can’t miss: “My
mime’s Friday. Pm. a cop.” Jac-
queline Beset, as the love interest.

Rrii!ih
CK ''asomc figure that (he

British udtress is known as theLondon De/ri^e.

AND WHAT, you may well ask, do
the contnbu lore get out or thls7

»n print, Alexander Pope iaid It for
• me:

*
oStof

* ,he mm «?«&•'

r
, iMf niffr bedbappotnted.-

;

' he gags, themtfelvei Wore usually

I

'parked off by something in ope of,— 1

r-'
- 1

-

"

I

PACK foilRTEF-N \ 'V'

he my columns, in the spirit of Irving

Jy
Berlin’s (I nearly said no relation)

k- Anything You Can Do l Can Do Bet-
Jil ter. Some are old, some are new,w some arc borrowed and some are
yy decidedly blue.

*s Eagle-eyed Reuven Morgan, the
a producer, iul-tultcd over a sin of

omission in my list of notable Post
° misprints published in our 50th An-
e niversury supplement. There were
>r two adjacent banner headlines in
it* ine I96J issue he referred to. The
:r first headed the story of the drown-
n ing tragedy at Tel Aviv's Sheraton
c bench and the

. second was on a
I report or the last illness of Yiuhak
e Ben-Zvi:

“Twelve girls drown on Tel Aviv
J Beach"
? “President sinking"

I wonder irTivon's Michael Alge

[

ls any relation of the blue-green
1 algae that the late Dr. Bronowski
r carried on about in his TV series.

The Ascent ofMan! In any rate, Alge
treasures another Post item that
maintained that “Gromyko accom-
panied President Nikolai Podgomy
on an unprecedented Vatican visit

*lild came back alone in
IV70. because he feels that the
three years spent in the Holy See
must have improved the surly old
Russian enormously.
“A devoted reader” was much

more anti-clerical than Alge. He
pointed out that the reference to the
Jerusalem pine fPlnus Halepenisfin

the paper Inst March should have
raid Halepensis and “the Latin
should not have been circumcised.”
Writing from Riahon Lezion,

Sergiu Groppersent me some or his
collection or Post bloopers which is,
* rc8r*! lo My. extensive. Among
Iliem, however, 1 discovered a new
category. It would seem that wc
often wreak havoc on the French,
the sort or thing that did affright, the
uir at Agincourt. The editor respon-
sible for his first :example, 1 though
reared with every tare and con-
sideration that doting parents could
lavish on hef, resembles in one
respect; Chaucer’s Prioress:
And Fferuh she- spuk fiij fair and
fetishly. .

Xflet thefscalerqf Stratford tide'
\

v BoWe:.'
; .

,

.
-r.

f°f fetish of Paris ini* to hir an- <

,
¥ "king it Sound" more like a i

soidiijr s blisters orihe’ Kensington l
.
Neuter Cat and,Kitten Show than a r
flea market; a “Today’’ page refer- t

red to Le Marche aux Pus in Paris. A
few weeks luler, another editor let

by a French lag, Suave quipeut, that
sounded more like one of George
Sanders' sleek performances than a
reference to self-preservation.

Our editors must also try harder
next term in other subjects. To tell
the truth, they’re not very good at
sums; they’re often unable to see
that two and two makes four while
events are unfolding. A Few months
ago when the paper covered the
centenary of Ness Ziona they outdid
themselves, informing an in-
credulous readership that “on hand
for the celebrations was the only
surviving founder, 96-year-old Meir
Komarov."

geographical mishup for, ns every

\
schoolboy knows, Peru was (he Em-

f
pire of the Incas.

OF COURSE, we are not the only
ones to come a cropper from lime
to time. I am grateful to Ruth Limor
for supplying me with a copy of
Telpaz, a newsletter that circulates

in Jerusalem's East Talpiot quarter,
featuring an ad Tor a local
greengrocer's.

The Hebrew text made it clear lo
observant customers that the shop
did not slock any fruit or vegetables
that had not first had the lithe

removed for charity nor, obeying
the biblical injunction, the first

fruits, any of the first three crops of
a tree. The English text put it more
cryptically: “No fenr of tenth or
foreskin."

London’s Frank Conyers has
been at this game much longer than
I have and effortlessly recalled a
banner headline that appeared in
the old Evening News in 1936 during
the last illness of King George V:
“King Holds His Own: Queen Has
A Quiet Night."

Frank was at pains to explain that
he only reads the Daily Telegraph
because his son has worked on the
paper for many years and once
pleased him enormously with a
headline he slugged on a story from
the Swiss Institute for Alcoholism.
This claimed that the Demon Drink
was responsible for 40 per cent of
the accidents on the ski slopes and
young Conyers called it: "Risk ofthe
Piste.

"

News erupted into headlines
thatbrought two highly unstable

men is, the Church and the White
House, into a fissionable

stall
Pastor Aghast at Mm Lady
Position." The succeeding
ministration fared no better. When
Ihe president stubbornly defended
an American presence on the Hu.
Parallel in Korea, lhe Ithacd, New
York, Journal headlined the stem,
Carter Stiff on Withdrawal."

WE ARE NOT to blame for the
classifieds — well, not all of them.
Ray Bernard recently presented me
with a classic, an ad for a marriage
bureau that boasts of “hundreds of
satisfied members."

This section inspired Mrs. H.
Jacobs, or Petah Tikva, lo write an
odd ode entitled “ Marriage —
Israeli Style."

Are marriages made In Heaven, or-
in the weekend press?
Where statistics areflaunted, com-
plete in Shabbos dress.

Rich, handsome male. "medreiga

.

a knitted kippa.

Interested In pretty, even with a nip-
per.

Are these true romantics, do they
really want to wed.

Or is this a little gimmickforJump-
ing into bed?
Marriage bureaux flourish, right
from coast to coast.

But who needs a "shadchan?" Read
“The Jerusalem Post.

"

I had. thought that the reference
to Elvis Presley as "Alvis Farsali" in
one of our cinema ads last year was
about as far as you could go with
really creative transliteration; at one
stroke it turned the King of Rock
qnd Roll into a combination of an
Ayatollah, a herb and a Wagnerian
hero.

£'h^°Una soldier, Hillej
rryster, has sent me a clipping that
surpasses this as a collector’s item

col.!L-
M

i
he
*TC fe*t in adjacentcolumns but transliterate*! 1^ two

nl
Cren

m'
VayS-:The nr8t Correctly

names the star of Woody Allen’snew movm. /t Midsummer Night'sSex Comedy, as Ma Farrow The
next calls hir “Maya ^;Th

a
transliteration

- as well as a

*OST MAGAZINE

it I HAVE been fascinated by Variety
e ever since Abel Green, its late
e editor, wrote in his book on Show
is Biz that when the Hebrew Actors
e Union, representing the not incon-
d siderable talent of the Yiddish
- theatre, went on strike in 1907, one
d of their demands was limiting the
y age of chorus “girls" to 65. I was
r quietly proud to receive a letter

from Max Gendel, Variety’s Israel
correspondent, enclosing some un-

e believable but authenticated
headlines. Variety's style is well-

; known ("Sticks Nix Hick Pix"), but
• those Max sent me were drawn
' from other papers across the length

and breadth of America and loving-
ly assembled by Drake Mabry and

i Richard Conniff of the Des Moines
Register and Tribune.
Among these choice bloopers I

delected a trend os significant as
Sergiu Gropper’s Francophobe
items from the Post. Just as Newton
discovered the principle of univer-
sal gravitation, I fell ns if I were on
the brink or another hitherto un-
recognized natural law: hurried sub-
editors with an erratic grasp of syn-
tax and an undue regard for com-
pression will produce headlines
whose outstanding characteristic is
impious irreverence compounded
by obscenity. In a word, blasphemy.
Even the Catholic Chronicle was

not immune: “Mercy Sisters Open
Doors to Lay Associates.” Little
wonder, then, that the New Haven
Connecticut, Register once an-
nounced “Married Priests in
Catholic^ Church A Long Time
Coming. Things got even worse

'

when The Atlanta Constitution
reported marathon runner Craig
Virgin s plans to run in the
independence Day Peachtree Cias-

'

sic; Virgin to Provide Weekend
Excitement." The Anchorage,
Alaska, 77w« outdid this with a
headline, that - at-- ode time 'would
have brought the fill! Airy of the In-
quisition down on their
£asphemous heads: "Messiah
Climaxes in Chbriis of Hallelujahs:”
When Betty ;Ford defended liv£m arrangements Among young coin

PteMhe Alaibagordo, New Mexico

op St)M E R FA DI-; RS. well aware that
les (his column is a sort or elephant’*
he graveyard far old jokes and an
ng asylum for destitute puns, insist on
rst sending me truly horrendous
of specimens which, 1 suppose they
ire imagine will be finally exorcised by
or an appearance in broad daylight in

the public prints.

as Ivan Bennett, of Haifa, sent me a
an couple that should have been buried
a long ago in unconsccraied ground:
in Landlady to paying guest: “If
ng you’re cold, I can get our eider-
V: down."
as P.G.: “No thanks. I’m a married

man.’’

at I should point out, Ivan, that
th blackout sketches like this are no
ic longer in vogue. Today these lines

:e would be the bofTo finale to a 15-

a minute sketch accompanied by an
m orchestra vamping-till-ready the
n. first few chords of “Ida, Sweet as

ik Apple Cider" in a sumptuous set

3f looking like the transit lounge at

d Mahanayim airport,

le Warming to his theme, Ivan
recalled the story of (he man who
found, on arrival in shut, (hat he had

y only one ktppa for both his boys. So
c he placed it on the smaller one and
v sal him on (he bigger boy’s head,
* whereupon the cheeky little blighter

l
piped up, “Dad, am I my brother’s

™ kippa?"

\
Men have been hanged, drawn

6 and quartered for less.
8 M oshc Posner, whose English

I

textbooks arc known lo generations
of schoolchildren, wrote to say that

j

he is worried about the effect of tax
! evasion on the economy; but, kind
‘ man *hal he is, he still has some

compassion for (he offenders who
1 face ruin and even a possible jail
1 sentence if they arc discovered.

“I’ve come to the conclusion,”
Moshq wrote, "that hoarding

1 money, even black murket money,
is not conducive lo goad health. It’s

a shekel and hide existence."
Penelope Gilliutt, in formulating

her law governing terrible jokes,
maintained that the unflagging
determination to get the feeble pun
in is part of the awful joy of it.

Masha's unflinching resolution to

perpetrate n real stinker spurred
Him on to add an afterthought: “The
converse of this,” he wrote, “might
mean that one who spends his

money as soon as he gets it suffers
from agora-phobia.”
Now, I’ve known Moshe Posner

for over 30 years, ever since we
were agricultural labourers together
in whnt is now Ramat Aviv and used
to pray to (he Almighty to “have
rachmotms on Sheikh Monus,” to
I’ve grown used to this sort of thing

.
and to his unnerving habit or ex-
tracting pingpong balls from the

*

ears of perfect strangers.
Nevertheless, 1 was severely shaken
some time ago when he produced a

homegrown Tom Swiftie for my in-

spection:

“I can’t come for Iitnch this sAoA-

he declared non-cholcnt-|y.”
(.fell that this deserved to be set:

to' music, perhaps to the tune of

Nobody knows the truffles I’ve seen.

(Next : Readers '
"Overheards. ",

"Signs," "Puns," ’*
Graffiti" and

"Pinglish"}
,

p:
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THE FOOTPRINTS were nearly,

but not quite, covered by the

deserts of time. The British author,

H.V.F. Winstone, claims in his

preface to this absorbing, important

record of political intrigue and

military intelligence in the Middle

East from 1898 to 1926 that “history

is catching up with us and verdicts

are having to be made anew. Then
imperial prestige and loyalty were

the issues; territories won in the

war, the ' prize. Now it is oil and

claims to diminutive homelands that

underlie bitter conflicts, senseless

acts of violence. ..a story without a

foreseeable end."

Fortunately there have been
trackers deft enough to find

historical traces leading closer to

the truth than the fabulous myths
which T.E. Lawerence fashioned so

beguilingly and recklessly, and the
1

more pedestrian but equally par-

tisan, even self-serving “histories,"

biographies, doctored diaries and

fiction (sometimes parading as fact)

by Englishmen, Turks, Germans,
Frenchmen, Americans and, of

course, Arabs and Jews. Fortunate-

ly, loo, there are signposts in the

libraries and reliable guides in the

bookshops, such as the Hebrew ac-

count of Nllt by Livnch, Nedava and

Efrati, recently published in a

revised edition.

Winslone’s book is at one and the

same time more and less than its

blurb promises: “a story that turns

hitherto accepted history upside

down. ..the most thoroughly
documented and significant account

of the origins of Middle Eastern Lur--

moil today."

Painstaking research has indeed

led Winstone to some painful and

unexpected conclusions, but The Il-

licit Adventure deserves to be taken

seriously because of, and not in

spite of, the fact that it stops short

of that famous/notorious debunking

of Lawrence and his “Arabian

Revolt,” Richard Aldington's

Lawrence of Arabia.

Winstone’s tone, too, is pitched

for a less emotional audience than

Elizabeth Monroe’s pro-Arab Bri-

tain's Moment In the Middle East, or

Shmuel Katz's pro-lsraeli Bat-

tleground and his style is much
racier than the classic English

writers on the subject a generation

ago— Philip Graves, John Marlowe
and Christopher Sykes — or our

own contemporary Israelis, like

Isaiah Friedman The Question of

Palestine and Germany, Turkey and

Zionism 1897-1918. Tone and style

apart, it breaks entirely new ground

in content and perspective.

NOT ONLY has Winstone con-

ceived the drama of modern
Palestine and its environs different-

ly. There is quite a departure even

in the order of appearance of the

principal characters, and their sub-

sequent roles. For instance, Aaron-

sohn makes his debut in February,

1904 with a journey into the Syrian

desert, and then has a dominant
part throughout the book, until the

ultimate British success in evicting

the Ottoman Turks and their -ubi-

.. quitous German allies from the en-

tire area. :

He traces, with commendable ac-

curacy and frequent references to

Aaron Aaronsohn’s diaries (written

in Hebrew, Yiddish, French and

English but, published to date only

in Hebrew)i his career as botanist,

geologist, agronomist, spy and
emerging statesman, from the

childhood in Zichron Ya’ncov to

youth spent in Paris, Anatolia,

Melulla and, as a young man in his

twenties, visits (o Berlin,
Washington, New York and Califor-

nia. Winstone follows his attach-

ment to British Intelligence in
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"Spy/Counter-spy: An Encyclopedia of Espionage" edited by Vincent and

Non Buranelli (McGraw-Hill, $24.95 1 is the only up-to-date reference

book on the subject. Covering military, scientific and industrial espionage

as well us individual spies, organizations and techniques, it makes

faclnating reading. Israel is well represented hv a number nf entries,

including the Lttvnn Affair, Ell Cohen. Israel Beer, Wolfgang Lot:. Isser

Hare! and Mordecai Look who. it will he recalled, htux locked in a trunk

by his Egyptian control in an attempt to ship him back to Cairn by air.

Demolished myths
U-JJ ' which was lo become famous in the

THE ILLICIT ADVENTURE by unnals of war" was devised by

H.V.F. Winstone. London, Aaronsohn together with

Jonathan Cape. 363 pp. plus appen- Meinertzhagen, and daringly ex-

diccs and bibliography. £16.50 ecuted behind the Turkish lines by

the latter, although in Sir George

NO TIME FOR TEARS by Cynthia Aston’s astonishingly uneven and

Freeman. New York, Bantam bigoted book The Secret Service ,

Books. 439 pp. $5.50. Meinertzhagen is called Mannering

and Aaronsohn is not even recalled

Harold M. Blumberg at all!

Cairo, and his subsequent role in

Allenby’s plan lo advance through

the Sinai desert and enter Jerusalem

from Beersheba in late 1917, and
gives Nili its due as a dedicated in-

telligence group of Jewish patriots.

He cites Col. Meinertzhagen’s

well-known tribute: “my best agent

was a Jew...Aaron Aaronsohn, a
man who feared nothing and had an
immense intellect... they (Nili)

worked as a team, the leader being

Aaronsohn..." and in the text and
footnotes substantiates from British

1 1 " nephew. He delved also into

archives in London: Public
Records, India, Colonial and War
Offices, British and Imperial
Museums; and in colleges: Oxford,

Durham, Newcastle and Yale; and
in Bonn, Paris, Vienna, Jerusalem

(the C.Z.A.) and Zichron Ya’acov.

HE HAS made good use of what he
found, much of it gathering urban
rather than desert dust. For in-

stance. in the chapter on “The
Sharif's Revolt," we read the British

Forign Office note on a mission to

Jcdda in November 1916 by Sir

Ronald Storrs (later first Civil

Governor of Jerusalem, and a writer

surpassing T.E. Lawrence in style

and classic erudition, and oc-
casionally emulating him in fanciful

invention: "Mr. Storrs writes

amusingly, but he did not get very
much out of the Sharif." This was
FO’s dry observation, followed

later by another note to Special

I nteiligence, instructing them to

fEviol,w'"lheribv Vincmnni P«™> 1 lhc publication of pictures

i ) i' mb- up-tH-dutc reference “f Prlso""s of™ “‘ e
.

d
f
0

menllficmd imlmlrinl eyiomge b«“u!e '*'>' “T
rations uni! ieelmiques. il maker '"'m Il'arlltan Rer0‘r

-resented hr n number nf entries.
(My italics. H.M.B.)

. Israel Beer. Wolfgang Lot-.. Isser
.

™d
r

w 'th f
sm.le 'hc i"-

I he recalled. »„s tacked in tt trank
'roducMon from the British Embiis-

l„ slap bun bock lo Cairn be air. V >" W^hmgto,. to Co Puller rf
' Mil, m December, 1917 for "two

Americans who were lo determine

j A far ever after the world’s historical

view of the war in the desert, to turn

111V %1121 the ’illicit adventure’ into one man’s
solitary endeuvour in the desert,

which was lo become famous in the "The two Americans were
unnals of war” was devised by described by the Embassy as “two
Aaronsohn together with gentlemen very popular sort

Meinertzhagen, and daringly ex- of penny reading illustrated with liv-

ecutcd behind Lhe Turkish lines by ing and moving pictures." The
the latter, although in Sir George reference is, of course, to Prof.

Aston’s astonishingly uneven and Lowell Thomas and his colleague,

bigoted book The Secret Service, Webb Hayes, whose scoop was to

Meinertzhagen is called Mannering lead to two biographies by Prof,

and Anronsohn is not even recalled Thomas of Col. T.E. Lawrence, one
ut ull! far adults, one far boys, both of

them essentially juvenile, about a
IN “Requiem for Victory,’’ Winslone’s genius English eccentric who was
final chapter, Aaron Aaronsohn is

allowed very nearly lo upstage them

all. Several pages are devoted in the

text and an extended note to the

mysterious circumstances of his

drowning in Boulogne harbour on

May 15, 1919. The last tribute is

paid by farmer American Ambas-

sador Bullitt. “He was, I believe,

the greatest man I have known, a

sort or giant of an elder day, like

Prometheus.” Earlier in that

chapter, we have heard Avshalom

recommended for the Victoria

Cross and the Croix de Guerre, but
whose boasted exploits with his

beloved Arabs were in no way sup-
ported by any authoritative ac-

counts, like the standard work,
Military Operations in Egypt and
Palestine by Q. MacMunn and Cyril

Falls for the Historical Division of

the Committee of Imperial
Defence, (it is only fair to point out
that Nili is unsung there, too.) No
one, certainly not Winstone,

toman Syria and Palestine, the pic-

ture begins to emerge clearly, and
there is an elcgaic contemporary
relevance to Ambassador Bullitt’s

six ty-ycar-old summing up at a

memorial for Aaron Aaronsohn:
“The Jewish race has had many bril-

liant leaders but, when Aaron died,

I believe it lost the man who, before

all others, could kindle the hearts

and minds of other nations to active

sympathy. And not Zion alone will

suffer for his loss."

NOW FROM the worthwhile to the

ridiculous. Cynthia Freeman who,
according to her blurb has already

written five very successful novels,

should go back to school, even if

she cun laugh at us all the way to her

bank.
Her penny dreadful is a travesty,

and impudent, since at the time

when she was typing No Time For
Tears, Rivka Aaronsohn was still

gracing Aaronsohn House, and her

recollections of Aaron and Sarah

Aaronsohn, and of her beloved

Avshalom Feinberg and other
members of Nili were still sharp and
accurate enough to make nonsense
out of their appearances in

Freeman’s novel. There their numes
arc used, while character nnd inci-

dent are distorted, in breilthUiking

and occasionally indecent fashion.

There are schoolgirl howlers.

On the jacket wc are informed

that “no one knows the joys nnd
sorrows of a woman’ life like

Cynthia Freeman." In her egregious

disclaimer she has the nerve lo ad-

vise us that “the thin line between
fact and fiction very often lives in

the mind of the historian."

Great Scott! (Walter), and holy

Mary! (Renault). Is there really no
limit to arrogance, vulgarity and
bannlity, masquerading as history or

historical fiction? With Margaret
Mitchell gone with the wind, and
Leon Uris on exodus via Ireland, all

I can say is Cry, our beloved
country, if No Time For Tears is

anyone’s introduction lo Nili and
Israel’s birth pangs.
Harold M. Blumberg is Director of
Aaronsohn House and Museum in

Zichron Ya'acov.

sources his arguments in favour of to die in the desert he knew so well,
. . .... j

the value of the secret intelligence

provided by Nil! as a determining

factor, rather than the sporadic

guerrilla attacks by the Bcduin.

He hands over his brief from time

to time to men like Col. S.F. “Skin-

face'’ Newcombe, the mathemati-

cian and engineer, who emerges as

one of the more remarkable men at

the right time and in the right

places; the versatile and gifted Col.

Sir Mark Sykes, rated very high by
Churchill, who at that time was seen

as his rival in terms of a political

future (and the man who, on Oc-
tober 31, 1917, emerged into a
Whitehall corridor to tell Chaim
Weizmann, “It's a boy!" meaning
that the War Cabinet had approved
Balfour's seminal declaration to

Rothschild on the Jewish National

Home in Palestine); Capt. Sir

Leonard Wooley, the eminent
archeologist; Cols. Deedes and
Gribbon, and Generals Clayton, Al-

lenby and Wavell.

Among the new facts which

Feinberg, patriot and destined however,- did as good a job in cut-

to die in Lhe desert he knew so well, ting Lawrence down to size

utter a poignant epitaph to himself, as Aldington.

Aaron and Sarah Aaronsohn and Nevertheless, the credit went to

the other Nili victims: "If we fail, Lawrence and Feisal and the other

who will remember us? We live in Hashemite chiefs, some of them to

the midst of an ungrateful people!" be sealed on thrones, one or which,
(Ironically, Feinberg's sacrifice closest to Jerusalem, is still oc-

will be remembered on January 11 cupied by a direct descendant to-

by another annual pilgrimage to (he day. Their small-scale guerrilla ex-

tree which grows in the Sinai, this ploits, magnified and enshrined in

side of what was Yamit until last the hearts of three generations of

April.) English- and Arabic-speaking peo-

Here for the first Lime, there is pies, were used to bolster political

evidence of close collaboration projects founded on shifting sands,

between Aaron Aaronsohn and Col. and fuelled by oil, now recycled into

John Buchan, who was later to petro-dollars.

become Lord Tweedsmuir and one ' Had Winstone set out only to

of the most influential sponsors of demolish those political pre-fabs

an abortive proposal in the mid-

Thirtics to solve the Palestinian

problem by including a Jewish
Commonwealth in the British Com-
monwealth. In passing, it is worth

noting that John Buchan vies with

Rudyard Kipling for the best

built on such shaky foundations

with the help of distinguished

architects like Curzon and
Churchill, this book might make lit-

tle impact in these days of shuttle

diplomacy from Middle Eastern

republic to republic. What he has

representation in Alexander Aaron- done, convincingly, is to set the

sohn’s library in Zichron Ya’acov.

Winstone had access to un-

authentic scene for illicit adven-

tures of yesteryear, and lo recast the

Childhood
THE YOUNG INHERITORS: A
Portrait of Israel’s Children. Text by
Yehuda Avner, Photographs by
Gemma Levine. New York, Dial.

228pp. $19.95

ANY VISITOR to Israel will con-

firm the impression that Israeli

children seem to be more alert and
vibrant than other children — and
more beautiful. Looking at the

children, any doubts about the ob-

stacles involved in preservation of

the Jewish state vanish.

77ie Young Inheritors confirms this

subjective- impression of Israel’s

children, gathering 1 70 photographs
by Gemma Levine that capture the

spontaneity and informality of

Israeli life.

The lexl by Yehuda Avner com-
pliments these fine, phot os with a

down-to-earth narrative which gives

an unvarnished impression of the

lives of the children. Avner, utilizing

long quotations
.

from children of

various ages to supplement his.com-

tncniary, provides a realistic sense

of Israeli life from the perspective

of its children — which should go a

long way to dispel both overly

emerge from Winstone's account of published ' material, including the' drama so that the principal romantic and overly cynical at-

what was planned in Cairo with the private papers of, Col. Newcombe, characters come to life — heroes, titudes about the lives of the Israeli

Arab Bureau and HQ's Intelligence Capt. Shakespeai* (the subject of an bluffers and buffoons.

Section is the implicit suggestion earlier Winstone biography), ancj Sixty-six years after the dust has

that the “so-called haversack trick Co|, A,Q. . Parker, Kitchener's settled on those campaigns in Ot-

T0B JERUSALEM POST MAGAZINE

populace in general and its

children in particular.

Howard Schwartz

*"*'*'""*'*''
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pi THIS WEEK'S EVENTS

Li THE TEL AVIV MUSEUM
[—

1

27 SHAUL HAMELECH BLVD. TEL. 257361

22-27.1.83

NEW EXHIBITION

ARMAN: PARADE OF OBJECTS
RETROSPECTIVE 1956-1982
A retrospective exhibition of Ihe French anise. Aiman. one of the founders and
leaders of the New Healiam movement, alongside ilia artists. Yvos Klein. Daniel

Spoorii. and Joan Tinguely flnd Ihe ail theorist. Pierre Restany. In 1980 thoy
published a manifesto in winch they rejected abstract “an and called for the
expression of reality and Iho use of real materials Armarv was one of the first artists

to discover tho expressive possibilities hidden in the use and presentation of Ihe

common object. His use of objects is Ihe rnsult of a predetermined choice and the
uige and will to discover whnl they con ho turned into, once prosented by him in a
itnw way

Thu exhibition fonturus about 75 worts — pictures, reliefs and sculptures
The exhibition is sponsored by tho British Friends of Ihe Art Museums of Israel.

"

ISoe G a Kory Talks and Films on Art)

CONTINUING EXHIBITIONS
CITY AND ART
DIZENGOFF HOUSE
TEL AVIV — EARLY PHOTOGRAPHS
EAST OR WEST — ARCHITECTURE IN ISRAEL 1920-1933

COLLECTIONS
ISHAELI AMT 1980-1900
CLASSICAL ART FROM THE 17th AND IBIh CENTURIES
IMPRESSIONISM AND POST-IMPRESSIONISM. TWENTIETH CENTURY
ART IN EUROPE AND THE UNITED 8TATES
ARCHIPENKO: EARLY WORKS (1B10-1921)

GALLERY TALKS at (he Arman Exhibition (in Hebrew! Saturday. 22. 1 at 800
p m . Wednesday. 26 I at 6.00 p m

FILMS ON ART
LE NOUVEAU REALISME (France. 1978. In colour. 64 min., in French}. ARMAN
(France. I960, in colour. 45 min . m Franch). Saturday 22 1 at 6.30 p m.

Saturday Family Toatime Programmes
Lit tlo Lord Fauntloroy, (Britain. 1980. colour. 90 minutes. English with Hebrew and
French siihtuh>s1 The classic story Imacf on Iho novel by Frances Hodgson Burnett
Director Jack Gnlrl With Alnn Guinness. Eric Purler. Conmo Booth and Ricky
Schrut lei Saturday. 22 I B3 ji 5 30 p m

MUSIC ISRAILDISCOUNTBANK I

PIANO QUARTET, Milieu Laky., piano. Chaim Taub. vinlin. Danial Denyammi. viola.
Mercol Boryman. collo Programnuv works by Moran. Schumann. Brahms Saturday
22.1 at 8 30 pm
TESTIMONIUM VI. An livening of Maurice Kegel's works In cooperation with tha
Jerusalem symphony Orchestra Conductor. Juan-Pablo Irguierdo Monday 24 I ot
8 30 pm.

THE ISRAEL SINFONIETTA. Conductor. Mendi Roden Soloist. Maurice Bouigue
(France), oboe Pragrnmme- Beethoven. Tuesday. 25 1 at 8 30 p m
SPECIAL EVENT
THE INTENSIVE CARE UNIT. In response tp public demand, another evening ofnew music and a theatrical light and shadow show With Hadar Goldman, acoustic
violin. Shlomo Meahiach. baaa. Rone Voted, synlheauera; Yossl Ledetman.
elortiomc percussion David Gravy, guitar, aynihesuer and special effects. Doran
Eyal (Schultz). microphones Sunday. 23 I at 9.00 p.m.

NEW! f
Fauna and Flora

of Eretz Yisrael
. Illustrated, functional encyclopedia

• in; 12 volumes, edited by Azaria Alon.
Published by the Ministry ofdefence, and Society
tor the Protection ofNature
* Details by phone: 03-212605.' .

ISRAEUTISCHES WOCHENBLATT
Found^inmt .

-
•

: ; u '*

.

1

REVUE JUIVE
.

'

&rtoh/SWIbt«rl»xid, PlwMtnwie It"

.
Pre,10h

- Jnu»' iMivaMat

'

^iaa paper **««( by ^ek kd«p ypu TnCormed
ovw the world lit

rellgtoh, pollUca and culture, Large adver-
for buafneia and personal ncUcIs.

Samplq.copJes arKl advertising rates available.

FOR THE GOLDEN AGE
Monday. 24.1 at 10.30 a m. Gallery Talk (In Hebrew) at the Arman Exhibition .11

11.00 a.m Romeo and Juliet (Germany. 1973. colour. 113 mm I CronLo's

exemplary choreography, based on tha opBra by Prokofiev With the Stuttgnrt Ddnn*

Theatre.

CINEMA
PABLO PICAS80 (Franca. 1980. colour. 90 mm, French, no subtitles). The raruly

shown film on Picasso which highlights the artist's life and work In cooperation with

tho Inslilul Fiancala de Tel Aviv. Wednesday. 26.1 at 9 00 p m

DER JUNGE LORD (Germany, colour. 137 min.. German with English subtitles) A
single screening of the comic opera by Ingeborg Bachman, basoil on Hriiiff'r. ullngoiy

Music. Hans Werner Henze With the Berlin Opera, conducted by Gustav Fludnlf

Sellner fn cooperation with the Embassy of West Germany Thursday. 2 7 1 111 8 JO
pm

Reguerly:

IN FOR TREATMENT. (Holland. 1980. In colour. B4 m|n Dutch with Hebrew and

English subtitles). The exciting production of tho Workleater. the outstanding

allemativo thuatre of the Netherlands, awarded tha Locarno Festival Prize and Italia

Prize. 1981. Daily. 4 30. 7 16. 9.30 pm.: Saturday. 7.30. 9.30 pm

CHILDREN'S THEATRE
LANGUAGE OF THE THEATRE, a theatrical encounter for children aged 9- 1 2 and
rheir parents, with Eti Shiloni and Dan Ronen. Programme features extracts ftom
plays and dramatizations, with the chrldten's active participation. Tuesday. 25 1 at 4
p m

AFTERNOON ADVENTURE FOR CHILDREN (at 4 p.m )

Gallery Games and workshops, for kindergarten children (aged 4-6) accompanied by
adult. Sunday. Tuuedoy. Thursday: for 1st-2nd graders Monday: for 3rd-4lh graders
Wednesday. Number of vacancies limited. Tickets In advance at the Museum
box office.

VISITING HOURS

Saturday. 10 am 2 pm.: 7-10 pin.. Sunday Thursday. 10 am.-IO p.m. Friday
closed. Box Office: Sunday-Thursday. 10 am.-IO pm. Friday. 10 a.m.-l p.m.;
Saturday. 7- 10 pm Art Library: Sunday. Monday. Wednesday. 10 am. -4 pm:
Tuesday. Thursday. 10 a nv-1 p.m., 4-8 pm. Circulating exhibits (on loan) Sunday-
Thursday. 10 am -1 p.m,: Tuesday. 10 a.m.-t p.m., 4-7 p.m. Graphics study room
Monday. Tuesday. Wednesday. 10 a m -

1 p m or appointment In advance

Information desk and box office: Tel. 261297.

HELENA RUBINSTEIN PAVILION
6TARSATST. TEL 287196, 299750
ADULTS' COURSE
THREE AMERICAN ARTISTS. A series or slide lectures (in Hebrow) by Irit Hadar
Thursday. 27 1 . at 8 00 p.m.. Hens Hofmann

YOUTH WORKSHOPS (Starting February 1983)
Opening of additional workshops Details and registration at the Helena Rubinstein
Pavilion. Tel. 299760. Sunday-Thursday. 9 a.m.- 12 noon

THE PAVILION IS CLOSED UNTIL THE OPENING OF A NEW EXHIBITION

on^l
C°ME A MEMBER of THE TEL AVIV MUSEUM

SPECIAL OFFER FOR THOSE REGISTERING FOR 19B3

bankleumi nut’ijin

Israel

Theatres,

,
AMADEUS - 1

"Good and exciting"

Tomorrow. Jan 22; Sun. Jan. 23
On Jan 24.

simultanaous English translation

GREAT AND'SMALL
— Tzavta

lomorrow; Jan 22. Sun. Jan. 23
Mon

. Jan. 24 and 31

NOISES* OFF

L
Comedy m first 3 acta

Tue.. Jart 25; Thur.. Jan 27 J

THREEPENNY OPERA
Tomorrow. Jan 22. 8.30. 9 30
Thur . Jan. 27; Sat . Jon. 29

8HOP
Tomorrow. Jail. 22. 7. 9.30
Sun . Jan. 23. Mon . Jan. 24

A FLEA IN HER EAR.
Sun.. Jan 23; Mon.. Jan 24

Tire . Jan 25. 6 30. 9 30

4 TI1E HEBREW UNIVERSITY OF JERUSALEM
I Rothberg School for Overseas Students . .

.
Dept, of Special Academic Programs

f the EMERGENCE OF CIVILIZATION
, Tlirouah

f0,™ rs >° Urb“" CI'V States in Nagav

THBZERCSAUBMpdST MAGAZINE

Imaginary

biography

I NK frog who dared to
CROAK by Richard Sennett. New
Yurk. I':irr;tr. Straus and Giroux
I H2 pp. 511.95.

S.T. Meravi

EVEN flic director of the New York
Institute lor the Humanities undihe
author of such forbiddingly titled

tomes ns The Uses of Disorder, The
Hidden Injuries of Class. The Fall (f
ihe Pulilie Man and Authority is en-

titled to ;t little fun.

Surely it must have been fun for

'

Richard Sennett to cook up this 11c-

tion about die loudly imaginary but i

thoroughly representative Tibor

Grau. Hungarian Marxist
ideologue, party hack, intellectual

compromiser and survivor of

periodic purges.

The fun, however, is more in the

manner than the matter. The form
of the novel is in the convention of a

package anonymously delivered to

a London publisher. The package
contains fragmented notebooks, jot-

tings on backs of envelopes, news-

paper cuttings and official docu-

ments. Iliese purportedly add up to

the secret biography of the late

Prof. Grau. The book then is a son

of literary Rubik’s cube that Sen-

nett obviously enjoyed exercising a

good deal.

TROUBLE is, when the cube is all

properly colour-coordinated, the

result Ls something of a let-down.

The bits and pieces of Tibor Grau

full into place, hut (hey remain bits

and pieces. The multiple perspec-

tive provided by the documents
spells out his story, buL usually at a

distance and rarely with more than

chronological relationship.

Gruu’s psycho-political character

simply holds few surprises. He's*

Jewish, naturally; homosexual, in-

evitably; brilliant, uhhougli only

reportedly,. Tor his brilliance is never

dcmomlruicd. Young Grau seeks

out rc volution n ry politics in

response — hut how predictably —
to an unloving bourgeois father. Me

eventually sees the revolution

betrayed but plays along,
stereolypieally, in order to survive.

So what else Is new?

IN Till: END this is the sort of

hook one can admire for technique.

But >ls a ease study Frog is too

clinical, and as a political fable it is

all too fn miliar; the fable has been

handled with greater effect by

satirists who actually suffer under

totalitarian regimes. The

protagonist, revealed in snnlches

that deny as his agonies, ironies and

wit, remains a stick figure Tor the

cloak of political philosophy. And if

we applaud the novel’s political
(

view, this is more because it con-

firms what we already believe.about .

totalitarianism than because our un-

derstanding is deepened of how and

why it works.

Whether aware of all ibis or not,

Sennett seems to have channelled,

his greatest energies into

tablishing the verisimilitude of his.

“documents.’’ But what those docu-

ments add up to is a persona that jn

terms of fiction is too true to pe

good demonstrating a theme that b
.

too known to be new. -•
:
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WE HAVE BECOME so ac-

customed to bad writing — in news-

papers, magazines, books, and

even book reviews — that there is

immense pleasure in encountering

language used precisely. A.J. Ayer,

famous for his work on the

philosophy of the mind and
language, is a master of exposition.

He has here provided an introduc-

tion to modern philosophy which,

on another level, could serve as a

survey of how we think, about

ourselves and the world around us.

Though he never simplifies the

often recondite issues or condes-

cends to his reader, Ayer’s clarity of

argument and example makes
modem philosophy accessible.

Ayer's title, Philosophy in the

Twentieth Century, may be mis-

leading if one fails to take into ac-

count that his book was conceived

as a sequel to Bertrand Russell’s A
History cf Western Philosophy; in ef-

fect, Ayer is discussing the most in-

fluential philosophers to have ap-

peared since Russell's study, as well

as a few not included in it. He
reviews the life and contributions of

a number of individual thinkers

rather than the theories of

philosophical schools and move-
ments, in an approach which may
seem to deal, almost perversely and

surely subjectively, more with per-

sonality than philosophy. In his

defence, however, one should note

both that the personal approach
originated with Russell, and that the

present volume at least avoids the

highly political judgments often

made oT individual careers in .4

History of Western Philosophy.

Even the dust-jacket shows grainy

likenesses of familiar sages: a very

young Wittgenstein and a very old

Russell; Martin Heidegger and
Maurice Mcrleau-Poniy; the .

American W.V. Quine, Ihe German
Rudolf Carnap, and Ayer’s own col-

league at Oxford, Gilbert Ryle. In

addition to his discussions of these

figures, Ayer has chapters on G.E.

Moore, R.G. Collingwood, and iwo

American Pragmatists, William

James and C.I. Lewis. Ayer con-

cedes that his survey does tend to

deal with philosophers writing in

English, but the bias is corrected by

chapters on the Vienna Circle, and

on Phenomenology and Existen-

THE HOLIDAYS have lasted too

long, the children arc crying, “We
have nothing to do.” You hove just

run out of an essential baking in-

gredient.Your sink is clogging. You
have been standing all day and your

swelling feet are killing you. Baby

Jason is clanging the pots and pans

under your heels. Slowly you are be-

ing driven crazy. Is there no end in

sight? Your worries arc over, there

is a solution to every one of these

problems with Help From Helolse.

Heloise, her followers know her

as tip other, is a godsend, (he queen
of household hints whose tips ap-

pear daily in over 600 newspapers.
Following the highly successful

Hints front Helolse, her latest

volume is a fountain; of practical,

reliable and modern household
hints. Little wonder she appears on
the cover with the smile of the

legendary pixie.

This handy paperback is divided

into three sections: "Inside the

House," “Outside the House," and

“All around the house”; it is clearly

arranged by subject in a quick and

easy problem/solulion Tormat in ad-

dition to being provided with a well-

indexed directory at back that runs

from "accessories” in the kitchen to

.."zippers", that children can’t

manage. Certainly if there is an art

. to being a balabosteh wilhoui break-

**The Lebanese War In Soviet political cartoons" is the subject ofa special

supplement to "The Soviet Union and the Middle Fast," a monthly

summary and analysis ofthe Soviet press (The Soviet and East European

R esearch Centre at the Hebrew University . $ 1

2

.50 per annum I. dnierfcan-

Israeli cooperation and the Israeli-Nazi analogy provided the basic

themes for cartoons that nw even mure extreme than Soviet reporting.

Master of clarity

PHILOSOPHY IN THE TWEN-
TIETH CENTURY by A.J. Ayer.

London, Weidenfeld and Nicolson.

28J pp. £12.50.

David Mesher

tialism, largely Continental move-

ments.

NEVERTHELESS, AYER’S selec-

tions are very Western — entirely

from Europe and the United Stales

— and while one con hardly ask him

to broaden his scope, perhaps the

qualification Western in the title of

Russell's volume might have been

adopted by Ayer. The only other

obvious omission in his pantheon is

Ayer himself.

Several of the more striking anec-

dotes in the volume derive from

Ayer’s interest in personalities'

some of them known to the author

himself. Consider Bertrand Rus-

sell's chequered career, for exam-

ple. Russell’s “politics cost him two

prison sentences, one of six months
in 1918 for libelling the American
army, und in 1961, when he was

eighty-nine years old. a week in the

prison hospital for incitement lo

civil disobedience, in support of the

Campaign for Nuclear Disar-

mament." Bui Ayer also notes that

Russell "was not, however, always a

pacificist. He was in favour of

armed resistance to Hitler, nnd for a

short period after the Second World
War believed that Russia should at

least be threatened with the

employment against her of the atom
bomb."
G.E. Moore, who was something

of a guru to the Bloomsbury Group,

is said lo have passed through “an
intense religious phase" at the age

of eleven to thirteen, and thereafter

Good housekeeping

HELP! FROM HELOISE by
Heloise. New York, Avon Books.

410 pp. S3. 50.

Anne Wroby

ing your back then this book tells it

all; and one can always do with a

pocketful of proven and
authoritative advice no matter how
efficient and organized one is.

IN A LIGHT and friendly manner
which Heloise terms T.L.C. (Tender

Loving Care), countless uses for

everyday products are revealed that

not even their manufacturers could

have conceived. For instance, bak-

ing soda and vinegar, when com-

bined equally and foaming, added

lo a pot of boiling water will help to

unclog kitchen sinks. Again,

sprinkle baking soda with a little

vinegar on dampened burnt pots,

leave them to stand for twenty

minutes and they’ll be washed out

and gleaming again.

Helolse asks, “Did you know that

toothpaste will get marking ink off

skin, get rid of onion and garlic

odours on skin and also take skid

marks off certain vinyl floors?’’ The
humble pencil eraser, too, will

remove crayon marks and even

some heel marks from many floor

surfaces. And those stained glasses,

once your favourite, can sparkle

again. Just add a denture tablet with

water. A swarm of clever surprises

await the reader.

All singles and novice housewives

know the advantages of keeping old

rags for spills and mopping up

emergencies, but are they aware of

the services of that "old sock?"

Worn on the hand, it is a perfect

back and front duster of leafy

plants; on Ihe foot, you can use it

lor hurd-lo-gcl-at dusty nooks and
crannies. The old nylon slocking

cun be pul to work jusl as cosily as a

bathtub scour.

Heloise has n few life-saving sub-,

slitulion lists. These include replac-

ing missing ingredients in food

preparation, sewing aids, bathroom

toiletries, and staln-removers.

THERE ARE thoughtful chapters

Moore never "saw any good reason

to believe in the existence of a

God."
William James came to the ques-

tion of God rather late, at least

professionally, in his 77ie Varieties of
Religious Experience. At first, James
had practised as u medical doctor.

In 1872 he returned to Harvard "as

an instructor in physiology. He
became a lecturer in psychology

there in 1876 and a professor of

philosophy in 1880.” I doubt there

are many such examples of a leap-

ing academic mind, let alone career.

In contrast, Wittgenstein left his

studies at Cambridge abruptly "lo

live alone in Norway in a hut which

he built for himself." Wittgenstein

served in the Austrian army in

World War I, and spent months in

an Italian prisoner-of-war camp.
Persuaded through his reading of

Tolstoy to relinquish his con-
siderably private fortune, Wittgen-

stein taught elementary school in

Austrian villages (where he was ac-

cused of using "excessive physical

severity"), and worked os a gar-

dener at a monastery near Vienna.

He also for a while tried his hand at

architecture, visited the Soviet

Union “where he wns tempted to

settle,” lived another year in his hut

in Norway, and only returned to

leach at Cambridge in 1937. Yet
sometime early in those wanderings,

Wittgenstein wrote his Traciatus

L oglco-Philosophlcus.

For all the interest these vignettes

generate in the philosophers
themselves, the most rewarding sec-

tion of the book is Ayer's introduc-

tion to philosophy, “Philosophical

Inheritance," which is admirably

lucid and comprehensive. Here
Ayer outlines "the evolution of a set

of perennial problems" in order to

judge "progress” in philosophy. He
begins with u discussion of objec-

tivity, and- treats such subjects ns

rationalism and empiricism.
Platonism and nominalism, monism
and pluralism. He then attempts lo

explain how modern philosophers

have taken new or altered views of

them, which are based on advances
within and without the field. Ayer’s
essay is not only an excellent intro-

duction lo his book; it is one of the
finest short introductions lo the

study of philosophy itself.

on "Babies and Children,' 1

"Heallhcf.re,"
,,
ln Sickness and in

Health," and "Pels" in the section

"All Around the House." For
children's entertainment during
rainy holidays or when they're sick,

old greeting cards can be cut into

jigsaw puzzles or simply reas-

sembled into a patterned scrap-

book. Innovation is called for, so

why not re-kindle your child’s heart

by bringing out long-forgotten toys

made new by their absence?

If you want to keep an eye on
your toddler without having lo put

up with his banging the pots and
pans, Heloise suggests the follow-

ing. if space allows, the lower shelf

of the kitchen cabinet should be

cleured to accommodate the tod-

dler's toys. He must be firmly told

that these are HIS shelves, but all

the rest are YOURS!
Last but not least. To rest tired

feet when you've no. lime for a tea-

break, place carpet padding and a

piece of carpet in front of your
kitchen pink; standing on the carpet

wi|l be almost like kicking your
shoes olT.

The modestly priced Help From
Helolse will equip you in your every-

day chores, whether (hey include

laundering your blankets or making
extra space on your washing line.

. Heloise is an all-purpose winnerD

1587: A YEAR OF NO
SIGNIFICANCE By Ray Huang,

Yale University Press, 278 pp. No
price staled.

Sheldon Teitelbaum

DYNASTIC decline, in recent
Chinese historiography, has often

been explained in terms of a

behaviourislic world view that dis-

counts the possibility that it is a uni-

quely Chinese response to Chinese
problems. This school of thought,

principally espoused by historian

John King Fairbank and his co-

workers in the Far East section of

(he U.S. Slate Department, defined
imperial decline os a reflection of

Chinn's inability to deul with out-

side challenge.

Ray Mining's masterful tome puts

paid to that contention of Western
chauvinism. Focusing on the

decline of the Ming, rather than the

subsequent Ch'ing dynasty, Huang
avoids the issue of Western incur-

sion altogether. The failure of the

landed gentry under the Wan-li

emperor to maintain effective rule

is accounted for in terms of the in-

ner strains and conflicts of its domi-

nant Confucian ideology.

Confucianism, as exemplified by
the Four Books that served os a
moral guide to the literate ruling

class throughout the reign of the

Ming, held the attainment of peace

and stability as its primaiy ideal.

Each layer of Chinese society, from
the peasantry to the landed gentry

and the court of the emperor found
itself restricted to patterns of

behaviour established thousands of

years enrlier. Deviant behaviour
was immediately quashed, and not

even the emperor was immune to

public censure.

The problem, as Huang
demonstrates in a portrait of the

Wan-li emperor and his inner circle

of advisors and officials, was that

the Confucianism of the Ming made
no allowance for any kind of

change. The slightest attempt lo ex-

pand (he economic base of the

Chinese empire; the merest hint erf

1

an effort to rework established

military strategy and tactics in the

face of banditry, rebellion, or in-

vasion; or any whisper of tampering
with entrenched bureaucratic
procedure, was met by undaunted
and usually successful opposition.

Huang’s title is well-chosen for

nothing of great consequence hap-

pened in 1587, The Great Wall of

China stood intact against the
northern bandits, and the successful

invasion oT the Manchu was still 30

years away. The prospects Tor rebel-

lion from within seemed dim, and
the bureaucracy imagined itself to

be well entrenched, and safe from
danger. By 1597, the Year of the Pig

according to the Chinese calendar,

it no longer mattered whether Ihe

ruler was conscientious or irrespon-

sible, the emperor’s advisor
enterprising or conformist, the

generals resourceful or not. the

bureaucracy honest or corrupt, or

whether radicalism or conservatism

reigned. By that time, the seeds of

destruction, inherent In the Confu-

cian system had sprouted and grown
and the end was near. D
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The Arsnne School of History THE AU8TRIAN
Thm Chaim Rotanbsrg School EMBASSY IN ISRAEL
of Jowish Studies

Symposia on Austrian History and Culture

SYMPOSIUM NO. 4
TRADITION AND INNOVATION: FJN—DE—SIECLE

TO THE 1920's
Saturday. 22nd January, 1983 — Evening Soifion 20:00
Chairman Prol. Masha Brewer
Proi Frlti Fall nor Tradition and Innovation as Constitutive EtonianPro! Frlti Fellnsr: Tradition and Innovation as Constitutive Elements m

Austrian History"
Prol. Voram Dins lain: "Hans Kalasn and Ihe Problem or International Legal Sane-

lions"
Sunday. 23rd January, 1983 — Morning Session 10 00 — 12 30
P(oJ. Rudolf Haller: "From Mach to tha Vienna Circle
** r0 « Agasal: "Cantor arid Periphery in Politics, and Philosophy

'"

Or. Gideon Froudenihel: 'Tha Social Theories ol ihB Vienna Circle'
1

r. Adtna Moyer: "Innovations in Viennese Architecture 1870 — 1940"
Evtmlng Soaaion 20 00 — 22.00
Chairman Prof. Avraham Ronen
Prol. Karl Sinnhubar: "Geographical Faciors in the Transformation ot ViennesePiol. Karl Sinnhubar: "Geographical Faciors in the Transformation of Viennese

Culture "

Pint. William Johnston: "Viennaan Imuraanoniem — A Reappraisal ol Fin de-Stacle
Modes ol Thinking"

Monday. 24th January. 1B83 — Morning Session 10 00 — 13 00
Chairman Prol. Qahrlal Cohan
Prol. Yehuda Elkina: 'The Borrowing ol the Concept of Eneigy in Freudian

Psychoanalysis"
Prol Ham Kreltlar: ‘Fraud The RshaW Ilia lion ol Death

“

Prol. Tirmlyaliu Vovel: ‘Sell knowledge m Fraud end Snnaza"
Plot. Ranvon Yaron: Sums Reflections on Reading an Address by Juda Jail-

lelea
"

Aliamoon Session 14 30 — 17 00
“Jewish and Zloniat Thtnkora In Early 20ih Cenrury Vlonna"
Chairman Prof. Shlemo Slmonaohn
Mr. Masha Schorl:
Prol. Joseph Nednvo:
Dr. Meir Eyulo:

Closing Snssion I7.3u 18 30
Chaimian Prol. Voram Dlnsteln
Prol Nathan Roienttialch:
Prol. Yehuda Ethane:
Films - - 20 30

* Herat and Vienna"
"Jobotinsky and Vienna"
Tlw Great Reiriondenta Tho Sagua ol Vienna arid m
Surmunilliiga. 13th to 18th Centuries

"

“Buber end Beigmenn Against the Bacharoundol Austria"
"Concluding fl«maiks'

Gustav Klimt
Schiela in Prison
Tha Unfulfilled Hope — An Nauvaauk

Tunsday, 2Blh January. 1983
Film — 20 30 The Voung Freud
Tho syinpusiuni will bo conducted in English
Alt locriiios roku place in Dio Isaac and Rasa Gilman Building ol the Hunamhaa. Room 443
Films -- Fnsllichl Autliorimn. Mooco Building
Entranco tf> Gilman Biug Gala No 4. Entrance m Mexico Building Gale No B

- The public is invited ~

AN IDEAL GIFT
FOR YOUR FRIENDSATHOME

,_ IN THE
FOOTSTEPS

OFJESUS

A dedicated biblical scholar
reverently recounts the events of
Christ's life . . . Showing, titrough
vivid descriptions, and superb
photographs, the ptapes where
Jesus lived end ministered.

DE LUXE EDITION. 83 COLOUR
AND 48 B/W ILLUSTRATIONS.

Against the background of thepagan world of Rome, the story of
0 lonely man and hie mission. The
hfe and travels of Paul, a Jew frQm
I;™'. "hoae fatafuJ experience
changed tha course of history.

JP,T|ON. 91 COLOURAND 4p B/W ILLUSTRATIONS.^SrmBn- French
- Dutch. Spaniih^d “l^UanFULL COLOUR AND UNABRIDGED. IS NOW AVAILABLE

Publisher and Sole Distributor
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MERIDITH TAX'S Rlvington

Street, (William Morrow, $15.50) is

yet another saga of Jewish im-

migrant life in America. Moyshe
Levy, wire Hannah and daughters

Sarah and Ruby, flee Russia's 1903

Kishinev pogrom to start life anew
in New York's Lower East Side, that

immigrant's Mecca. But wait, there

is u new twist to the old Laic. Jewish

momism, long lampooned, gets a

sudden five-slur fating. It makes n

smashing comeback in author Tax's
story about women in America’s
labour movement.
The Levy women, and Sarah’s

friend Rachel who lives with them,
disowned by her ullra-Orthodox

father, fight union battles, suflragette

campaigns and male prejudice while

supporting fnmilics by back-
breaking factory work.

And the men? Whether Fathers,

lovers, husbands, bosses, all emerge
as arrogant, unreliable kingpins who
cheer women's fighting demands for

decent work conditions and equal
pay rights, but never grant them.
.The author claims women practical-
ly founded the garment workers un-
ion ILGWU, and resisted goon and
police brutality to hold out for
Inbour-employer contracts which
the men believed unattainable.

Documenting this thesis are fine
historical scenes, especially the
1912 women’s march, and the
notorious Triangle shirt factory
strike, in which Sarah and Rachel
are actively involved. Such colour-
rut figures as (he labour-leader
Samuel Gompers. Mrs. Alva Bel-
mont, the socialite suffragette, and
Abe Cahnn, editor or The Jewish
Daily Forward, figure prominently.
The novel describes other

dramatic events, also: American
designers challenging Parisian
fashion

; modern art beginnings; the
new aviation industry; turbulent
socio-economic changes affecting
Americans from Bowery tenements
to dazzling 5th Avenue mu ns ions.
An interesting side-light is the

Jennie Tara bul ns

anti-Zionist stand »rf both wcalth>

German Jewish mpiialiMs .mil

impecunious I nwtrr I .im Side

Jewish Socialists.

Characters a re c I a ssj c st crcol \ pe

%

and. unlike real life, ft .i[>p>

endings abound lor all, even
Moyshe, hut this is cutci lainuir

Stull* worth reading lor concise, in

formative glimpses that highlight

certain aspects of a changing pre
World War I America.
Mcridilh Tsik, Jewish niuin

herself, wrote The Riuny ,/f die

Women, the lias is for this novel.

IN KEN fOLl.hl USThe Man front

SI. Petersburg, (William Morrow,
$12.95), j( is |‘)|4, eve of World War
I. The Earl ol Walden is dashedlv
annoyed that his Sunday nap is dis-

turbed by a bumptious Liberal
Cabinet minister's urgent visit to his

Mayfair mansion. Enter young
Winston Churchill, who apologizes,
then abruptly reveals his Govern-
ment's top-priority plan for allying
hesitant Russia to England sigainst

Gernniny, who is madly phm nmg
for war.

A Russian envoy. Prince <)rln\.
the Czar's favourite, is about to ar-
rive for negotiations. The Earl,
knowing Russia well front past
diplomatic service there, must he
the go-between. But a Russian
anarchist is also arriving to assas-
sinate Orlov. If he succeeds, a
furious Czar will assuredly end the
negotiations, and deny England the
much-necdcd Eastern f ront sigainst
Germany.
Here are perfect ingredients |«ra

good spy story. Hut Kelt Eollctt mis-
ses the mark, and writes instead a
bad melodrama unworthy even ol a
third-rule Victorian pulp writer
With some effort lie could have
ntude this a parody. Rut he doesn't.
The result is a crushing disappoint-

Loss of interest
IRWIN SHAW has done this to me ACCEPTABLE I OSKKK hu i...

firedoV it"

d '*

He starts off a new novel by
PP

Jh rusting the reader immediately S. T. Md'avi
mlo an intriguing plot, introduces
an appealing central character,

1

demonstrates Ihm he can still write 'f
,gclh

‘:r u "«vcl. Hie episodes
cieun, ertsp nurrutivc prose ns well

’ wmielven imiy be interesting, hm
as anyone else — and then, as if he [.

1c
.
y ,,rc ^,w,dnlly tin related uiul do

l
*. n° 'nierested, he lets the

bn,c [0
%

r™«* out the credibility ofwhole book s ide away from him.
t
?amo

,

n s ^racier. At the sumc
Acceptable Losses begins with a 3

ime
,

rtby anything is done to

"iJ-

5

>hon« .that warns 65-year-
i

move
.

lhe Present action forward or
old New York literary agent Roger

0 r

f
,amtu,n the pressure of ihut plot

is 0ut for his cslub,ished b»ck in

iio?nVi
ha

,

C0U,d 8° in lhe direc-
lb
£

nrsl ch«P*r. Over the course orlion of the classic urban thriller, or
30

?.
P“gcs Sh»w hus his mysterioushe cou d push upward for the ex

ctl,,cr only two moreTZ
“'i

!v n
P“r#ble

' ,?°r a whi" McThile
- Pi«urcX wri.crK t"

k

a

f

nd
r

S™'1 r°r6CHing ^ bUSlneSS “
character little to do other than to THRRF w u
runiinnte on who might be out toVe° ' oSL ha

P?
y **lio"*

him. This seems a reaso^hu •

?
’K

rt slory set »n the present,
enough pursuit, but it jU3 t doesn’t W on a Bh()PP'ng
work on, the printed naBC ?*?

re a '?n8 Flfth Avenue. Wearing
enters bar afer bar

h“ C
?t
dU C"rds lhin - he blows

"®

nflor scotch, and conjures u„ ,h„5 JJJL*S2
u#h
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,m'"'
indicts Who

|i»\ cd his i xt.cHt.,,! hrst novel,
’he Xjv.#/, Ken lolkit^
I'T^d t„ i uiisiiinc every cou^

V'.'Vt
' ,P C,M dinne«bl

-"t this r.iMvk-NN.
mis.uisryingl2tm.ii.pi-. iirig readers.

"ntUh \Rt lll R, aulllihm -cii.-, k„„, A,

do
«

•ii'.im m Ins new novel. ihc

Vrh,tT
Press"?S

,

,,? S|,M
> l lsvinales.

Arciiq
t"MHi'r v (Hi ugest House Of Curl
"i""s mi tnlu-r. mm turned novri^
''Hies -ib. oil Americans as M
\miciu‘;iii could. He grafts dn

•

"Ul ^n*"!h hue,""" h|>, ' h - ambS
Amcrn-rms Rcm.1i - sciMfc

-
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f

- h c it t characters rarely w
viumtcrcd in today's fiction.

II V troves the career or FW
iMt.i. only daughter of Polish in.

migrant millionaire Abel
Rosrmvski. I rum a precocious foor-

y^r-old mi I 9 3 H
, already

demnnst r.iimg enormous learning

capacity, to brilliant public figure a
an imagined 1995. Brainy,

pragmatic approaches to busina
or emotions, parallel to those ofh
lat her and her husband, steer her

effectively through disasters and

success. Work conics first, love is

never ignored, mistakes are admit-

ted and amended. Sophisticated

humour tempers all. f'lorcntyna'i

mastcrlul answer to an ethnic dir

by a .snobbish classmate ranks high
•

among many Inins mots lacing this

novel.

lhe story's middle lugs a bh;

however, the first part, describing

how a good education utschooland

home discipline young Florcnlyni's

burgeoning talents, and the last,

n bout her political career in

Chicago and (Ttpitol Hill, race

along superbly Archer show i

re murk able grasp of American

national and grass roots politics,

ond makes congressional battles

and presidential elections exciting

rending Well written, mentally

-stimulating, mispe useful to its sur-

prising end. the hook is sturylclliog

ol its best. Highly recommended,

0

been greol lull to write.

Hkti toward the end there is s

long sort inn concerning Damon's

hospitalization for a performed

nli'ct. I Ilia is all interestingly

detailed, hut iigniii it is only *

diverting detour front the mijn

story. Show takes ghoulish delight in

dcM-rihiiig nil the liottnrs llml &
company what arc culled lif*’

support systems. Hut by now he

»

even let his con.sidernblc skill Bj

const i lifting good hnrd-edgw

sentences degenerate into the lik«

of this:

"Damon was relieved to gel *
of the Intensive (’are Unit, with

"j

hushed air of tension, its wntchnu

nurses monitoring the screen?

which electrical impulses maw*:

nil ic bright lines which desertow

the lives und dcullis of tho gn*?

t|uely himdoped bodies P*a*!
1

?S
linked to sighing machines vvmcfl

glimpsed through the open doon

the other rooms."
e

-»

One poge later, when
5J"

writes, "... and drank the cold jw

that Doris poured for him Uj

you're eertain the uuthor siinptf

no longer paying attention »•“
he is doing.

. . M
By this tiinc Shaw has m

a

enough red herrings to s,f' .

•

Leningrad deli, but the

longer cures much who the

be assassin might Jbe, bjit-

.

whether Show can hold his ju

together long enough to reS® “
p

story. i
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VERY FREQUENTLY I get pleas

for help in finding non-conventional

shoe sizes — longer or shorter,

wider or narrower than what are

commonly sold here. This winter

alone I have had inquiries from a

Beersheba woman who could not

find fashionable boots as large as

size 42; a Netanya man signed

"Barefooted" because he cannot

find shoes for his size 48 or 49 and

very wide feet; a young Rehovot

woman who claims that shoes wide

enough for her are all in "senior

citizen" styles; and a petite co-

worker whose size 34 foot is loo

small for anything on the market

except children's styles. There are

also problematic feet which need

specially-made shoes for comfort.

When it is just n matter of size, I

have stumbled upon a possible solu-

tion for hard-to-fit customers, albeit

one which requires considerable ex-

iru effort and expense. The only fac-

tory in Israel which manufactures

lusts, the forms on which shoes are

made, is Hninuim (literally, "The
Last") in Tel Aviv. It offers to make
individual lasts for anyone who has

despaired of finding the right size

olT the shop shelves. It will take a

few weeks to gel a madc-to-order

pair of plastic lasts, and it will in-

volve at least one trip to the factory

at ft Keliov Stybel, a little street in

the workshop area near Beil

Na'ariv. In any case, you must

phone for an appointment, (03-

331557 or 331954). A pair of lasts

will cost about IS 1,000, plus VAT.
Then you will have to take them to a

factory or workshop which will

make you a pair of shoes, probably

lor 30 to 40 per cent more than they

would cost mass-produced. The
same pair of lasts will suffice for

countless pairs of shoes so long as

fashions don’t change drastically.

However, if you are a woman
wanting shoes with different heel

heights, you will need more than

one pair of lasts.

It is. of course, possible to have

shoes made to order without getting

your own personal plastic lasts, but

simply having the workshop take

measurements on its own. This,

however, can be a risky business. A
recent issue of the Tel Aviv local

newspaper carried an ad offering

brand-new pairs of ladies' bools in

the smoll size of 34 which had been
custom-made but turned out to be a

bad fit. Haimum insists the success

rate would be far greater iT

customers with sizing problems
would go to the trouble and expense
of having their personal lasts made
up first.

Because it sells lasts to virtually

all the Israeli shoe manufacturers,
big and small, and serves as a kind
of technological know-how centre
for the industry, Haimum maintains
a policy of strict impartiality as to

brands. It could not or would not
name for publication any manufac-
turers which produce an especially

broad size-range. Haimum claims
that most manufacturers will agree
to make up an individual order from
someone's own lasts and will recom-
mend a reputable' firm near the

customer's home. •

WHEN I VISITED Hnimum, which
has been in business over 30 years, I

received a wealth of general infor-

mation about shoe manufacture and
sales in Israel from owner-manager
Uri Hanoch, who pointed out that

the company's full name is

Haimum-Polyair, because it also

has divisions for making other
products, including Bhoe and motor-
car components, from* injected

plastic. It recently sold the- division

for polyurethane shoe ‘soled to.Kib-

butz Zikkim.

Hanoch says our; population
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purchases some II million pairs of

shoes, bools, sandals nnd slippers

per year, of which some three mil-

lion are currently imports. For such

a small country Israel has a very

large number or shoe manufac-

turers. some 350 to 400, but fewer

than a dozen arc large factories

employing 50 workers or more.

Our total market potential is not

considered large enough to warrant

either the manufacture or import of
adult shoes smaller or larger, nar-

rower or wider, than what is con-

sidered the "normal" range here.

For adult women’s shoes, Hanoch
tells me that Haimum makes lasts in

sizes from 34 to 41, with an oc-

casional 42. The sizes most in de-

mand for women are 37 and 38; for

men, the range in commercially-

made lasts is 39 to 46, with an oc-

casional 47. The most popular sizes

arc 42 and 43.

Israel follows the sizing scales

common in Continental Europe,

which are known as French sizes

or "Paris points." Some shoes here

also carry an English size. There is a

general world trend' to go over to

metric sizing for both shoes and
socks, but this has not reached here

yet.

MY COLLEAGUE with the
Cinderella-sized feet takes issue

with Hainium's claim that local

manufacturers start their women's
range at size 34. She cannot find

even imported shoes that small this

season, and, in a quick telephone

survey of half a dozen manufac-
turers, I did not find a single one
which starts its women's range
below 35. Only one small firm in Tel
Aviv snid it makes women’s shoes

up to size 42; most stop at 41

Of the well-known firms, Flimrod

makes men's shoes as large as 48

and a small quantity or sandals up to

49, ft' is planning to introduce
elegant women's: sandals up to -size

'•42.
•

.
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Gali sport shoes range from 27 to

47. Like most sport shoes, these are

no longer made with conventional

lasts, but by a direct injection

method Tor forming the
polyurethane soles in which the Iasi

is built into the machinery. This

trend, plus the increasing popularity

of sport shoes for everyday wear,

has cut into the demand for

Haimum lasts, Hanoch admits.

Only a few local manufacturers in

Israel make shoes in hair sizes. This

is not as crucial as in English or

American shoes, where the dif-

ference between each size is one-

third of an inch, whereas In our
French system it is only one-quarter

of an inch. One local manufacturer

which does make half sizes is Alex-

ander's, which specializes in elegant

shoes with a 35 to 41 range.

ISRAELI SHOES are not made in

different widths. Hanoch says he

tried very hard to introduce at least

a two-width system but merchants

were unwilling to stock, double

quantities of every length. As things

stand, Israeli lasts are generally one

width wider than the European
: norm.' This is to accommodate the

"Mediterranean fool"- — believed

to be wider because of the common
practice of wearing sandals half the

year. • /

Menahem, the sizing expert at

Haimum, told me that Ihe width
generally used for women's shoes
here is six, which is equivalent to

the D width in English-speaking

countries, while men’s shoes here

arc a seven, which equals an F
abroad. If these letters are accurate,

however, I cannot understand the

complaint of the young woman in

Rehovot who sHys she wore a C fit-

ting in New York, yet finds
fashionable Israeli shoes loo narrow
for her.

Just for Tun, I asked Menahem to
measure my foot. The length is 38,

and the width is a double-A, wider
than I wore in my U.S. college days
but still much narrower than what is

mass-produced here. Yet I manage
to buy all my shoe9 in Israel, even if

they lake searching for, Boots are

easier, os I fill up the excess space
with socks!

In any case, there are two schools

of thought among orthopedists as

to how snugly shoes should fit,

Hanoch observed. There are those
who feel that "feet should be tightly

bound, os in Old China," and others

who believe that even inside shoes,

they should be "free as in nature."

One reader asked if anyone
makes "long-last" shoes in Israel —
shoes which are.extra long'between

heel and instep. According to

Haimum, there is not sufficient de-
mand here for such a speciality tine,

and no regular commercial
manufacturer produces it.

Sometimes, but not always, a
hard-lo-fil customer can find the

right shoe simply by diligent

searching, especially in Tci Aviv-
Jaffa. There are many high-rashion,

arid ofien high-priced, shoe shops
on Rehov Dizengoff, but those in

search of economy are familiar, with
two other footwear centres: in Jaffa,

starting at tho clock tower square
and going up the hill; and along the
length of Rehov Neve Sha'anan
near (he Central Bus Station. Many

of the shops in these areas are adja-

cent to workshops, and hence their

products tend to be considerably

cheaper than the some or similar

merchandise sold on Dizengoff. In

Jerusalem, shops in the Old City are

known to be good sources for less

expensive shoes, and some people

even stray as far as Nablus or

Hebron for bargains.

URI HANOCH is terribly distres-

sed at the increasing influx of shoes

from Italy, Spain and the Far East,

which today account for more than

a quarter of local sales.

"1 am one of the old-timers who
thinks we must manufacture here or

we can’t survive. It is un ideological

matter for me," he says.

According to him, the imports

from Europe, especially Italy and
Spain, are on the rise because of the

current economic difficulties on the

Continent and the willingness of the

industries there to sell at very low or

even “dumping" prices. He also

claims that some European shoe in-

dustries gel direct or indirect aid

from their governments, whereas
ours docs not. As for the Far
Eastern eompetition, it is nn secret

that labour is cheaper there — "and
efficiency is probably higher too."

Even if trade agreements prevent
Israel from raising tariffs against im-

ported shoes, Hanoch feels the

government could follow the exam-
ple of some other countries which
impose import quotas, purchase
taxes, or administrative barriers in

the Tnce of unwanted merchandise.

On the other hand, this govern-

ment's policy of trade liberalization

purports to aid the consumer by
providing the choice of imported
goods, including shoes, ut prices

often lower than what local industry

has to offer. One purpose of this is

to goad local manufacturers into

greater efficiency or lower profit

margins.
It is a battle of philosophies which

will not be solved in this article.

I CAN. however, suggest a solution

for problematic feet which call for

special shoes made primarily for

comfort, and only secondarily for

appearance. Kibbutz Beit Ha'emek
in the Western Galilee has a four-

year-old enterprise called "Na'alei

Tavnit," which makes custom-
moulded shoes to fit plaster casts of

an individuals’s own feel. It makes
shoes for hard-lo-fil clients referred

by the Ministry of Health, Ministry

of Defence and Kupat Holim, but

accepts individual orders as well.

The shoe uppers are made of
leather, but have a somewhat bulky
appearance, because they lend to

be wider across the forefoot than

the ordinary shoe. "Most ordinary

shoes arc too snug across the

metalarsis," claims Sam lsraelstam,

a veteran English-bom member of
the kibbutz who acquired his skill

from a visiting American expert a

few years ago. The comfort-
oriented moulded shoes, hand-
crafted on the plaster cast, ore often

compared to what Americans call

"space shoes.”

A pair of shoes from Na'alei Tav-
nil costs from IS8,8Q0 to 1510,500.

|
The customer can have a foot-

casting either at Kibbutz Beit

i
Ha’emek, or in Tel Aviv, where a

private physiotherapist has been

L
trained to make the impressions. In

either case, one must phone the klb-

,
butz workshop for an appointment,

i (04-962682). Orders take about six

i
weeks to fill. While comfort takes

i precedence over fashion, there are

,
choices in styles, both closed and

: sandal-type, and it is even possible

s to make women's shoes with a

i moderately high heel.

> Marika Meisels
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